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The ensemble emission from all sources outside of the Milky Way is known as the extragalactic
background light (EBL). At optical and near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths, the EBL is primar-
ily stellar emission tracing back to the Epoch of Reionization (EOR) at redshifts z > 6 when
the first luminous structures formed. Given the large uncertainties in our understanding of
the EOR, measurements of the EBL provide an important probe of the galaxies that were
responsible for reionization. Direct observations of the EBL are challenging due to contam-
ination from bright local foregrounds. In recent years, intensity mapping has emerged as a
successful technique in which EBL fluctuations are measured on large angular scales where
the known foreground contributions are minimal or well-modeled. To isolate the signals from
EOR structures, intensity mapping can be applied to optical and NIR data to probe rest-frame
UV emission in galaxies at z > 6.
Multiple intensity mapping studies including the first Cosmic Infrared Background ExpeRi-
ment (CIBER-1) have found that the optical/NIR EBL intensity and its large-scale fluctuations
exceed predictions from galaxy models. The excess is above EOR level and also persists at
wavelengths < 1 µm where we do not expect to see reionization signals. To explain the excess,
a number of astrophysical sources have been proposed including intra-halo light (IHL) from
low-mass stars at the outskirts of galaxies. Observations at 1.1 and 1.8 µm from CIBER-1
second and third flights suggest that the excess can be best described by a level of IHL com-
parable to the integrated light from known galaxy populations. While this result is intriguing,
given CIBER-1 spectral coverage, the IHL and EOR components could not be distinguished,
prompting interest in a new mission, CIBER-2.
CIBER-2 is designed to disentangle the IHL and EOR signals using broader spectral cover-
age from 0.5 - 2.0 µm in six wavebands and larger light-gathering power. The wavebands are
selected to provide 21 auto- and cross-spectra to probe the Lyman break that can distinguish
EOR contributions from low-redshift foregrounds. CIBER-2 comprises a 28.5-cm telescope
cooled to <100K using liquid nitrogen, and three HAWAII-2RG detectors coupled with dual-
band filters to obtain data in six wavebands simultaneously. CIBER-2 is planned for four
flights on the Black Brant IX sounding rocket, with the first flight in mid-2021.
In this dissertation, I present my work on the CIBER-2 design, characterization and payload
integration, as well as constructing the EBL fluctuation power spectra from the data taken
from CIBER-1’s final flight. This analysis relies on a previously developed pipeline for use
with earlier flights, but has been revised to capture the hardware changes in the final flight and
the corresponding systematic uncertainties. I will also outline the expected development of
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In the standard model of cosmology, halos form when dark matter falls into overdense regions
seeded by Big Bang quantum fluctuations. As the halos grow, the baryonic gas clouds inside
them cool to the point that they collapse into the first stars and galaxies in the Universe. The
ultraviolet (UV) photons from these sources ionize the neutral intergalactic medium (IGM)
that is not locked into stars and galaxies, initiating what we call the Epoch of Reionization
(EOR) (Schneider, 2015). Observations of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and
the Gunn-Peterson troughs in high-redshift quasars (for example Songaila et al. (1999); Fan
et al. (2000); Songaila (2004)) provide evidence that the fraction of neutral hydrogen relative
to total H nuclei, xHI , in the IGM drops significantly at redshifts z ∼ 5 − 6, implying that
at some time before redshift of 6 the Universe underwent a phase transition from neutral to
ionized. More recently, constraints from the CMB suggest that EOR ended around z ∼ 6 with
the bulk of ionization happening at z < 15 (Planck Collaboration et al., 2020).
While observations have confirmed the existence of the EOR, the details of how reionization
occurs remain unclear due to the difficulty in observing EOR sources (Schneider, 2015). Many
parameters have yet to be well understood such as the production rate of ionizing photons,
the UV escape fraction, and the impact of the feedback from ionized IGM (Hutter, 2020).
These parameters influence how structures evolve over time and inform models of star and
galaxy formation, so understanding them is crucial to cosmology. The goal of the CIBER
missions is to constrain EOR properties using observations of the extragalactic background
light (EBL), the integrated emission from all sources outside of the Milky Way galaxy. EOR
structures imprint on the EBL fluctuations, in particular at large angular scales on the order of
arcminutes (Cooray, 2016) so precise measurements of the spectral and spatial structure of the
EBL can constrain the physics of the EOR. Specifically, we can relate the observed fluctuations
to quantities like the clustering of halo mass distribution and the halo star formation history
(Cooray & Sheth, 2002; Cooray et al., 2004).
This chapter is organized as follows. In §1.1, we review the EOR evidence, phases, sources,
and imprints on the EBL. Next, the optical/near-infrared (NIR) EBL and the current state
of fluctuation observations are discussed in §1.2. The previous results of CIBER-1 and the
potential impacts of CIBER-2 are presented in §1.3. Finally, the overall structure of this
dissertation is outlined in §1.4.
1
Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 The Epoch of Reionization
1.1.1 Evidence of Reionization
Early evidences of reionization come from observations of the Gunn-Peterson trough. Gunn
& Peterson (1965) propose that the absorption at the Lyman-α (Ly-α) limit in the spectra of
high-z quasars can directly probe the distribution of HI gas along the line-of-sight by relating
xHI to the optical depth of the absorption feature. At redshift z < 5, the Ly-α absorption
can be resolved into lines, forming the so-called “Ly-α forest” in quasar spectra, for example
Boera et al. (2019). The optical depth inferred from these observations range from 0.1 –
0.4. As we look further back in time, the lines saturate and form the Gunn-Peterson trough,
which signifies complete absorption by a highly opaque medium with optical depth  1 and
correspondingly high xHI (Wang et al., 2020). The rise of xHI implies that at some epoch
before z ∼ 6, the Universe transitioned from the neutral proto-galactic medium into the ionized
IGM.
More recently, reionization has been constrained more precisely by observations of the
CMB E-mode polarization. As they travel towards an observer on Earth, CMB photons are
Thomson scattered by free electrons in the IGM – the products of reionization (Hu & White,
1997). At scales smaller than the horizon at EOR redshifts, this interaction dampens the CMB
temperature anisotropies, which can now be measured to very high precision. The damping








where xe is the ratio of free electrons to the total number of H nuclei, σT is the Thomson
scattering cross-section, c is the speed of light, and zmax is the onset of reionization. In theory,
zmax can be extended to the redshift of the CMB, however models may only look back to a z
value where xe approaches 0, for example Planck Collaboration et al. (2020) cap zmax = 50.
Scattering also produces a large bump in the power spectrum of CMB polarization anisotropies,
centering on the Hubble scale during reionization. The bump amplitude scales as τ2 and its
exact shape is sensitive to the ionizing free electron fraction. Unlike temperature anisotropies,
the polarization anisotropies are not affected by the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect (Sachs &
Wolfe, 1967), making it the more sensitive probe. The most recent Planck data suggest
τ ∼ 0.06 which favors a late and fast transition, with the majority of the free electrons produced
between 6 ≤ z ≤ 10 (Planck Collaboration et al., 2016, 2020). However, the integrated optical
depth to CMB Thomson scattering depends strongly on the choice of xe(z) model.
1.1.2 Reionization Phases
Fan et al. (2006) breaks EOR down into three phases. In the first phase, UV sources form
individual Strömgren spheres as they ionize their immediate surroundings. Next, the spheres
grow in size and overlap (or percolate) with neighboring spheres. The mean free path in the
ionized medium is higher than in neutral gas, so the ionization rate increases. Finally, once
the interstellar medium (ISM) has been ionized, UV photons escape from their host galaxies
and ionize the IGM.
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1.1.3 Reionization Sources
Lyman Break Galaxies
Galaxies at redshift 6 ≤ z ≤ 10 are now believed to be the main source of reionization
(Robertson et al., 2015; Finkelstein et al., 2019), with data and models favoring the low
mass population ∼ 107M (Mason et al., 2015; Gnedin, 2016; Livermore et al., 2017). Their
observed emission is drastically attenuated at . 0.9 µm by absorption at the rest-frame Lyman
limit, therefore the Lyman dropout has been used to detect these galaxies in surveys, for
example Laporte et al. (2016); Rojas-Ruiz et al. (2020). However, our understanding of these
galaxies is still lacking due to limited observation. Most models require extrapolating to low
luminosity limit and are highly dependent on the assumed UV escape fraction fesc, the ratio
between ionizing photons (λ < 912 Å) escaping into the IGM and the total photons produced
by a galaxy.
AGN/Quasars
The UV emissions from AGN and quasars can be constrained based on the density estimation
from deep surveys. Wang et al. (2017, 2018, 2019); Fan et al. (2019); Yang et al. (2019)
combine data covering both the north and southern sky to double the number of detected
z > 6 quasars to over 150 (e.g. the Dark Energy Survey (Abbott et al., 2018), Pan-STARRS
(Chambers et al., 2016), WISE/unWISE (Lang, 2014)). According to these studies, the number
density of quasars decreases drastically by a factor of 6 per unit redshift at z > 6. Wang et al.
(2019) conclude that the low number of high-z quasars can only contribute to a small fraction
of the UV emission compared to star-forming galaxies. Similarly, hydrodynamic simulations
support the claim that quasars alone cannot reionize the IGM within the time frame imposed
by recent Planck data (Oñorbe et al., 2017).
Other Sources
Beside galaxies and AGN/quasars, a number of other sources have been proposed. For exam-
ple, mini-quasar or supernova remnants can produce hard X-ray emission to ionize the IGM
(e.g. Madau & Haardt (2015); Tanaka et al. (2016); Mirabel (2019)). These sources would
leave imprints that are now redshifted to the soft X-ray. However, current constraints on the
cosmic X-ray background allow for a very low mini-quasar density, so they are unlikely to be
the main source of reionization (Ricarte et al., 2019). Another example is Population III (Pop
III) stars at z > 10 motivated by observations of the EBL excess (Kashlinsky et al., 2005,
2007, 2012; Matsumoto et al., 2011). Their contribution is not yet clear, owing in large part
to the difficulty in interpreting the sources of the excess.
1.1.4 EOR Imprints on the EBL
While the Lyman break galaxies responsible for reionization can be studied with deep surveys,
surveys are inevitably biased towards brighter sources. A large fraction of reionization has
been attributed to low-mass galaxies that are below the point source detection limit of most
available facilities (Salvaterra et al., 2011; Livermore et al., 2017; Finkelstein et al., 2019). Even
with the James Webb Space Telescope, extremely deep observing campaigns are still needed
to detect EOR sources, for example COSMOS Collaboration (2021). To reduce the sample
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variance, a statistically robust survey also needs large sky coverage. To compliment surveys,
observation of the EBL can trace the large-scale imprints coming from all EOR galaxies (Figure
1.1).
Figure 1.1: Probing the EOR with the background radiation. The observed signal
from the sky (right panel) consists of the EBL from faint EOR galaxies below point-source
detection limit (left panel) and resolved, bright galaxies (middle panel) formed in the densest
regions of the matter distribution network. Galaxy surveys can identify the bright objects in
the middle panel and tell us about the physics of galaxies, however they require extrapolating
to the faint, low mass end of the luminosity function. The imprints on the EBL fluctuations,
on the other hands, come from all EOR sources and can help us constrain the faint structures.
Credit: Thes SPHEREx Collaboration.
How do reionization galaxies imprint on the EBL? The number of stars in a halo is lin-
early proportional to the halo mass, and their spatial distribution traces that of dark matter
halos with a constant of proportionality (also known as the bias factor; Mo & White (1996);
Cooray et al. (2004)). Given a mass distribution, the Press-Schechter halo formalism (Press
& Schechter, 1974) breaks the total power spectrum of this distribution, Pss, at a given red-
shift z into a sum of 2 terms: 1-halo P 1h and 2-halo P 2h. The 1-halo spectrum captures the
correlation of mass elements within a dark matter halo while the 2-halo spectrum reflects the
correlation between distinct pairs of halos. As such, the 1-halo power spectrum dominates on
scales smaller than the halo virial radius and traces nonlinear clustering. This bias is scaled
dependent and more important for massive halos (> 109M) (Fernandez et al., 2010). On the
other hand, the 2-halo dominates the correlation on large scales and traces the dark matter’s
linear density field described above. Equation 8 in Cooray et al. (2004) parameterizes the 1-
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Here u(k|m) is the Fourier transform of the galaxy density profile (e.g. NFW profile (Navarro
et al., 1996)), b(m) is the halo bias factor, n(m) is the mass function (e.g. Press & Schechter
(1974)), P lin(k) is the power spectrum of the linear density field, and the Ns terms describe
the source distribution within the halos.
Pss is a function of redshift. However, what we observe is the projected spectrum integrated
over all redshifts. Furthermore, Pss describes the mass distribution, so we need a formalism
to convert the mass to the EBL. To relate Pss to the observed EBL angular power spectrum,



















Here a(z) is the scale factor, and dA is the comoving angular diameter distance which is
determined by the Hubble constant H0 and the energy density of dark matter Ωk. In this way
these terms encode our assumption of the cosmology model (e.g: Λ cold dark matter) into the
spectrum C`.
The j̄λ(z) refers to the emissivity of the mass distribution Pss. Equation 1.1.4 means that
the observed fluctuations arise from the emission that traces the halo clustering, integrated
over all redshifts. In particular, high-z sources are thought to strongly trace the linear mass
distribution, therefore the 2-halo term in Pss dominates and the emission due to EOR cluster-
ing are predicted to peak at tens of arcminute scales (multipole ` ∼ 1000) corresponding to the
linear density peak at matter-radiation equality (Cooray et al., 2004). Observation of these
large-scale fluctuations are also important because the small-scale fluctuations are dominated
by shot noise from discrete sources.
Cooray et al. (2004) examines the halo description in the case of Pop III stars, however
Equation 1.1.4 can be applied to other sources at other redshifts by changing the emissivity
function j̄λ. In the case of EOR stellar nucleosynthesis, the emissivity depends on the star






In addition to Equation 1.1.5, IGM/ISM nebular emission is also considered when modeling
EOR emissivity (Feng et al., 2019), including:
• Free-free radiation (bremsstrahlung) produced when free electrons in the plasma are accel-
erated by the electrostatic fields of ions.
• Free-bound emission when free electrons are recaptured by ions.
• Collisional line emission when the gas is photo-heated, for example Ly-α.
• Two-photon decay, most relevant to H/He-like ions where a free electron in an excited state
(2s) decays directly into the lowest level (1s) without being excited to a higher state. The
decay produces two photons whose total energy is equal to the difference between 2s and
1s. (Mewe et al., 1986)
The nebular emission is governed by the UV escape fraction, scaling as fesc for the IGM and
(1 − fesc) for the ISM. It also depends on the gas density, temperature, xHI , and clumping
factor (Feng et al., 2019).
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The shape of the fluctuation spectrum is therefore sensitive to our assumptions of these
parameters (Fernandez et al., 2010) which unfortunately have been poorly constrained at
z > 6. For example, the escape fraction has been observed to vary between < 10% to > 20%
(e.g. Naidu et al. (2020)), with additional complications from redshift and mass dependencies
(Finkelstein et al., 2019). The detection of the EBL fluctuations imprinted by EOR sources is
significant because we can use its spectrum to constrain parameters like fesc, star formation
history, and the rate of ionization.
1.2 The Extragalactic Background Light
We focus on the optical/NIR EBL (0.3 . λ . 10 µm) because it comprises the bulk of
the redshifted UV photons associated with from EOR star formation (Cooray, 2016). At
wavelength shorter than ∼5 µm, this background is dominated by the emission from nearby
galaxies and requires careful analysis to extract the high-z signals.
Early estimates of EBL brightness at < 1 µm come from Pioneer 10/11 (Toller, 1983)
and at 1 – 5 µm from DIRBE/COBE (Hauser et al., 1998). Since then, many attempts have
been made to measure the EBL brightness with increasing accuracy, primarily from space-
based facilities to avoid airglow contamination in the atmosphere (Figure 1.2). One way to
measure the EBL is absolute photometry, where all photons along the line of sight is counted
(e.g.Cambrésy et al. (2001); Wright (2001, 2004); Matsumoto et al. (2005); Levenson et al.
(2007); Tsumura et al. (2013); Sano et al. (2015, 2016); Zemcov et al. (2017); Lauer et al.
(2020)). In principle, the mean brightness of extragalactic fields is a direct measurement of its
intensity. In reality, absolute photometry requires accurate descriptions of various foregrounds
and the brightness estimate can be highly model-dependent.
Intensity mapping is another technique where the EBL fluctuations are used to infer the
contributions of its components. This technique was proposed by Madau et al. (1997) and
applied to the NIR EBL by Cooray et al. (2004). Intensity mapping reduces the effects of
the foregrounds by looking at angular scales ` & 1000 where EOR clustering peaks. More
importantly, to separate the EBL from the foregrounds, prior knowledge of their spatial and
spectral energy distributions can be incorporated into the decomposition of the fluctuation
spectrum. Intensity mapping is used by CIBER and we will come back to it in §1.3.1 and
Chapter 5.
In addition to detection by absolute photometry and intensity mapping, the EBL has been
constrained by galaxy counts from surveys like the Hubble Deep Field, the Subaru Deep Field,
CANDELS, and GAMA/DEVILS (e.g.: (Madau & Pozzetti, 2000; Totani et al., 2001; Fazio
et al., 2004; Keenan et al., 2010; Driver et al., 2016; Saldana-Lopez et al., 2020; Koushan
et al., 2021)). These studies use multi-wavelength survey data to assemble the SED and
the luminosity function of galaxies up to the survey limit, apply a model prescribing galaxy
evolution as a function of redshift, then extrapolate the contribution of galaxies below the
survey’s detection limit. This technique is affected by the survey completeness and requires
extensive data sets spanning many decades of the electromagnetic spectrum. At the same
time, number counts only provide a lower limit. To infer the level of EBL, they need to be
checked against photometric measurements (Cooray, 2016).
More recently, observations of very high energy (VHE) phenomena like blazars have emerged
as a semi-analytical approach to constrain the EBL. In this approach, the observed VHE source
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spectra are assumed to be scattered by the EBL following the interaction between the γ-rays
and the EBL photons, for example see Franceschini et al. (2019). By matching theoretical
VHE spectra with observations at wavelengths with no EBL attenuation, the γ-ray attenu-
ation can be estimated and the EBL brightness can be inferred from this attenuation. The
constraint from γ-rays appear to agree with the integrated brightness from galaxy counts and
does not exhibit the excess that is found in direct detection or intensity mapping experiments
(H.E.S.S. Collaboration et al., 2013; Ackermann et al., 2012; Driver et al., 2016; Saldana-Lopez
et al., 2020). However, inferring the EBL brightness from γ-ray opacity is model-dependent
and is limited by our understanding of the spectral shapes of VHE sources.
Whether the EOR fluctuations have been detected in the EBL remains an open question.
Kashlinsky et al. (2002) and Odenwald et al. (2003) analyze 1.25, 1.65, and 2.17 µm data from
the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. (2006)) and detect fluctuations at
subarcminute scales after masking galaxies brighter than K = 19. Kashlinsky et al. (2005)
refine the spectrum analysis using the Spitzer/IRAC observations at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0 µm and
deep masking limit (mAB = 22− 25). Rather than a turnover at a few arcminutes, they find
an excess in the fluctuation amplitudes and a flat peak in the spectrum. Deeper observing
programs with Spitzer reach similar conclusions (Kashlinsky et al., 2007, 2012). Independent
from the Spitzer analysis, Matsumoto et al. (2011) use AKARI data at 2.4, 3.2, and 4.1
µm to estimate the fluctuations, again seeing the same excess at > 100” and a flat spectrum.
These works are now followed by similar excess detection at < 2 µm from the CIBER-1 mission
(Zemcov et al. (2014); see §1.3) and from the Hubble eXtremely Deep Field survey (Matsumoto
& Tsumura, 2019).
The excess fluctuation poses an interesting challenge to the field. The source(s) of the
excess are still a matter of debate, but given the fluctuations’ color and amplitudes, they are
unlikely to come from reionization. Models normalized to known UV luminosity function at
z > 6 predict that the EOR contribution to the EBL brightness at 1 µm is . 1 nW m−2
sr−1(Madau & Silk, 2005). The RMS fluctuation amplitude at ten arcminutes is estimated
to be ≤ 0.1 nW m−2 sr−1 and drops further at longer wavelengths (Cooray, 2016). Madau
& Silk (2005) examine the metallicity and photon production of Pop III stars at z ∼ 9 and
find that to produce the observed excess, a significant fraction of baryons in the Universe
(>5%) must have collapsed into stars by z = 9. The corresponding star formation must
be highly efficient (30 - 100%), but achieving such efficiency is difficult in metal-free gas.
More importantly, such massive Pop III population would over-enrich the mean metallicity
of the Universe, exceeding the Solar metallicity by z = 9 which contradicts observation. The
metallicity could be reduced if the stars collapse into intermediate-mass black holes. However,
the black holes would produce a large quantity of hard X-ray emission, which would have been
redshifted and saturated the present-day soft cosmic X-ray background. Madau & Silk (2005)
conclude that high-z stellar emission alone cannot give rise to the observed excess within the
mean metallicity and X-ray constraints.
To make matters more complicated, Fernandez et al. (2010) use N-body simulations to
model EOR halos with the nonlinear bias previously discounted in Cooray et al. (2004). They
find that there is no peak at arcminute scale in the power spectrum, but caution that their
simulations look at the high end of the mass range (∼ 109M). For smaller halos, the nonlinear
bias may be less pronounced and the Cooray et al. (2004) assumption may produce the high-z
clustering peak.
A common challenge faced by current observations is the lack of optical data to incorporate
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Figure 1.2: Measurements of the optical/NIR EBL brightness. This non-exhaustive
list includes: the dark cloud method (blue squares) (Mattila et al., 2017); Pioneer 10/11
(large red circles) (Toller, 1983; Matsuoka et al., 2011); combinations of DIRBE and 2MASS
data (magenta diamonds) (Cambrésy et al., 2001; Levenson et al., 2007; Wright, 2001, 2004;
Sano et al., 2015, 2016); CIBER (light and dark green pentagons) (Matsuura et al., 2017;
Zemcov et al., 2014); IRTS (light purple crosses) (Matsumoto et al., 2005); and AKARI (dark
purple crosses) (Tsumura et al., 2013). The shaded hatched blue zone represents the upper
limit inferred from galaxies counts in the Hubble Deep Field (blue small circles)(Madau &
Pozzetti, 2000; Fazio et al., 2004) and the Subaru Deep Field (black triangles) (Totani et al.,
2001; Keenan et al., 2010). The yellow region identifies the range of EBL values constrained
by γ-ray observations (H.E.S.S. Collaboration et al., 2013). The dotted line is the estimate
of diffuse Galactic light (DGL) – another bright foreground (Ienaka et al., 2013; Matsuoka
et al., 2011; Witt et al., 2008). The cosmic optical background upper limit is inferred from
New Horizons/LORRI data as seen in Zemcov et al. (2017) (green horizontal line) and Lauer
et al. (2020) (shaded green zone). To illustrate the heavy Zodiacal light contamination, the
estimates at 1 au and 5 au are also plotted (Zemcov et al., 2017). A clear disagreement is
seen between the EBL detections and the constraint inferred from galaxy counts/high-energy
observations.
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the Lyman dropout constraint into their component separation. Without the Lyman dropout,
the EOR contribution is not easily distinguished from other faint diffuse sources that similarly
peak at 1 – 2 µm. The answer to what constitute the EBL fluctuations excess and whether
nonlinear clustering can ever be detected hinges on the detection of the EOR fluctuations in
the unexplored wavelength window < 1 µm.
1.3 Probing the EBL with the CIBER Missions
The first Cosmic Infrared Background ExpeRiment (CIBER-1) comprised four instruments
on a sounding rocket payload to study various aspects of EBL physics. The instruments in-
cluded: two wide field imagers (WFI) to probe the EBL fluctuations using intensity mapping,
a low-resolution spectrometer (LRS) to measure EBL spectrum, and a narrow-band spectrom-
eter (NBS) to map the absolute brightness of the Zodiacal light (Bock et al., 2006; Zemcov
et al., 2013a; Bock et al., 2013; Korngut et al., 2013; Tsumura et al., 2013). The payload was
launched four times between 2009 – 2013. Following CIBER-1, the next generation CIBER-2
was completed in 2020 and will be launched in 2021. In this section, we review the inten-
sity mapping technique, summarize relevant science findings from CIBER-1, and outline the
impacts of CIBER-2.
1.3.1 Intensity Mapping
In theory, the mean brightness of extragalactic sources is a direct measurement of the EBL
intensity. In reality, the signal, λImeasλ , is a combination of the EBL and the foregrounds,














The quantities λImeasλ and λI
EBL
λ are the measured surface brightness and the EBL in unit
[nW m−2 sr−1], respectively. The factor ε accounts for extinction by galactic dust. The
λI instλ is the brightness associated with the instrument and is unique to each experiment, but
can be modeled with prior knowledge. The other terms in Equation 1.3.6 are foregrounds.
The foreground treatment is very important because the foregrounds can be up to 100 times
brighter than the EBL at some wavelengths. Even small uncertainties in the foregrounds are
propagated into large error bars on the inferred EBL brightness. The origins of the foregrounds
are listed in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Known EBL foregrounds.
Foregrounds Origins
Resolved sources (*) Bright stars and galaxies above the masking flux cutoff
Zodiacal light (ZL) Sunlight scattered & reprocessed by the interplanetary dust
Diffuse Galactic light (DGL) Starlight scattered by interstellar dust
Residual sources (RS) Unresolved or faint sources below the masking flux cutoff, or
the residual wings of masked sources
To apply intensity mapping, we take a sky observation, mask resolved sources, subtract the
mean brightness, and then take the angular power spectrum of the residuals which captures
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its spatial fluctuations. In this work, we follow the flat sky and small angle assumptions. The







where a`m is the spherical harmonic coefficient. The power spectrum represents the variance of
a`m summed over all m at each `. The pre-factor is used to normalize the sum over m orders.
In the flat sky and small angle approximation, ` ∼ 2π/θ where θ is the angular resolution
of an instrument, θ = 7′′ for CIBER-1. The spectrum also has to be corrected for various
instrumental effects.
Next, to decompose the spectrum, we construct a power spectrum template to describe the
fluctuations comprising the EOR galaxies, the foregrounds, and any additional components
representing new/unaccounted sources (e.g. Figure 1.3). Intensity mapping takes advantage
of the fact that different sources contribute to the spatial fluctuations differently, reflecting
the nature of their sizes and color. For example, the EOR large-scale clustering peaks at
arcminute scales while residual sources fluctuate on smaller scales resembling Poisson (shot)
noise (Cooray et al., 2004). Different galaxy models can predict different shapes of the EOR
spectrum, therefore we can compare the models against each other based on how well they
can describe the observed spectrum.
To improve the decomposition, we take multi-wavelength observations so that the SED of
the sources can be incorporated into the fit. For instance, EOR sources exhibit the Lyman
limit cutoff at optical wavelengths, therefore the amplitude of EOR fluctuations at those
wavelengths can be set to zero. These processes are discussed in more details in Chapters 4
and 5.
1.3.2 CIBER-1’s Main Science Results
In this section, we review the current science results related to the EBL fluctuations. The
flights and observing fields are summarized in §2.2.1. In the first flight, technical problems
affected the quality of the data, therefore this flight was omitted from the fluctuation analysis.
Spectral Studies of the EBL Foregrounds
Understanding the astrophysical foregrounds to EBL measurements is important to accurately
extract the EBL fluctuations from the data. To inform EBL measurements, the two most
prominent foregrounds – ZL and DGL – were observed by the LRS and NBS in the same fields
over multiple flights. The LRS/NBS findings further our understanding of the foregrounds’
spectral and spatial distributions, their origins, and their impacts on the EBL fluctuations.
Tsumura et al. (2010) uses LRS data from the first flight to inspect the interplanetary
dust (IPD) distribution and origin through ZL spectrum between 0.75 – 2.1 µm. A broad
absorption feature is found at 0.9 µm and is identified as the signature of a silicate compound
such as pyroxene or olivine. These compounds are typically found in asteroids and meteorites,
although they have also been found in mid-IR spectrum and samples of cometary dust (Lisse
et al., 2006; Zolensky et al., 2006), supporting the theory that IPD comes from comets and
asteroids.
Using the NBS, Korngut et al. (2021) studies ZL brightness with the ionized Calcium (Ca
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II) triplet absorption lines at 854.2 nm, a technique pioneered by Dube et al. (1977). Their ZL
estimate is best described by the Kelsall et al. (1998) model with a slight offset of ∼ 49± 19
[nW m−2 sr−1], hinting at a possible isotropic component similar to that formulated by Sano
et al. (2020).
Arai et al. (2015) uses 0.95 – 1.65 µm LRS data from the second and fourth flights to confirm
that the DGL spectrum is smooth and can be consistently modeled by Rayleigh scattering off
bare graphite/silicate and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons dust. To model the interstellar
dust, they evaluate two dust grain descriptions: large grain with half-mass radius ∼ 0.12 µm
(Brandt & Draine, 2012) and small grain ∼ 0.06 µm (Zubko et al., 2004). To estimate the
stellar emission, the Mathis et al. (1983) model of local stellar emission and Bruzual & Charlot
(2003) population synthesis model are considered. They report that the Zubko et al. (2004)
model describes the DGL spectrum better regardless of the choice of stellar emission models.
EBL Fluctuation Measurements
The WFI data from the second and third flights are analyzed in Zemcov et al. (2014) using
intensity mapping as described in §1.3.1. They apply a masking flux cutoff of 17.5 mag at
1.1 µm, and 17 mag at 1.6 µm1. The group demonstrates that the WFI data are sufficient
to detect galaxy clustering and find that the EBL fluctuates more than expected at 1.1 and
1.6 µm (Figure 1.3), consistent with previous observations at longer wavelengths (e.g. Arendt
et al. (2010); Matsumoto et al. (2011); Kashlinsky et al. (2012)).
Arendt et al. (2016) caution that EBL studies tend to focus on high-latitude fields with low
ZL contamination and modulation, so cross-correlating different observations may not remove
ZL completely. To access whether underestimating the ZL can produce the observed excess,
they instead examine Spitzer/IRAC observations of the low-latitude COSMOS field. They
conclude that ZL intensity does not appear to correlate with the EBL fluctuations and rule
out ZL contamination. Another supporting evidence that the paper highlights is ZL intensity
increases going from 3.6 to 4.5 µm, but the excess fluctuation power is higher at 3.6 µm than
at 4.5 µm (Kashlinsky et al., 2012).
Once the known foregrounds have been ruled out, some possible astrophysical sources are
now considered. The following is a non-exhaustive list:
• EOR galaxies or Pop III Stars (Kashlinsky et al., 2005, 2018; Matsumoto et al., 2011):
Despite their importance to stellar and galaxy evolution, Pop III stars are extremely difficult
to detect directly even with the Webb Space Telescope (Jaacks et al., 2019). As discussed in
§1.2, Madau & Silk (2005) find that if Pop III were responsible to the excess fluctuations,
their imprints are difficult to reconcile with current observations of the mean metallicity
and the cosmic soft X-ray background.
• Primordial or direct collapse black holes (DCBH) at very high redshift (Cappelluti
et al., 2013; Yue et al., 2013): Motivated by possible correlation between the X-ray and the
NIR excess (e.g. Helgason et al. (2014); Mitchell-Wynne et al. (2016)), DCBH can explain
the existences of very massive quasars at z = 6 and 7 (e.g. Wang et al. (2020)). Interestingly,
1Between the 2nd and 3rd flights, the pivot wavelength of the 2nd channel was changed from 1.6 µm to 1.8 µm,
nevertheless when reporting the third flight’s results in Zemcov et al. (2014), we use the 1.6 µm nomenclature.
In publications starting 2021, we move to refer to this WFI as 1.8 µm. In this section, we keep the 1.6 µm
label for consistency with Figure 1.3 adopted from Zemcov et al. (2014). From Chapter 2 onwards, we use
1.8 µm to match our recent publications.
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Figure 1.3: The EBL fluctuation spectra from CIBER-1 and Spitzer . (a) CIBER-1
1.1 × 1.1 µm and 1.6 × 1.6 µm, (b) CIBER 1.1 × 1.6 µm, (c) CIBER and Spitzer1.1 × 3.6
µm and 1.6 × 3.6 µm, (d) Spitzer 3.6 × 3.6 µm. Open circles are earlier measurements
from the Hubble Space Telescope with deeper masking cutoff. The CIBER and Spitzer
fluctuations appear highly correlated, which may point to a common astrophysical origin.
The best-estimates of low-z galaxies, ZL, and DGL (Arai et al., 2015) are also shown here.
Significant fluctuations at large angular scales (` & 1000) are not fully rectified by these
known foregrounds and motivate the IHL addition. The shaded zones combine the EOR,
the foregrounds, and the best-fit IHL. Credit: Based on original figure in Zemcov et al.
(2014).
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DCBH does not have a clear mechanism to produce the excess at . 1.6 µm. However,
using data from the Spitzer/Hubble/Chandra Space Telescopes, Mitchell-Wynne et al. (2016)
report no clear correlation between the X-ray and the . 1.6 µm excess, suggesting that there
could be multiple distinctive sources contributing to the excess at the X-ray, optical, and
NIR wavelengths.
• Intra-halo light (IHL) (Purcell et al., 2007; Cooray et al., 2012b; Cheng et al., 2021):
This emission originates from stars that are tidally stripped from their host galaxies after
mergers and now reside at the edge of the merged dark matter halos. While the best-fit
models suggest IHL redshift range is lower than the redshifts of the other candidates, IHL
is also challenging to detect due to their diffuse nature.
• Faint compact objects (FCO) (Matsumoto & Tsumura, 2019): Motivated by the in-
creasing numbers of faint objects in the Hubble eXtreme Deep Field (XDF), Matsumoto &
Tsumura (2019) propose that FCO at z < 0.1 containing up to half of the baryonic mass are
responsible for the excess. If true, FCO would solve the “missing baryons” problem (Ashman,
1992). Matsumoto & Tsumura (2019) postulate that FCO can be similar to mini-quasar,
however their emission mechanism is unclear. While intriguing, FCO is not consistently
detected between surveys and may be explained as an artifact of the data analysis. If they
exist, given their redshifts, they can potentially be detected directly by the Webb Space
Telescope.
Zemcov et al. (2014) conclude that the IHL from recent epochs is responsible for the excess
fluctuations. The CIBER × Spitzer cross-spectra show correlations between the excess at 1.1,
1.6, and 3.6 µm, implying a common astrophysical origin. At the same time, a more nearby
foreground is favored as opposed to a high z population because the fluctuations at 1.1/1.6 µm
are higher than those at 3.6 µm. To produce the amplitude of the excess observed in CIBER
data, a moderate level of low-redshift IHL luminosity is required. Unfortunately, CIBER-1
did not have the spectral coverage nor the sensitivity to isolate the EOR contributions in the
fluctuation spectra. As a result of CIBER-1’s findings, a new experiment covering λ < 1 µm
holds the promise to detect EOR fluctuations and provide more clues to the origin of the EBL
excess.
1.3.3 CIBER-2’s Relevance and Impacts
Motivated by the science results of CIBER-1, CIBER-2 is specifically designed for intensity
mapping with a single wide-field telescope. The experiment has higher sensitivity and broader
wavelength coverage compared to the WFI (Lanz et al., 2014; Shirahata et al., 2016; Nguyen
et al., 2018; Park et al., 2018; Takimoto et al., 2020). CIBER-1 wavelengths were selected
based on the expectation at the time that the EOR ended around redshifts z ∼ 9.5 − 16. In
this redshift range, the 1.6 µm data would contain EOR signals while the 1.1 µm would not
due to the Lyman break. However, a dropout was not found in CIBER-1 data. EOR is now
believed to have ended at a later time (Planck Collaboration et al., 2020), so the Lyman break
is expected to be observable at wavelengths < 1 µm. To incorporate this new information
and build on the legacy of CIBER-1, CIBER-2 coverage is extended to 0.5 – 2.0 µm with six
wavebands. To demonstrate that we can probe the EOR fluctuations, CIBER-2 simulated
sensitivity is compared to the RMS fluctuation amplitude at ` ∼ 1000 in Figure 1.4.
A major science goal of CIBER-2 is probing the cumulative EOR contributions in the EBL
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Figure 1.4: Predicted sensitivity of CIBER-2. CIBER-2 sensitivity is compared to a
range of predicted EOR fluctuation amplitudes. Following the findings in Zemcov et al.
(2014), CIBER-2 is designed based on a revised EBL fluctuation model to include IHL
contributions. The Lyman dropout is expected to be constrained with two wavebands at <
1 µm. The sensitivity of a single flight is tabulated in Table 2.4 and the instrument design
is reviewed in §2.3.
with unprecedented sensitivity. By using six wavebands covering the rest-frame Lyman limit,
we will have 6 auto-spectra and 15 cross-spectra to distinguish the EOR fluctuations from
unresolved nearby sources like the IHL. Furthermore, CIBER-2 data can be cross-correlated
with other optical/NIR surveys like Spitzer at wavelengths outside of our spectral coverage to
trace the origin of the EBL excess following Zemcov et al. (2014).
Another legacy of the CIBER missions is maturing the analytical method of intensity map-
ping on optical/NIR data. In the next decade, multiple optical/NIR surveyors like SPHEREx
(Doré et al., 2014), the Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope (Spergel et al., 2013), and Euclid
(Mauri et al., 2020) will provide an unprecedented amount of data to probe large-scale struc-
tures. These data sets will vastly increase our understanding of the EBL and the EOR. Many
tools and techniques that we are developing and testing on CIBER-1 and 2 like PSF stacking,
mode-coupling correction, noise modeling, and extended galaxy emission modeling will be of
interest to the SPHEREx/Roman Space Telescope/Euclid communities. Our findings will also
provide motivations and community inputs to help these missions develop further surveys.
In terms of technology contributions to the field, CIBER-2 is pushing the limit of the
science that can be done on a suborbital platform. CIBER-1 is a successful example of a
highly science-driven mission, and CIBER-2 is continuing this legacy with larger and more
complex instruments. CIBER-2 will be one of the first missions to operate the HAWAII-
2RG detectors in space environment, providing important baseline for upcoming missions
carrying the same technology like the Webb Space Telescope (Posselt et al., 2004; Rieke et al.,
2005) and SPHEREx (Doré et al., 2014). Our synergy with SPHEREx also extends to the
linear variable filter (LVF; Korngut et al. (2018)), which is a fairly new technology to the
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astrophysics community. Our publications on the CIBER-2 characterization, calibration, and
data reduction will be valuable resources to the SPHEREx team and any other future projects
considering the LVF technology. In addition, many designs that we have developed and tested
for CIBER-2 (e.g. the baffling system) can be adopted for other payloads that requires a
compact mechanism for moving parts. Last but not least, the cryogenic star tracker that we
are developing for CIBER-2 will advance the technology readiness of scientific CMOS detectors
for space applications, providing NASA and the space exploration community with another
option for IR imaging.
1.4 Dissertation Synopsis
The dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we detail the CIBER instruments.
The CIBER-1 payload and its four flights are briefly summarized, followed by details of the
CIBER-2 instrumentation and its flight strategy. Some design choices have been covered in
past publications (Lanz et al., 2014; Shirahata et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2018; Park et al.,
2018), so here I concentrate on the components that have not been presented elsewhere.
In Chapter 3, the characterization and calibration of the CIBER-2 payload are presented.
The tests are accompanied by relevant schematics, procedures, photos, and tabulated results
for future reference. The two campaigns to integrate the payload into the rocket are also
described here. Some results here have been previously reported in Nguyen et al. (2018) and
Takimoto et al. (2020).
Chapter 4 outlines the CIBER data reduction. In light of CIBER-2’s launch delay, we apply
the analysis to the data from CIBER-1’s last flight and highlight where we diverge from the
analysis in Zemcov et al. (2014). We also summarize the progress of CIBER-2 data pipeline.
In Chapter 5, we report the CIBER-1 fluctuation spectra and present the future science
analysis. We conclude with a review of the multicomponent separation framework (Feng et al.,
2019) that will be used to interpret future CIBER-2 power spectra.
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Chapter 2
The CIBER Missions
CIBER-1 successfully demonstrated that the observing time provided by a sounding rocket
was enough to provide ample publishable data. CIBER-2 is built on the legacy of CIBER-1
with significant improvements in sensitivity and spectral coverage. The two experiments are
reviewed in the following order. In §2.1, we outline the science drivers for a sounding rocket
mission to study the EOR imprints on the EBL. Next, in §2.2 we present an overview of
CIBER-1 broadband imagers, whose data are used later for the fluctuation analysis. Finally,
the CIBER-2 instrumentation and its survey strategy are detailed in §2.3.
2.1 Drivers for An EBL Experiment on Sounding Rockets
The EOR science requires our intensity mapping experiment to have excellent sensitivity
and source masking, broad spectral coverage, low instrument noise, and low atmospheric
contamination.
• Spectral coverage: To trace the excess source by its spectral features, we need observations
across the NIR and optical wavelengths. As mentioned in §1.1, the Lyman break at <1µm
helps distinguish the EOR contribution from that of lower z sources. The 0.5 – 2.0 µm
wavelengths, which lie between the coverage of the Hubble and Spitzer Space Telescopes,
are still relatively unexplored in intensity mapping and provide an excellent opportunity for
new findings. Future missions like SPHEREx and Euclid will generate large data sets at
these wavelengths to tremendously benefit EOR study, however they are not be available
for a few more years.
• Sensitivity from high etendue: The EOR component in the observed fluctuations is an
order of magnitude fainter than the IHL. To detect the EOR signals, our telescope needs
large light-gathering power or etendue, the product of the area A and the field of view’s
(FOV) solid angle Ω. There are two reasons why high etendue is desirable. First, a large light
collecting area gives high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in a short exposure, so the foregrounds
can be masked to very deep flux levels. Secondly, a wide FOVminimizes the amount of image
mosaicking. Mosaicking involves more exposure time, a stable platform, and additional
post-processing to correct for the artifacts caused by stitching images together, inevitably
introducing more systematic uncertainty into the data.
• Cryogenic operation: In addition to high etendue, a large format infrared detectors with
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low read noise and dark current like the HAWAIIx detectors are desirable to maximize SNR
(Blank et al., 2011). These detectors exhibit excellent noise levels between ∼ 15− 95K. At
the same time, cooling the telescope and its mechanical supports to < 100K significantly
reduces the ambient infrared self-emission from the hardware. To optimize the cost and
reduce the complexity of the payload, we use liquid nitrogen (LN2) cooling.
• Source masking: To obtain deep point source detection limits for masking (J-band AB
magnitude of ∼21) while also optimizing the number of usable pixels after masking, we want
to minimize the expected point spread function (PSF).
• Airglow contamination: In the 0.5 - 2.0 µm window, the airglow effect due to hydroxyl
radicals (OH) in the atmosphere is significant, especially at around 1.5 - 1.6 µm (Maihara
et al., 1993). Airglow emission is ∼200 - 1500 times brighter than astrophysical sources
(Cox, 2000) and contains time-variable structures most notably from 1° to 10° (Adams
& Skrutskie, 1996; Ramsay et al., 1992). To avoid contamination from the atmosphere,
observation is best conducted from an altitude where the air is very thin – about 100 km from
sea level. This is well above the limit of balloon experiments. Consequently, most NIR EBL
studies have utilized orbital facilities like the Hubble Space Telescope or the Spitzer Space
Telescope. However, the cost and timeline of constructing an orbital space telescope makes
it impractical to build one for a single science goal. The sounding rocket platform offers a
cost-effective alternative. They are frequently used by NASA for technology development,
therefore well-developed resources are already established to construct and integrate an
experiment in the span of a few years. Moreover, the experiment can be recovered and fly
multiple times, so modifications can be made between the flights to reflect the advances in
technology or to incorporate new science findings.
2.2 CIBER-1
2.2.1 Overview
CIBER-1 was launched four times on the Black Brant (BB) sounding rocket between 2009
and 2013. The first three flights were conducted on the two-stage BBIX vehicle launched from
the White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) in New Mexico, achieving an apogee of ∼ 324− 329
km and ∼ 240 seconds of observing time on average. Figure 2.1 is a photo of CIBER-1 (third
flight) on the rail before launch. The fourth and last flight was non-recoverable on the four-
stage BBXII from the NASA Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) in Virginia with significantly
higher apogee of ∼ 577 km and ∼ 330 seconds of observing time.
In Table 2.1, the observing fields from the second, third, and fourth flights are presented.
Data from the first flight are omitted due to contamination from the rocket skin’s thermal
emission. The second flight happened in July 2010, followed by the third flight in March 2012,
and the last flight in Jun 2013. Scheduling the flights over one year apart and in different
seasons allows us to observe through different uncorrelated patches of ZL, which we can later
remove by cross-correlating the same field from different flights.
CIBER-1 comprises four separate instruments to study the EBL in different methods (Fig-
ure 2.2): two wide-field imagers (WFI) to perform intensity mapping on the EBL (Bock et al.,
2013; Zemcov et al., 2014), a low-resolution spectrometer (LRS) to measure the EBL spectrum
(Tsumura et al., 2010, 2013; Arai et al., 2015; Matsuura et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2017), and a
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Figure 2.1: Photo of CIBER-1 on the BBIX vehicle before the third launch. The
rocket motor separates after launching, so the shutter door to the experiment section can
be opened for observation. Photo courtesy of White Sand Missile Range.
narrow-band spectrometer (NBS) to assess the absolute brightness of ZL foreground via the
854.2 nm Ca II Fraunhofer line (Korngut et al., 2013, 2021). The designs, calibration, and
characterization of these instruments have been discussed in the cited literature.
2.2.2 Wide-Field Imagers
Among the four instruments of CIBER-1, the two WFI are the closest analogy to CIBER-
2 in terms of the science goal and the data analysis. Each WFI comprises a refractor, an
HAWAII-11 (H1) detector, and NIR filters (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). The WFI key parameters are
presented in Table 2.2. A detailed description of the hardware and lab testing can be found
in Bock et al. (2013) and Zemcov et al. (2013a). The engineering result from the first flight is
also reported in Bock et al. (2013), and the science results using the second and third flights’
data are in Zemcov et al. (2014).
Between the second and third flights of CIBER-1, the filters were replaced. In the case
of the longer wavelength WFI (Imager 2), the pivot wavelength changes from 1.6 to 1.8 µm,
nevertheless when reporting the third flight’s results in Zemcov et al. (2014), the 1.6 µm label
is used for consistency with the second flight. In publications starting 2021, we refer to this
WFI as 1.8 µm.
By the middle of 2020, the imager data from the fourth flight have been reduced (Cheng
et al., 2021) but have yet to undergone the fluctuation analysis. Before CIBER-2 data are
available, the imager data are used for the analysis portion of this dissertation. While Zemcov
et al. (2014) has established the framework of the WFI intensity mapping analysis, we make
a number of changes to the data reduction in the fourth flight (see Chapter 4).
1HAWAII-x: HgCdTe Astronomy Wide Area Infrared Imager. Number 1 refers to the 1024×1024 array format.
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Figure 2.2: CIBER-1 instruments. The spectra of EBL, ZL, and DGL are studied with
the LRS. The NBS uses the Fraunhofer line spectroscopy to measure ZL absolute brightness.
The WFI data are used in intensity mapping and stacking analysis.
Figure 2.3: Model and photo of the wide field imager. The imager’s design, charac-
terization, and flight performance can be found in Bock et al. (2013).
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Table 2.1: CIBER-1 observing fields across three flights.
Field Name RA [°] DEC [°] [s] since launch Apogee [km] Launch
2nd Flight 36.265 Black Brant IX
SWIRE/ELAIS-N1 242.71 54.69 146 – 197
329 WSMR
NEP 270.63 66.44 214 – 281
Bootes A 218.45 34.83 363 – 420
Bootes B 217.23 33.34 447 – 497
3rd Flight 36.277 Black Brant IX
SWIRE/ELAIS-N1 242.71 54.69 196 – 242
324 WSMRNEP 270.63 66.45 262 – 308
Bootes B 217.23 33.34 377 – 425
4th Flight 40.030 Black Brant XII
Elat10 191.50 8.25 387 – 436
577 WFF
Elat30 193.94 28.00 450 – 500
Bootes B 218.11 33.18 513 – 569
Bootes A 219.25 34.83 581 – 636
SWIRE/ELAIS-N1 241.52 54.77 655 – 705
a Here we list only the WFI field information used in Zemcov et al. (2014) (second +
third flight), in Cheng et al. (2021), and in this dissertation (fourth flight), which
differs slightly from that of the LRS (Arai et al., 2015; Matsuura et al., 2017) and
NBS (Korngut et al., 2021).
b Right ascesion (RA) and declination (DEC) follows J2000.
2.2.3 Targets Fields in the Last Flight
In the last flight, eight fields are observed, but three are excluded from our analysis due to
airglow contamination (§4.1.2). The fields are the same as in the previous flights and have
multiple optical/NIR catalogs publicly available for masking. In Table 2.3, we list the exposure
times of the fields in the order of observation, where the exposure time Tint corresponds to
N − 1 frames multiplied by 1.78-second interval between each frame. The two low ecliptic
latitude fields (Elat10 and Elat30) are selected to constrain different lines of sight of ZL, while
the other fields are well studied cosmological fields with ample ancillary multi-wavelength
observations. All five fields have been observed at least once in previous flights. The Bootes
A/B and SWIRE/ELAIS-N1 fields are also the targets of CIBER-2’s first flight.
2.3 CIBER-2
2.3.1 Overview
Following the success of CIBER-1, CIBER-2 has been constructed and is now qualified for
flight. CIBER-2 expected performance is summarized in Table 2.4.
To construct an experiment, we need to unify the optics, the detectors, and other essential
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Figure 2.4: Effective transmissivities of the WFI. Different filters were used on the
first two flights and reported in Bock et al. (2013), while the new filters were used in the
last two flights. The results in Zemcov et al. (2014) correspond to the new filters, and the
longer wavelength’s result from this publication is now referred to as 1.8 µm.
Table 2.2: CIBER-1 WFI key parameters reported in Bock et al. (2013).
Parameter Imager 1 Imager 2 Units
Aperture 11 cm
Pixel size 7 arcsec2
Field of view 2.0×2.0 degree2
Frame interval 1.79 seconds
Tint ∼50 seconds
Pivot λ 1.1 1.8 µm
∆λ/λ 0.38 0.56
Array QE 0.51 0.70
Optics efficiency 0.9 0 0.9 0
Filter efficiency 0.92 0.89
Total efficiency 0.42 0.56
Dark current 0.35 0.45 e− s−1
Read noise (CDS) 10 9 e−
Sky brightness 420 370 nW m−2 sr−1
Photo current 4.9 11 e− s−1
δλIλ 33.1 17.5 nW m−2 sr−1
δFν 18.4 17.8 Vega magnitude 3σ
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Table 2.3: Target fields in the last flight.
Field Name RA [°] DEC [°] N − 1 Frames Exposure Time [s]
Elat10 191.50 8.25 24 42.72
Elat30 193.94 28.00 9a 16.02
Bootes B 218.11 33.18 29 51.62
Bootes A 219.25 34.83 28 49.84
SWIRE/ELAIS-N1 241.52 54.77 25 44.50
a The first half of Elat30’s exposure is excluded for pointing instability.
Table 2.4: CIBER-2 key parameters calculated for 30-second exposures.







Pixel size 4× 4 arcsec2
FOV per band 1.1× 2.3 degree2
Frame interval 1.35 seconds
Tint per field ∼ 30 seconds
Dark current 0.22 ± 0.17 0.09 ± 0.15 0.82 ± 0.14 e− s−1
Read noise 14.49 ± 6.08 18.70 ± 1.47 14.36 ± 1.45 e−
Pivot λ 1.8 1.6 1.3 1.1 0.8 0.6 µm
∆λ/λ 0.17 0.16 0.13 0.17 0.25 0.33





d Sky brightness (min) 224 320 380 400 450 525 nW m−2 sr−1
Photo current 4.4 5.9 4.9 6.3 7.7 9.0 e− s−1
δλIλ 23.3 27.7 40.0 35.6 32.9 35.1 nW m−2 sr−1
δFν 20.1 20.0 19.9 20.2 20.7 20.9 3σ AB mag
instruments into a functional system (Figure 2.5). At the same time, we also need to me-
chanically and electrically interface the payload to the rocket’s support systems – namely the
telemetry (TM) which handles power/event triggers and the attitude control system (ACS)
which steers the rocket. In addition to the payload, we have a warm section (Figure 2.6)
that is split into three compartments. The first compartment carries the CIBER-2 and the
door/baffle electronics bolted directly to the payload’s bulkhead. The second compartment
houses a custom-built heat exchanger that warms outgassed nitrogen and prevents ice buildup.
Finally, the third compartment has the cold star tracker’s electronics. Two aluminum decks
with openings on the sides are installed in the warm section to form the compartments, rep-
resented by the vertical black lines in Figure 2.6. The heat exchanger and the star tracker’s
electronics are mounted directly on the decks.
The experiment is powered by the battery in the TM section. Electrical harnesses, repre-
sented by the dashed lines in Figure 2.6, run through the warm section’s decks to the other
electronics components. Two hoses connect the heat exchanger to a pair of symmetric vent
ports on the ACS rocket skin, represented by the blue and orange lines (cold and warm gas,
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respectively).
Figure 2.5: CIBER-2 payload model and photos. Clockwise direction from the top: the
experiment in the clean room (no rocket skin/radiation shield) showing the G10 suspension,
baffle, and assembled optics with one focal plane assembly (FPA) unit (un-coated white
aluminum near G10 suspension); the detector on the lab bench with the dual-band filter;
the warm electronic box; three arms of the imaging optics corresponding to three channels
(also see Figure 2.12); the CIBER-2 telescope; and the pop-up baffle in deployed position.
2.3.2 Instrumentation
Cryogenics
The rocket skin of the payload is fabricated by NASA from Aluminum (AL) 6061. To match
their thermal properties, most CIBER-2 parts are also built from AL6061 unless stated other-
wise. To form an enclosure, the rocket skin has a vacuum bulkhead on one end and a shutter
door with a vacuum seal on the other. The shutter door is a standard part provided by NASA
and is only open in space for data collection. On the vacuum bulkhead end (facing the nose
cone), the experiment is anchored to the skin via the LN2 tank (see below). On the door
end (facing the motor), the experiment is connected to the skin via an aluminum ring (Figure
2.8a) and three titanium-alloy flexures (see §2.3.2 Photon Baffling).
To cleanse minuscule particles in the payload, a getter is installed on the optical bench
(Figure 2.7a). This getter has thin aluminum blades covered in charcoal and a resistor to heat
the charcoal. Before each vacuum run, we use an external DC power supply to heat the getter
to ∼ 380K to desorb trapped gas from the charcoal-coated gills in the getter. To prevent the
heat dissipation to the optics, we place the getter on thick long G10 legs and use G10 shims
with the getter’s fasteners.
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Figure 2.6: Schematics of CIBER-2 payload, warm section, TM, and ACS. The
warm section has three decks with cutouts to run harnesses (dashed lines) and hoses (blue/o-
range lines) from the experiment to other sections (TM/ACS).
To maintain the vacuum in the payload when the pump is disconnected, we use a Leycon
valve2 (Figure 2.7b) that can be sealed off with a manually operated knob. Once the valve is
closed, the vacuum pump can be disconnected and the valve interface to the pump is capped
with a steel KF blank. During testing at WFF, we verified that the payload could hold vacuum
up to 10 hours after disconnecting from the pump, well over the duration of a sounding rocket
flight.
To cool the payload by conduction, the telescope and the optics are attached to an AL6061
optical bench, which is mounted directly on top of a LN2 tank. The tank is constructed
from AL6061 and filled with a Duocel AL foam (8% the mass of AL) to slow the boiling
of the LN2 preserving its liquid phase. To thermally isolate the tank from the rocket skin
while maintaining mechanical connection with the bulkhead, the tank is suspended above
the vacuum bulkhead with a set of G10 panels (Figure 2.5; see Lanz (2018) for photos of the
assembling steps). The G10 panels also absorb the force of the impact upon landing to protect
other highly delicate instruments. These panels can be easily fabricated and replaced for later
launches.
To fill LN2, the tank has two outlets that can be accessed from outside of the payload
(Figure 2.7b). Schematics of the flight and ground testing plumbing are included in Appendix
D. During ground testing, the inlet (fill) port is connected to the ground testing system to
transfer LN2 while a steel hose is fixed to the outlet (vent) port to safely vent gaseous nitrogen.
In flight, we cap the inlet port with a 22-psi relief valve and connect the outlet port to the
heat exchanger using a small flexible steel hose. In the rare event of an ice block in the vent
to the heat exchanger, this relief valve ensures that the outgassing nitrogen does not damage
the LN2 tank.
The heat exchanger comprises an iridium channel sandwiched between two thick copper
plates (Figure 2.7c). Outgassing nitrogen is warmed up as it travels through the heat ex-
changer. The gas then goes to a T-section where it is directed into two PTFE hoses to the
rocket vents. The rocket vents are radially symmetric so the escaping nitrogen gas does not
affect the rocket’s balance during flight. Again to prevent pressure buildup in case of ice block,
we add a 22-psi relief valve at the entrance into the heat exchanger and a flight-heritage 17.5
absolute valve3 at the warm outlet.
2Manufactured by Leybold
3TAVCO 2391243-2-9
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.7: Cryogenics hardware. (a) A charcoal-based getter to cleanse the payload.
The getter is a block of aluminum with thin blades standing on top of the block, covered in
charcoal and wrapped in Mylar® film. A thermometer is mounted on the aluminum block
to monitor the getter’s temperature. (b) The Leycon valve, LN2 inlet (fill) and outlet (vent)
ports. (c) The heat exchanger, seen here in the warm section. Visible on the right side are
the TM harnesses (green) going through the opening on the heat exchanger’s deck.
We choose 1/4 NPT (national pipe thread) braided steel hoses for the in-flight plumbing.
Their compact profile and flexibility allow us to route them safely around the electronics boxes
and through the small openings on the heat exchanger’s deck. At the same time, the braided
steel design maintains their mechanical integrity at cold temperature whereas other plumbing
materials (e.g. rubber) may become brittle and break during flight. The hoses connecting the
heat exchanger to the rocket vents do not carry cold gas, so PTFE can be used.
To access the vacuum and LN2 ports during rail testing, we have a small cutout on the
side of the warm section. To connect/disconnect the hoses in limited-access space and avoid
twisting them, swivel pipe fittings are used where possible.
Radiation Shielding
A thin 2-piece clamshell tube made from rolled AL1011 serves as the radiation shield. To
cool the radiation shield independently from the optics, one end of the shield is bolted to a
mounting ring which sits directly on the LN2 tank (Figures 2.8a). To stabilize the radiation
shield while maintaining thermal isolation from the optics, the shield is fixed to a series of G10
standoffs mounted on the side of the optical bench and around the base of the telescope.
We use the 2-piece design for ease of fabrication and installation, such that each half of the
clamshell is added on at a time (Figure 2.8a). To connect the halves, we use small aluminum
tabs and low-profile bolts (Figure 2.8b). After the shield was fabricated, we found that its
inner radius needed to increase by 2 mm. This modification leaves a gap that can be covered
with aluminum tapes (Figure 2.8c).





Figure 2.8: The radiation shield design. (a) One half of the shield is attached to the ring
on the LN2 tank at the top, and to G10 mounts on the optical bench and the fixed baffle.
The ring on the bottom connects the payload to the rocket skin. We purposefully designed
a gap (blue arrow) between this ring and the radiation shield to avoid heat conduction from
the skin. (b) AL6061 tabs to connect the shield’s halves. To reduce the assembling time, we
do not remove the bolts on the “Fixed side” when opening the clamshell. To avoid rotating
the tabs when applying the non-fixed bolts, two bolts are used on the fixed side. (c) The
shield is assembled. We use aluminum tape to cover the gap seen here.
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Figure 2.9: Removing the payload from the rocket skin in the clean room. From
left to right: the payload is being lifted out of the skin; the payload is completely removed;
the Mylar® layer is unwrapped; the first half of the radiation shield is disassembled; finally
the second half of the shield is removed. Photo credit: Wallops Flight Facility.
Telescope
Manufactured by Genesia Corporation, the telescope was delivered from Kwansei Gakuin
University (KGU) in 2018. In addition, KGU also provides ray-tracing simulations to which
we compare our characterization test results (Chapter 3). The design and pre-delivery testing
of the telescope is described in Shirahata et al. (2016). Here we highlight a few important
features of the telescope.
The Ritchey-Chretién Cassegrain telescope has a 28.5-cm primary mirror, which gives a
light collecting area ∼4 times larger than CIBER-1 imagers. Coupled with a large 2.3°× 2.3°
FOV, the etendue is effectively raised by a factor of ∼ 9 compared to that of CIBER-1. To
match the thermal properties of the skin and the optical bench, the mirrors and their support
structures are fabricated from AL6061. The mirror surfaces are ground to 0.5λ (Shirahata
et al., 2016) roughness and coated with thin layers of silver and titanium dioxide to increase
the reflectivity at 0.5 – 2.0 µm.
The primary mirror is supported by a thick aluminum plate (the “base plate”) (Figure
2.10a) which is a part of the optical bench. To attenuate the signal going into the lens
optics, an optical shutter is built into this plate (Figure 2.10b) and is activated with a pair of
electromagnets (see Lanz (2018) for details of the open/close mechanism). We use this shutter
to obtain dark exposures for read noise and dark current studies. The shutter is latched open
from launch and is closed during re-entry to collect in-flight dark exposures.
To provide in-flight calibration capability, we design a small enclosure at the back of the
secondary mirror with a spherical inner surface mimicking an integrating sphere (Figures 2.10a,
2.10c). The enclosure has three openings, each equipped with a calibration lamp corresponding
to a bandpass channel. To uniformly illuminate the primary mirror, the light first goes into
the sphere, then passes through four small holes on the secondary mirror. Figure 2.14c is an
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example of the diffuse emission from the calibration lamp of channel 1.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.10: Rendered view of the telescope and supporting components. All parts
here are fabricated from AL6061. (a) The telescope viewed from above, similar to the photo
in Figure 2.5. The Cassegrain design has an opening in the center of the primary mirror,
which serves as the entrance to the imaging optics. To shield this opening from stray light
inside the payload, we install an entrance baffle as seen here. A small enclosure on the
back of the secondary mirror (cyan) houses three small lamps for in-flight calibration. (b)
The optical shutter and the secondary mirror are visible from this angle. Two positions
of the shutter are indicated: “open” for observation/optics testing, and “closed” for noise
study. Also seen here are the four through holes for the calibration lamps to illuminate
the telescope. (c) Cutaway view of the secondary enclosure. The internal surface of this
enclosure is smooth to act like an integrating sphere for the calibration lamps.
Optics
To obtain images in six wavebands simultaneously, we use a complex lens design (Shirahata
et al., 2016). Two dichroic beamsplitters divide the incoming light into three paths based
on their wavelengths. Each light path is collimated and passed through an order-sort filter
defining the channel’s bandpass (L, M, S) as shown in Figure 2.11. Once the light passes the
order-sort filter, it enters the focal plane assembly which has a dual-band windowpane filter, so
each CIBER-2 image is taken in two wavebands at the same time. To have complete spectral
coverage of a given field, we dither the payload to observe each field twice (see an example in
2.3.3).
To optimize the light-gathering power of the experiment, the lens optics are designed to
have high throughput. To fit the optics inside the limited space of the cryostat, we use multiple
bend mirrors to fold the ray paths. The lens barrels, the filter holders, and the mirror holders
are fabricated from AL6061, while the lenses are made from Ohara Corp glasses4 and silica.
The lens optics are fabricated by Genesia Corporation and assembled by KGU (Figure 2.12),
who also provides the ray-tracing simulations to evaluate the lens optics’ performances.
4S-FPL51, S-FPL53, S-LAL8, S-TIH6, S-BSL7 (beamsplitters)
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Figure 2.11: Ray tracing model of CIBER-2 optics. The wavelengths have been up-
dated from those seen in Shirahata et al. (2016) to reflect the filters that were fabricated.
When photons from the sky arrive at the telescope, the first beamsplitter (BS1) divides the
light into two paths, L (channel 1) and M+S (channel 2+3). The longest wavelengths focus
immediately on arm L’s detector. Photons on the other path travel through the second
beamsplitter (BS2) which further separates the light into two more beams: M (channel 2)
and S (channel 3). At each focal plane, a dual-band filter halves the square 2.3°× 2.3° area
into two 2.3° × 1.1° zones, each corresponding to one waveband. Ray tracing model credit:
KGU/M.Shirahata.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.12: Lens optics assembly. (a) Photo of arm S with the interfaces to the telescope
and to the focal plane assembly (FPA). (b) Photo of arm M, with arm S visible to the left.
(c) Photo of arm L.
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Shortly after the lens optics was delivered to Caltech, serious coma was detected. After
performing metrology to assess the relative tilts between the lenses and their barrels, we
hypothesized that the tilt in one lens was responsible for the coma. In mid 2018, we cooled
a three-lens unit by mounting them directly on the LN2 tank in an attempt to reduce their
tilts. However, the cooling rate exceeded the tolerance of the lens assembly. Due to different
coefficients of thermal expansion, one barrel shrunk faster than the lens inside and crushed
the lens. A replacement was ordered and delivered about six months later. Because of this
incident, a critical risk in the cooling apparatus was identified and the cryogenics procedure
was revised (see §3.1).
Focal Plane Assembly and Filters
The experiment uses three HAWAII-2RG (or H2RG for short)5 detectors manufactured by
Teledyne Imaging Sensors with advanced state-of-the-art technology, similar to those used on
theWebb Space Telescope. H2RG’s non-destructive multi-sampling readout mechanism reduces
the read noise, while their low power consumption enables fast recording, both of which are
highly desirable properties for space mission (Blank et al., 2011, 2012). At 2048× 2048 pixels,
these detectors are 4 times larger than the HAWAII-1 arrays previously used on CIBER-1.
Moreover, the HxRG arrays have reference pixels to monitor the bias voltage’s fluctuation, an
improvement over the HAWAII-1. We are investigating how to best implement the reference
pixels into the CIBER data analysis.
The HxRG are hybrid complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) detectors where
the photosensitive pixels (“Detector Pixel” in Figure 2.13a) and the silicon readout integrated
circuits (“3-T ROIC Pixel Cell”) are bonded by an indium bump into a single package (Blank
et al., 2011). The detector pixel works on the principle of intrinsic absorption (Rieke, 2012):
when a photon enters a semiconductor crystal, it frees an electron from the crystal bond
which then moves through the detector material. Next, the charge is driven to the ROIC by
the electric fields of the p-n junctions in the photodiodes. To convert electrical charges into a
voltage, the ROIC use three thin-film transistors (“Source follower MOSFET gate” in Figure
2.13a).
To read out the charge build-up, each pixel has a “Read select” switch connected to a
column, and each column is connected to the readout bus with a “Column select” switch.
H2RG is multiplexed by rows, such that all rows in N columns can be transferred out at a
time, where N is specified by the output mode. For instance, we program 32-output mode
for CIBER-2 detectors, so the arrays are read simultaneously through 32 channels, each with
2048 rows and 64 columns. To end an exposure, the detector is reset by draining the gate
to remove the charge build-up. We custom built printed circuit boards (PCB) to send the
clocking/reset command and transfer the readouts from the ROIC to the warm electronics,
where they are digitalized and saved (see Figure 2.22).
The p-n junction that moves the charges resembles a classical parallel plate capacitor, so





5HAWAII-xRG: HgCdTe Astronomy Wide Area Infrared Imager with Reference pixels and Guide mode. Num-
ber 2 refers to the 2048× 2048 array format.
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CJ = capacitance of the p-n junction
κ0 = dielectric constant of the material
ε0 = permittivity of free space
A = detector area
w = the width of the depletion region
Lower capacitance gives smaller readout noise and higher sensitivity. For a source follower
circuit, the width of the depletion region gets smaller as the charges build up at the MOSFET
gate and reduces the responsivity to photons. The changing responsivity produces a nonlinear
behavior where the charge accumulation no longer increases in proportion to the incoming
flux, which requires additional data processing to correct for (§3.4.4).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.13: Schematics of H2RG architect and an example integration (a) Based
on description in Blank et al. (2011). Photons generate a charge in the detector pixel which
is then converted into a voltage in the ROIC cell. The ROIC is multiplexed by rows and
can be readout in 1, 4, or 32 channels with or without buffering. CIBER-2 is programmed
in 32-channel mode with buffering. (b) The detector is sampled up-the-ramp. In the limit
where the detector is not saturated, the integrated charge increases linearly with time. The
proportionality is the incoming flux (photocurrent).
The detector is read nondestructively multiple times until it is reset, either at fixed time
interval (“up-the-ramp”) or at the beginning and the end of the exposure (“Fowler sampling”)
(Rieke, 2012). CIBER detectors are programmed to use the up-the-ramp sampling (Figure
2.13b) and the photon flux can be found by fitting a line to the readouts.
Each focal plane assembly (FPA) consists of an H2RG array, a flex readout cable, a cus-
tomized readout PCB, and a filter assembly (see Figure 2.14a). The FPA is designed to
provide mechanical support, thermal regulation, and a flexible focusing mechanism. To form
direct thermal contact, the detector array is placed on a molybdenum mushroom-shaped stand
mounted on a thick aluminum base. This structure is enclosed inside a thin titanium-alloy
shell to regulate the cooling rate to less than 2 K per minute. The flex cable and readout PCB
are covered in an aluminum box. Details of the FPA engineering can be found in Lanz (2018).
Each FPA has a filter assembly to perform multi-waveband imaging and low-resolution spec-
troscopy. A dual-band windowpane filter (Figure 2.14a) enables imaging in two wavelengths
simultaneously (Figure 2.14c). In addition to the broadband filters, to perform absolute spec-
troscopy, in each assembly we include a small linear variable filter (LVF) which transmits
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different wavelengths column-wise. The LVF has the same bandpass as its neighboring win-
dowpane filter and spectral resolution R ∼ 20. To limit internal reflection, the filter assembly




Figure 2.14: Model and photos of CIBER-2 focal plane assembly. (a) Cutaway view
of the FPA. The dual-band windowpane filter is installed with a pair of spring-loaded tabs
going through the aluminum base. The LVF quartz is glued to an Invar holder and the
holder is bolted to the filter base. Invar is chosen for its similar thermal expansion to the
LVF quartz. (b) The PCB is connected and the housing is assembled to complete one FPA
unit. The barrel to interface with the optics is also seen here. (c) An example of a CIBER-2
exposure taken with a halogen calibration lamp, illustrating that each half of the detector
is sensitive to a different wavelength. The LVF spectrum of the halogen lamp is visible at
the top 150 rows.
The interface between the FPA and the optics provides the focusing mechanism. To connect
the FPA to the optics, an aluminum light-tight interface barrel is fastened to the lens barrel
at three points. Additionally, to prevent the FPA shifting relative to the optics when the
payload is vibrated, a stainless steel dowel pin is used at this interface. To finely adjust the
focus, shims are added or removed from these mounting points. Extensive cold focus testing
is performed to determine the best shim combination §3.2.2.
Photon Baffling
The photon baffling consists of a fixed optical baffle and a pop-up baffle (Figure 2.16). The
fixed baffle shields the telescope from stray thermal emission inside the payload. It also
provides a mounting point to stabilize the experiment at the door end. Three diamond-
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shaped titanium-alloy (Ti-6AL-4V) flexures are mounted to the skin ring on one end and
to the fixed baffle on the other end (Figure 2.15). To accommodate the payload’s thermal
shrinkage (∼4 mm for ∆T ∼ 223 K) the flexures act like springs: they are compressed by
∼2 mm when the payload is at 300K, then stretched by ∼2 mm when cooled to 77K. While
G10 flexures were used previously on CIBER-1, the challenge with CIBER-2 flexure is fitting
fewer numbers (three vs. four on CIBER-1) into small space while maintaining their combined
mechanical strength. Here titanium-alloy is selected because its tensile/compressive strengths
are higher than G10, therefore three smaller Ti-alloy flexures could match four G10 flexures.
To compensate for Ti-6AL-4V’s higher thermal conductivity compared to G10, ∼ 7 vs. 0.6
[W m−1 K−1] (NIST, 2021), we minimize the area of contact between the flexures and the
skin ring/fixed baffle. To optimize the flexure’s design, we study how CIBER-1 and CIBER-2
flexures react to the flight’s vibration using SolidWorks finite element analysis, then tune the
dimensions of CIBER-2 flexure to match CIBER-1’s performance.
Figure 2.15: Titanium-alloy flexure. Three flexures connect the fixed baffle to the skin
ring as seen here, which is then mounted to the rocket skin. The flexures are spaced at equal
intervals around the fixed baffle.
In addition to the fixed baffle, we have a popup baffle that deploys mid-flight. During
flight, the rocket skin is heated up by friction with air and radiates at NIR. This emission can
be re-directed into the experiment by the door and contaminate the flight data, as happened
in CIBER-1’s first flight. To avoid such scenario, before observation starts, the pop-up baffle
is extended beyond the brink of the rocket door. We use a small stepper motor on the shutter
door to deploy the baffle (Figure 2.17a) and a spring mechanism to retract it (Figures 2.16a
and 2.16b). Figure 2.16c illustrates how we determine the deploy distance. Both the door
and the baffle motors are controlled by a cable running along the length of the rocket skin
to the warm electronics (Figure 2.17b). The commands to trigger the door opening and the
baffle deployment/retraction are programmed into the rocket timer. The baffle has its separate
electronics to control how long the motor operates during deployment/retraction.
Cryogenic Star Tracker (CSTARS)
After CIBER-1 flights, significant pointing drifts on the order of arcseconds were detected in the
data. Sounding rockets are equipped with small telescopes to monitor the motion of stars (“star
tracker”) and correct for any changes in the rocket’s orientation during data collection. For
CIBER-1, the star tracker was positioned in the warm section with a sideway window, forming




Figure 2.16: CIBER-2 pop-up and optical baffles. (a) Two sets of steel rods align the
pop-up baffle with the optical baffle. The stationary set (magenta) maintains the concen-
tricity of the two baffles when the pop-up baffle moves. The second set (cyan) guides the
pop-up baffle during deployment and are loaded with springs to retract it after observation
is completed. A fixed ring located on top of the fixed baffle provides a surface for the rods
to anchor to. Each rod has a sleeve insert (white) made from teflon to reduce friction and
limit the rods’ sideway motions. (b) To deploy, the motor reels in the steel string to pull
the baffle up while compressing the springs around the cyan rods. To keep the baffle in the
deployed position, a magnetic brake stops the motor from reversing. To retract the baffle,
the brake is released and the compressed springs push the baffle inside. (c) The transparent
light cone represents the telescope FOV. The vector connecting the door’s edge and the
secondary mirror represents the farthest position that a stray photon from the door can be
observed by the telescope. The intersection of this path and the light cone is the distance
the baffle needs to travel H measured from the primary mirror’s center.
time due to the differential thermal contraction of the rocket skin, desynchronizing CIBER-1
boresight from the attitude control of the rocket. The pointing drifts were random and varied
between flights. While the images with small pointing drifts could be retrieved for science
analysis at the cost of broadening the PSF, a significant amount of data with large pointing
drifts were rendered unusable (e.g.: Elat30 field in the fourth flight).
To address the pointing problem, CIBER-2 has an additional star tracker using the same
CIBER-2 telescope in the cryogenic section. This star tracker presents an opportunity for the
development and verification of a camera using a scientific CMOS (sCMOS) detector at low
temperatures. sCMOS has improved signal-to-noise ratio over the conventional version, but
this technology has not been evaluated at cryogenic environment in space. The development
of this cryogenic star tracker has extended beyond CIBER-2 and the star tracker is now its
own project: the Cryogenic Star Tracking and Attitude Regulation System (CSTARS). The
prototype version CSTARS-1 will fly separately on a technology development payload while
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.17: Photos of baffle motor and cable. (a) The baffle motor and the steel string
are seen here. (b) The door and baffle motors are wired independently from the detectors
using a cable running along the rocket skin.
the second revision CSTARS-2 is integrated into CIBER-2 (Table 2.5).
1. CSTARS-1: CSTARS-1 consists of a STAR 1000 detector manufactured by ON Semiconductor®
(STAR100 Datasheet, 2021), a small LN2 cryostat, and lens optics (Figure 2.19). CSTARS-
1 uses a custom-built star tracking algorithm based on the triangle side-side-side method
(Padgett et al., 1997). This method requires five fundamental steps for attitude registration:
1) load an image; 2) detect stars within that image; 3) match star patterns to star positions
from the previous frame; 4) determine attitude corrections; and 5) output the necessary
data to the telemetry streams. If no previous data is available or no meaningful tracking
solution is found, the system identifies new star patterns in the current frame and use them
as reference for the next frame. To verify the tracking algorithm, CSTARS-1 cryostat was
tested outside on the RIT campus and successfully monitored the motions of bright objects.
The payload was initially scheduled to launch in May 2017, however due to unforeseeable
technical difficulties, the tracker electronics was not finalized in time for this launch. While
launching CSTARS-1 is not a prerequisite for CIBER-2, we are still interested in flying this
payload to evaluate the robustness of the tracking algorithm on multiple sCMOS detector
formats. CSTARS-1 is now ready and we are waiting for a new launch opportunity.
2. CSTARS-2: We use a pickoff mirror installed right behind the primary mirror to di-
rect a small fraction of light into the CSTARS-2 camera (Figure 2.20). CSTARS-2 detec-
tor is CIS2521F manufactured by BAE Systems (previously Fairchild Imaging) (CIS2521
Datasheet, 2021) and shares the instrumentation with CIBER-2. While CSTARS-1 detec-
tor is fully illuminated, the effective FOV of CSTARS-2 is less than half the area of the
CIS2521F chip. Each half of the chip can be read out independently, so to improve the
readout speed by a factor of 2, we position the detector to have all photons fall on one
half and disable the other half. Furthermore, the illuminated zone spans only a small area
of the active half, therefore to increase the tracking speed, the algorithm searches only in
this ∼700 × 700-pixel zone (Figure 2.21). The dark pixels are used to correct the readout
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Figure 2.18: Pointing drift in CIBER-1 due to differential thermal contraction.
The black bold arrow points in the direction of CIBER-1 boresight and the magenta arrow
points in the star tracker’s line-of-sight. The rocket skin carried non-uniform stress from
fabrication, so when the skin was cooling in space, it contracted unevenly and deformed.
The blue dashed lines represent this deformation (highly exaggerated for ease of viewing)
where each shade of blue represents a different time stamp. Over time, CIBER-1 FOV in
space (bold blue arrows) moved and was not corrected with the rocket’s attitude control,
resulting in unstable pointing.
Table 2.5: CSTARS-1 and CSTARS-2 key parameters.





Aperture 7.12 28.5 cm
Effective focal length 14.24 103.4 cm
FOV 36×36 0.25×0.25 degree2
F# 2 3.63






Pixel size 15 6.5 µm
Pixel pitch 21 1.68 arcsec2
Array size 1024×1024 2560×2160 pix2
2560×1080 (active)
Tint 0.2 0.1 seconds
Operating temperature <80 <100 K
Read noise 122 2 e−
Effective gain 10.6 1.7 ADU/e−
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.19: CSTARS-1 photos. (a) The CSTARS-1 cryostat. (b) The cryostat and
the radiation shield are removed to reveal the detector assembly and the LN2 tank. (c)
CSTARS-1 integrated into the BBIX rocket skin. Unfortunately, the star tracker was not
ready to fly on this rocket.
pattern and monitor the noise in real time.
CSTARS-2 tracking is the same triangular algorithm developed for CSTARS-1. However,
due to different detector format and illuminating pattern, the tracking algorithm requires
modifications to the star recognition function.
Electronics
CIBER-2 electronics is divided into three subsystems: the experiment, the cryogenic star
tracker, and the door-baffle relay electronics. Separate from the CIBER-2 electronics, the
rocket has a system developed by NASA engineers to control its behavior during flight and
telemeter data to the ground station. The directions and communications between these
components are shown in Figure 2.22.
The experiment electronics comprises:
1. Detector readout (cold): The focal plane board reads the detector, then sends the analog
signal to on-board processing units to digitize and store them.
2. Data Acquisition System (DAS): To accommodate the 32-channel readout of the de-
tector, two 16-channel data acquisition (DAS) boards are used per detector. The readout
channels are interleaved between the boards.
3. Hard Disk Drive (HDD): The data is stored on-board because it is transmitted at very
high speed, ∼ 32 times the capacity of the rocket to downlink. Two data storage boards,
each with two hard disk drive (HDD), supplies ample storage for three detectors’ worth
of data. To retrieve data from the HDD during lab testing and after flight, we use fiber
optics and a custom-built data retrieval system developed by collaborators at the Korea




Figure 2.20: CSTARS-2 photos. (a) CSTARS-2 optics and detector assembly on the
bench. (b) CSTARS-2 is installed in CIBER-2. To prevent stray light, we use anodized
aluminum sheets to cover the gaps between the startracker and the optical bench.
Figure 2.21: CSTARS-2 exposure with its effective FOV. To increase the tracking
speed, CSTARS-2 algorithm only monitors stars within the illuminated 700 × 700-pixel
region, seen here in orange.
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4. Array Processing and Housekeeping (APHK): In order to synchronize the operations
of the rocket and the experiment, an array processing house keeping (APHK) unit serves as
the point of connection for all communications. For example, the rocket notifies the APHK
when it steers toward a target, at which point the APHK triggers the detectors to reset
and start a new exposure. It also alerts the DAS and the HDD of other events like “reset”
or “recovery.” Last but not least, the APHK forwards the status of the experiment to the
rocket control to be telemetered back to Earth (there is no uplink).
The cryogenic star tracker electronics includes:
1. Detector readout (cold): Designed and built by RIT students to read the sCMOS at 10Hz
(Stewart, 2018; Gates, 2020), the rate determined by the rocket ACS (Figure 2.23a).
2. Warm electronics: A two-board unit comprising 1) a microZed board to process the cold
readout, track the stars’ motions, and calculate any changes in the rocket’s pointing, and
2) an interface board to relay the tracking output to ACS and telemetry (Figure 2.23b).
Besides the experiment and the star tracker electronics, we have the baffle and door control
board to send power and relay commands from telemetry to the rocket door and the baffle
motor. This board also has a breakout connector that is wired to a pair of push buttons to
simulate the baffle commands for lab testing.
Figure 2.22: Block diagram of CIBER-2 electronics, we show how the experiment
electronics (blue and orange boards), the baffle/door control (magenta), the cryogenic star
tracker (green), and the rocket electronics (gray) communicate with each other.
The H2RG and CSTARS-2 detector readout electronics live in their detectors’ focal plane
assemblies at ∼80K. The APHK, DAS, HDD, baffle-door, and CSTARS-2 warm electronics are
secured in a separate section (Figure 2.6) and connected to the detectors by cryogenics- and




Figure 2.23: Photos of CSTARS-2 electronics. (a) CSTARS-2 detector assembly, show-
ing the CIS2521 chip and the cold readout PCB. (b) CSTARS-2 warm electronics: the red
microZed board processes the readout signals and tracks stars, while the green interface
board communicates the tracking results to the rocket ACS and telemetry.
CIBER-2 boards due to vibration during launch, the APHK, DAS, and HDD are reinforced
with aluminum exoskeletons (Figure 2.24a). Following the result of a board-level vibration
test, we sandwich sorbothane washers between the board and the exoskeleton to provide extra
dampening. The exoskeleton design is integrated into the electronics enclosure so that each
board–exoskeleton unit can be slid into the box (Figure 2.24b). The baffle-door control board
is mounted in a small container on the side of the electronics box (Figure 2.24c).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.24: Photos of CIBER-2 electronics. (a) Aluminum exoskeleton to dampen the
effect of vibration. (b) The CIBER-2 electronic box where each small section is a board-
exoskeleton unit that can be slid in and out. (c) The baffle-door control box is mounted on
the side of the electronics box.
2.3.3 Flight Platform & Survey Strategy
CIBER-2’s first flight is on the BBIX rocket. As a recoverable payload, CIBER-2 is launched
from WSMR in New Mexico. For a 100kg payload, the BBIX can reach an apogee of ∼ 320 km
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above sea level, with about ∼ 350 seconds above 100 km during which time science observation
can be conducted. At this altitude, the air is significantly less dense, allowing us to observe
unhindered by the airglow effect in the atmosphere.
The short flight duration demands that we design an optimal observing strategy that can
maximize the amount of science return, taking into account the unavoidable risk of launch
mishap. With a 350-second budget, we have two choices of either A) observing five fields over
a range of ecliptic and Galactic latitudes, or B) observing one to two adjacent fields with more
overlapping in each fields. Option A (blue points in Figure 2.25a) loses exposure time slewing
to new targets but is more suitable for measuring the absolute diffuse emission of ZL and DGL
in addition to intensity mapping. Both of these foregrounds are smoothly distributed so we
can compile data from different directions on the sky to improve our statistics. In contrast,
option B (orange points in Figure 2.25a) provides better intensity mapping data because we
can collect more data in all six bands in the same part of the sky. Moreover, we can obtain
in-flight flat-field response with this option because all of the fields are close by and have about
the same amount of sky brightness.
Considering the risk should unexpected technical difficulties prevent us from launching
again, we select option A for the first flight (Figure 2.25b) to obtain sufficient data to analyze
the foregrounds and perform intensity mapping. The second flight will use option B to gather
more data per flight to improve the sensitivity. We will select the survey type of later flights
based on the results of the first two flights.
To obtain full spectral coverage, each field will be observed twice with a small dither to over-
lap half of the detector. An example is given in Figure 2.25c to illustrate how this scan strategy
works. The cosmological fields for intensity mapping in either options (SWIRE/ELAIS-N1,
NEP, Bootes, Lockman, and COSMOS) have been surveyed extensively at optical/NIR wave-
lengths and have ample ancillary data available for masking and cross-correlation.
After we select the observing fields, the launch window is calculated based on the fields’
visibility at the launch site and the avoidance angles of the Sun, the Moon, and the Earth.
Our launch windows open as early as 10pm and end as late as 4am (local time), although the
exact time varies from day to day. To constrain ZL contribution, the flights will be scheduled
at least six months apart to observe through different lines of sight through the Solar system
where the ZL fluctuations are uncorrelated. In Figure 2.26, we give the 2021 launch windows






Figure 2.25: Observation strategies for CIBER-2. (a) Observing fields projected on
the ecliptic sphere. Target fields optimized for assessing foregrounds (blue points) and those
optimized for intensity mapping (orange points) are visible from WSMR between November
and July of each year (white areas). (b) A typical flight plan for CIBER-2 modeled on our
2021 flight. The dashed green curve shows the payload’s altitude versus time. Calibration
lamp data are taken during ascent (orange zone) and dark data are taken during descent
(gray zone). Field 2 (Elat17) is a low-latitude target to study ZL, which is bright enough that
a ∼ 10 s exposure provides sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. (c) A projection of the Lockman
field, illustrating the overlapping scan strategy. Each field has an ‘A’ and ‘B’ observation
so that the overlapping region has full spectral coverage in the broad bands. To provide
cross-correlation checks, we will maximize the overlap with existing CIBER-1 coverage (blue
zone) and ancillary survey data like UKIDSS (Lawrence et al. (2007); green zone).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.26: 2021 launch windows. The exact hours and dates need to be calculated for
a specific year; however the visibility of each flight option (A or B) spans approximately the
same months every year. (a) The launch window calculated for SWIRE/ELAIS-N1, NEP,
Bootes, and Elat17 fields that we are observing in the first flight. (b) The launch window





To help us understand how the payload works at cryogenic conditions, various tests were
conducted at both component-level and integrated-level. We also used the test results to
calibrate our instruments for the best performance. This chapter is organized as follows.
In §3.1, we describe the cooling process as well as the typical phases in a cooling-warming
cycle. The optics tests at the telescope-level and at the end-to-end level are discussed in §3.2.
The filter performance is presented in §3.3. In §3.4, relevant noise properties of the H2RG
are studied to prepare for future fluctuation analysis. To complete the characterization, §3.5
presents the baffle deployment test at cryogenic temperature. Some calibration results have
been published in Nguyen et al. (2018) and Takimoto et al. (2020), and we are planning to
publish a manuscript on the H2RG characterization after the first flight. To qualify for flight,
the payload was integrated into the rocket and underwent environmental testing in mid 2019
and 2020. The two integrations are discussed in §3.6.
3.1 Cryostat Cooling
3.1.1 Temperature Readout and LN2 Hardware
As the components (mechanical, electronics, optics) were assembled into the rocket skin, we
ran a series of cooling-warming cycle (“cooldown”) in the lab to characterize the payload. To
monitor the temperatures inside the payload, we install Lakeshore® DT-670 diode sensors at
various locations in the cryostat. During flight, the temperatures are recorded by the APHK
boards and telemetered to the ground station. During lab test, the sensors are read by two
Lakeshore® 218 monitor bridges and recorded by the lab computer.
To transfer LN2 from a storage dewar into the payload, we use insulated steel hoses and
a programmable solenoid valve. The valve is opened and closed by commands relayed via
an arduino board. To prevent pressure built-up should ice form in the hoses, multiple safety
valves are built into the system. The plumbing design has been approved by NASA Sounding
Rocket Program Safety Office for use at WFF and WSMR and is included in Appendix D.
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3.1.2 Cooling Rate Control
As mentioned in §2.3.2, in mid 2018 we performed a cooldown with a three-lens unit mounted
directly on the LN2 tank in an attempt to fix their coma. The tank was completely filled with
LN2 after which the lenses and their barrels cooled via conduction. After one of the lenses was
crushed by its barrel, we found that the rate of this passive cooling exceeded the tolerance of
the lens optics. To determine a safe cooling rate for the payload, KGU and Genesia performed
a thermal analysis on the optics components, taking into account the sizes, the clearances,
and the materials of the lenses and the barrels. Their analysis finds that a lens labeled G13
has the most stringent rate limit at ∼0.2 K/minute. Coincidentally, this lens is also located
closest to the LN2 tank so no other optics can cool faster than G13.
Following KGU/Genesia’s recommendation, we opt to cool the payload at ∼0.1 K/minute
to build in a safety factor of 2. The tank is the only component coming into direct contact
with LN2 and its temperature is affected by the amount of LN2 inside. By adjusting the flow
of LN2 into the tank, we can maintain a steady ∼30 K gradient between the tank and G13
temperatures, which results in G13 losing heat at the desired 0.1 K/minute rate. Once the
LN2 tank reaches 80 K, it starts taking on nitrogen in liquid form and its temperature no
longer decreases. As the gradient between the tank and G13 reduces over time, G13 cooling
rate slows down to well below 0.1 K/minute until thermal equilibrium is reached. To keep the
30K gradient before condensation, LN2 is injected into the tank in pulses: LN2 is poured in
for a few seconds, then the flow is stopped and the tank is allowed to warm up for 52 seconds
before more LN2 is injected again. After some experimenting, we found that the pulsing time
cannot be constant, but must be adjusted as the tank is cooled to maintain the 0.1 K/minute
rate. The cooling process requires on the order of ∼30 hours to reach nitrogen condensation.
The condensation timeline, coupled with the need to constantly monitor and adjust the
LN2 pulsing time, makes manual cooling control impractical. To automate the cooling process,
a software in C++/Qt language was developed with a graphical user interface (Appendix E).
The software monitors the temperature readouts from the Lakeshore® 218, calculates the
cooling rate, then adjusts the open time as needed. The software also includes a number of
safety guards, for example: it has a watchdog timer to prevent the solenoid valve from staying
open should connection with the lab computer is interrupted. An advantage of this software
is that it can be operated remotely via Secure Shell (SSH). It can also send regular updates
to the user via email or text message in case SSH connection is not available.
3.1.3 Cooldown Phases
Before each cooldown, we evacuate the payload to ∼ 10−5 torr. At the same time, we heat
the getter using an external power supply to desorb trapped gas. The payload needs at least
12 hours to reach vacuum, after which cooling can commence. In Figure 3.1, the temperature
profiles of a typical cooldown are shown with four phases:
1. Condensation: During this phase, the LN2 tank is slowly cooled to 80 K using pulses of
nitrogen. Once the tank reaches 80K, it can be filled fully without pulsing.
2. Thermal equilibrium: After the tank is filled, other components take approximately 4
more days to reach thermal equilibrium. During this time, the tank needs to be refilled
every 8–9 hours, which can be scheduled in the software.
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3. Data collection: Data collection can commence when thermal equilibrium has been reached,
and can last for several days. During this time, the LN2 tank needs refiling every 12–13
hours, so we have ample time to conduct lab test in between.
4. Warmup: Once data collection is completed, the payload takes about 4 – 5 days to warm
up without any intervention. To speed up this process, a very small amount of gaseous
nitrogen is gently injected into the payload after all components have reached at least 200
K. The gas enables heat conduction from the rocket skin (300 K) but does not break the
vacuum condition entirely. Ideally we want to warm up the experiment at the same rate
as cooling, however we find that the warmup speed is usually a factor of 2-3 times lower
than cooling even with the gas injection. After all components reach ∼300 K (the local
dew point), we can break the vacuum in the payload. The enormous difference between the
payload’s internal pressure and the lab environment can cause impurities in the air (dust or
water vapor) to be drawn deep into the instruments and contaminate the flight hardware.
Therefore, we remove the vacuum in the payload by first filling it with gaseous nitrogen.
Once the internal pressure returns to atmospheric level, the payload can be moved to a clean
room and we can safely access the instruments inside. After the 2020 campaign, we reduce
the warmup phase to ∼48 hours using a barrel heater to raise the skin’s temperature to >
300 K. The heater temperature is set such that it increases the warming rate to match the
cooling rate.
3.2 Optics Calibration
To achieve the best performance, we conduct a series of tests to validate and calibrate the
telescope and the FPA. An in-focus system is crucial to minimize the size of the PSF and
therefore the sources, enabling us to mask to deep flux level while preserving unmasked pixels
for the fluctuation study. We first verify the telescope PSF after delivery and assembly (§3.2.1),
then focus the optics end-to-end (§3.2.2), and finally estimate the pre-flight PSF (§3.2.3) using
the data at best focus.
3.2.1 Post-delivery Telescope Verification
To verify the telescope after delivery, we mount the telescope on a supporting aluminum
structure and place an IR camera at the prime focus (Figure 3.2a). The camera’s pixel pitch
is selected so that it can Nyquist sample the telescope PSF.
To simulate a point source, we couple a 2-µm pin hole to a collimator (also see §3.2.2). We
disable the camera’s auto-focus capability and scan the stepper motor to find the in-focus pin
hole image. The pin hole image is shown to be well-fit by a 2D circular gaussian profile:
I(x, y) = I0 exp
[
−(x− x0)




I(x, y) = photocurrent in pixel at x, y location [e− s−1]
I0 = peak photocurrent at the PSF center [e− s−1]
x0 = PSF center in image space x direction [pixel] or [µm]
y0 = PSF center in image space y direction [pixel] or [µm]
σtel = parameterizes the size of the telescope’s PSF in [pixel] or [µm]
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.1: Temperatures of major components during a typical cold focus test.
Multiple sensors are mounted to the same parts for redundancy (e.g the LN2 tank and G13),
so not all sensors are plotted here. (a) The full temperature curves of this cooldown. We
performed cold focus during the data collection phase. The spikes in the curve of the LN2
tank denote refilling. In addition to cold focus test, we tested if the focus would change
when the secondary-primary thermal gradient was increased using a heater on the back of
the secondary mirror. The spikes in the secondary mirror’s curve after 250 hours correspond
to this heater test. The top and bottom windows refer to ground test equipment (see Figure
3.3). (b) Zoom-in view of the condensation phase to show the steady cooling of G13 achieved
by the LN2 pulsing method. The variations in the LN2 curve reflects the adjustments in the
open time by our software.
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The data give I(x, y), x, and y, so we can fit for I0, x0, y0, and σtel. The first three fit
parameters are dependent on the data set, and only σtel is of interest to us in this test. The full
width at half max (FWHM, 2.355 · σtel) is 16.08 ± 0.7 µm which agrees with optics simulation
at the waveband of the IR camera. This result has been previously reported in Nguyen et al.
(2018).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.2: Validating the telescope PSF (a) We use an IR camera mounted at the
prime focus for this test. (b) Data and (c) PSF fit of a 2µm pin hole at the best focus.
3.2.2 Cold Focus
While we can use simulation to predict how the optics changes with temperature, simulation
cannot account for small imperfections in the fabrication and assembly of our system. The large
number of optics elements further complicates the prediction if using only machining tolerance.
Instead, to calibrate the optics, we assemble the optics as designed, cool the payload, measure
the effective shift of the FPA from the best focus, then adjust the FPA location to minimize
the shift.
Test Setup
To provide access to the optics while maintaining vacuum inside the payload, we replace the
shutter door with a test bulkhead and a system of fused-silicate quartz windows (Figure 3.3).
In addition to the vacuum window, two thermal filtering windows are suspended between the
bulkhead and the telescope to offload the ambient IR photons in the lab, effectively creating
a cold background for the telescope. We discovered that the vacuum window’s temperature
could drop below the local dew point and water condensation could form on it, which prevented
further testing. To stop water condensation, an additional compartment is added. A slow and
steady flow of gaseous nitrogen creates a positive pressure inside this compartment and pushes
the water vapor outwards, effectively keeping the space in front of the bulkhead humidity-free.
To prevent the temperature of this compartment’s window from getting below the dew point,
we sandwich teflon standoffs between the window and the wall of the compartment. To reduce
internal reflections that can produce optical ghosting, all windows have anti-reflection (AR)
coating.
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(a)
(b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.3: Schematics and photos of the windows used in optics testing. (a)
The thermal windows inside the payload (top & bottom) are placed directly on top of the
fixed baffle and cooled using copper heat straps connected to the radiation shield, forming
a thermal path to the LN2 tank independent from the optics. G10 legs provide mechanical
support and thermal isolation from the baffle. (b) Photo of the thermal windows. (c)
The bulkhead window. (d) The positive pressure compartment with small hoses (middle
bottom) to transfer gaseous nitrogen into it. The teflon standoffs leave a small gap between
the window and the metal compartment which we cover with orange kapton tape.
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Similar to the warm test, we use a 2-µm pin hole coupled to the collimator to simulate a
point source (Figure 3.4). The collimator’s focus at infinity is defined as the zero position of
the pin hole. When a pin hole is placed at this zero position, the best focus plane is where its
point spread function (PSF) is minimized. To find the focus shift ∆FCIBER−2, we measure
how far we need to move the pin hole, ∆Fcol, to minimize the pin hole’s image. The two









∆FCIBER-2 = the shift of CIBER-2 prime focus [unit: length]
∆Fcol = the shift of the collimator focus
fCIBER-2 = the focal length of CIBER-2 telescope, 930 mm
fcol = the focal length of the collimator, 865.9 mm
Data Collection & Analysis
Before and after each test, we use a flat mirror to calibrate the focus at infinity of the collimator.
We discover that the calibration apparatus is the largest source of uncertainty, on the order of
∼25 µm. After the collimator is calibrated, we steer the collimator to produce a light spot in
the detector’s field of view. The pin hole is scanned over a range of distance, with finer steps
when the pin hole’s image appears to be near the best focus (blue plane in Figure 3.4). For
each detector, data are collected on each side of the dual-band windowpane filter, on the LVF,
and on the corners of the detector.
To find the best focus, we develop an algorithm that searches for the pin hole’s projection
in each image and measures its size. It works similar to non-parametric aperture photometry,
which does not require prior knowledge of the pin hole’s PSF. The algorithm follows 5 steps:
1. Bright spot detection: The algorithm takes in the user’s rough estimate of the spot
location in pixel coordinate, then cuts out a small stamp surrounding the spot. The ambient
background emission is calculated from pixels at the four corners of the stamp with no signal
and subtracted from the stamp. Next, the bright pixels are extracted using a sigma cut.
The algorithm also checks for bad pixels and remove them.
2. Divide the stamp into sub-pixels: CIBER-2 is designed to under-sample its optical
PSF, so to increase the accuracy of finding the center and the bright spot aperture, each
pixel is subgridded into 8× 8 subpixels.
3. Detect the spot’s center: The physical center of the spot and the first moment of the








where Ii is the pixel’s photocurrent, and xi is the distance from the center of the stamp.
The first moment is identified as the spot center, unless there is > 5% difference between
the physical center and the first moment, in which case the physical center is used.
4. Measure the best aperture size: The program draws an aperture and increases the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: Setup of the focus test. (a) Schematics of the focus test. The solid orange
plane is the zero position of the pin hole. (b) Lab photo of the setup.
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radius of this aperture until it encompasses 85% of the total count in the stamp. This
radius is reported as R in Figure 3.5 in units of CIBER-2 pixels. We avoid using 100% as
the threshold because the extended PSF wing changes its size at a different rate than the
bright spot.
5. Find best pin hole location: Repeat steps 1 – 4 for data taken at all scan locations. The
pin hole location vs. R (Figure 3.5c) is well fit by a gaussian curve whose center gives the
best focus.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.5: Examples of the cold focus analysis. (a) Image of the 2-µm pin hole
completely out of focus. The blue circle is an aperture R enclosing 85% of the signal detected
by our focusing algorithm. (b) In-focus pin hole image. (c) R is plotted as a function of the
focus shift. The best focus is where R reaches its minimum and we want it as close to 0 as
possible.
Results
Using the results of the cold focus tests, we add shims to the optics-FPA interface, then
perform more cold tests to check if the focus is improved. The payload was shipped with the
best shim combination (Figure 3.6a) and verified at WFF (Figure 3.6b). ∆FCIBER-2 of all
channels are reported in Table 3.1. The error bars in Table 3.1 come from fitting the gaussian
profile. However, as noted previously the uncertainty of collimator’s focus at infinity is an
order of magnitude higher, therefore it supersedes these values in practice. We believe the
small variations between Figures 3.6a and 3.6b are likely due to this uncertainty and conclude
that the optics remains unchanged after shipping. To confirm that the focus is not affected
by the vibration test, we will perform another check at WSMR before launch.
To evaluate how the slightly imperfect focus are projected into our data, we compare the
simulated PSF σ at the WFF ∆FCIBER-2 with the simulated PSF at the ideal focus ∆FCIBER-2
= 0. The results are presented in the third and fifth columns of Table 3.1. The multiplicative





The optics simulation is computed in discrete steps, therefore some factors are presented as
upper limits because we do not have the simulation at exactly ∆FCIBER-2. We also note that
our comparisons use on-axis PSF without any field distortion.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.6: CIBER-2 best focus at (a) RIT and (b) WFF. Here we report three tests
in each channel: one on each side of the dual-band windowpane filter and another one on the
LVF. Each dashed line denotes the center of a best-fit gaussian curve which tells us where
the best focus of that test is. Smaller step size is used when scanning near the zero points.
The focus remains largely unchanged between RIT and WFF.
Table 3.1: ∆FCIBER-2 measured at RIT and at WFF before vibration. The multi-
plicative factors β predicts how the shifts affect the PSF using ray tracing model from KGU.
Filters ∆FRIT [µm] βRIT ∆FWFF [µm] βWFF
C
h
1 1.8 µm 705.7 ± 55.1 <1.3 539.2 ± 18.1 ∼1.1
1.6 µm 452.1 ± 25.7 <1.1 462.1 ± 17.0 <1.1
LVF 631.3 ± 43.4 <1.3 555.9 ± 26.8 ∼1.1
C
h
2 1.3 µm 289.5 ± 17.1 ∼1.1 196.7 ± 25.8 <1.1
1.1 µm 267.7 ± 24.5 ∼1.1 164.7 ± 29.1 <1.1
LVF -209.4 ± 17.1 <1.3 -360.0 ± 24.0 ∼1.6
C
h
3 0.8 µm 286.9 ± 19.5 ∼1.6 95.9 ± 19.3 <1.5
0.6 µm 195.4 ± 11.8 <1.5 170.8 ± 49.8 <1.5
LVF -3.5 ± 16.1 <1.2 -136.2 ± 23.3 <1.2
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3.2.3 Point Spread Function
The end-to-end optical PSF of each optics arm can be characterized when we perform cold
focus. To model the PSF, we fit each pin hole’s image at the best focus position with a 2D
gaussian profile. This is a simple model to help us evaluate the quality of our optics. For
flight data, we may need to implement a composite PSF model to account for more complex
structures like galaxy cores and their extended wings (for example see Zemcov et al. (2014)
Supplemental Materials).
To allow for elongation and rotation in the PSF relative to the x− y pixel grid, the model
is parameterized as:
I(x, y) = I0 exp
[
a(x− x0)2 + 2b(x− x0)(y − y0) + c(y − y0)2
]
(3.2.5)
where I(x, y), I0, x0, and y0 are similar parameters to the telescope PSF case. The standard
deviation σX and σY (unit: pixel or µm) as well as rotation angle θ (unit: radians) are built





















The fit uses data obtained at the scan location nearest to the best focus. The best-fit σX,
σY, θ, and inferred FWHM from the last focus check before vibration tests are tabulated in
Table 3.2. The FWHM are also displayed in Figure 3.7. The PSF is dependent on wavelength,
therefore we have three slightly different optical PSF models for one detector: two on the
dual-band windowpane filter and one on the LVF.
To evaluate the quality of our data and fit, we compare their encircled energy fraction with
optics simulation (Figure 3.8). We expect our measurements to be larger than the CIBER-2
optics-only simulation because 1) the simulated PSF σ is smaller than the pixel pitch (18 µm),
and 2) the source that CIBER-2 sees is actually a point source convolved with the collimator’s
PSF. To include these two effects, we first make a gaussian beam with the simulated PSF (“Sim
- Smooth” in Figure 3.8), pixelate this beam to 18 µm pixels, then convolve the pixelated image
with the collimator’s PSF (“Sim - Pixelated+Coll”) before comparing with the data. We find
that the lab data are consistent with the rectified simulation.
3.3 Spectral Responses
To accurately interpret the EBL SED measured by CIBER-2, a good understanding of the
filters’ spectral responses are necessary. We want to verify that the windowpane bandpasses
meet design specifications. We also need to know how the LVF maps the wavelengths onto
the detectors so we can accurately reduce the absolute spectrum.
To characterize the spectral responses, we couple a diffuse light source to a monochromator
and an integrating sphere as seen in Figure 3.9. 500-µm slits are used at the entrance and exist
ports of the monochromator. We then scan across the waveband of each channel in increment
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.7: The PSF in (a) six wavebands and (b) the three LVFs. This data set
was taken shortly before the 2020 vibration test.
of 0.01 µm for 0.4 < λscan ≤ 1.7 µm and 0.02 µm for 1.7 < λscan ≤ 2.1 µm. To capture
the ambient emission and the dark current, an out-of-band image is subtracted from the scan
data. In each channel, the same data set is used to characterize the transmissivities of the
windowpane filter and LVF. Additionally, in the case of the LVF, we also use this data to map
individual pixel’s pivot wavelength and spectral resolution.
3.3.1 Dual-band Windowpane Filter
To estimate the windowpane filters’ responses, 144 stamps on each side of a detector are
selected (Figure 3.10) and their mean response is plotted in Figure 3.11 with 1σ standard
deviation (shaded zone). Different light levels are used when scanning the channels, so the
photocurrent I is scaled by the maximum response Imax in each data set. Also plotted is the
expected response computed from the transmissivities of the beamsplitters, the order-blocking
filters, and the windowpane filters provided by their manufacturers.
The measured wavelength cutoffs match expectation very well. However, due to the imper-
fect spectrum of the input light source and the quartz windows, we were not able to reproduce
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.8: Simulated and measured encircled energy. (a) Channel 1. (b) Channel 2.
(c) Channel 3. For the lab data and fit, each color corresponds to a distinctive focus scan.
In each case, we start with a CIBER-2 simulated PSF (“Sim - Smooth”), then add in the
effect of sampling with 18 µmpixels and a collimator (“Sim - Pixelated+Coll”). The lab data
agree well with the simulation. We notice that the encircled energy profile of the PSF fit of
the LVF runs (purple) are much more concentrated than the data. We believe this is due to
the 2D gaussian profile not capturing the faint extended wings of the PSF (visible in Figure
3.7b).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: Monochromator scan setup to characterize the spectral response. (a)
Schematic and (b) photo of the setup. We use a diffuse white light source and a monochro-
mator to produce single-wavelength light for the spectral scan. The integrating sphere
attenuates and produces uniform output signals. In 2019, the top thermal filtering window
was out of commission, so we replaced it with an aluminum Hartmann mask as seen here.
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Table 3.2: Best-fit parameters of the effective optical PSF model. The FWHM are
inferred from σ. The uncertainties reflect 95% confidence interval. All units are µm.
Filter θ σX σY FWHMX FWHMY
C
h
1 1.8 µm 2.77 ± 0.08 27.00 ± 0.79 14.41 ± 0.42 63.59 33.94
1.6 µm 1.14 ± 0.03 14.07 ± 0.41 24.75 ± 0.72 33.13 58.29
LVF 4.02 ± 0.12 12.30 ± 0.36 20.15 ± 0.59 28.97 47.45
C
h
2 1.3 µm 1.52 ± 0.04 16.59 ± 0.48 28.86 ± 0.84 39.07 67.97
1.1 µm 1.45 ± 0.04 16.04 ± 0.47 29.50 ± 0.86 37.77 69.47
LVF 2.58 ± 0.08 15.33 ± 0.45 13.78 ± 0.40 36.10 32.45
C
h
3 0.8 µm 1.84 ± 0.05 14.90 ± 0.44 27.75 ± 0.81 35.09 65.35
0.6 µm 1.72 ± 0.05 19.33 ± 0.57 28.49 ± 0.83 45.52 67.09
LVF 1.46 ± 0.04 17.44 ± 0.51 14.73 ± 0.43 41.07 34.69
the reported transmissivities. Additionally, a prominent water absorption feature is seen in
channel 3 (around 0.86 µm) which comes from coupling the integrating sphere to the payload
in air instead of in vacuum. To accurately infer the transmissivities, we will measure the light
source’s spectrum and the windows’ spectral throughput using an independent apparatus after
the first flight, then re-calibrate the curves with that spectrum instead of Imax.
3.3.2 LVF Pivot Wavelengths, Resolutions, and Responses
When scanning over the wavelength window, at each scan step the photocurrents are detected
only at the pixel with high transmissivity at that wavelength (Figure 3.12a). The response
vs. scan wavelength relationship is well-described with a gaussian curve (Figure 3.12b) whose
center and FWHM gives the pivot wavelength and ∆λ respectively:






Iij(λ) = photocurrent at pixel i, j [e− s−1]
Ip = expected photocurrent response at pivot wavelength [e− s−1]
λ = wavelength [µm]
λp = pivot wavelength [µm]
σ = standard deviation, so ∆λ = 2.355σ [µm]
IDC = DC offset, ∼0 after correcting for dark current and ambience [e− s−1]
We fit for Ip, λp, and σ to match each pixel in the LVF zone with a pivot wavelength, from
which we can calculate its corresponding resolution λ/∆λ. The best fit pivot wavelengths, res-
olutions, and responses are plotted in Figures 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15. Similar to the windowpane
case, the responses of the LVF are affected by the spectrum of the input light source.
Next, to understand how the wavelengths are mapped on the detector, the pivot λp vs.
pixel column xcol is fit with a linear equation. The best-fit coefficents are listed in Table 3.3:
λp = α · xcol + λ0 (3.3.10)
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Figure 3.10: Data selection for the windowpane filters’ responses. 144 stamps are
measured and averaged on each side of the windowpane filter of channel 3.
α = parameter capturing the dispersion of the LVF
λ0 = cutoff wavelength [µm]
Table 3.3: LVF best-fit coefficients.
Filters α λ0 [µm]
Channel 1 −3.86× 10−4 ± 3.58× 10−6 2.07 ± 3.58× 10−3
Channel 2 −4.07× 10−4 ± 6.63× 10−7 1.56 ± 6.35× 10−4
Channel 3 3.12× 10−4 ± 4.92× 10−7 0.38 ± 5.79× 10−4
3.4 Detector Characterization
To accurately account for the instrumental bias in our science analysis, a good understanding
of the detector noise is necessary. To capture the conditions of the detectors during flight, we
analyze data taken when the detectors were powered by the rocket battery.
3.4.1 Detector Cross-talk
When operating three detectors simultaneously for the first time, we found that there were
severe cross-talk between the boards (Figure 3.16a, 3.16b). This problem existed when the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.11: The (a) expected and (b) measured spectral responses of the win-
dowpane filters. We find that our measurements reflect the spectrum of the input light
source especially in channel 1 and 3. We also see water absorption in channel 3 (light blue
curve). To obtain the true response, we need the light source’s spectrum which we will
measure after the first flight.
experiment ran on the lab’s power supply and the rocket battery, so the power source was ruled
out. After extensive testing by operating the detectors in different combinations, we found
that the initial design of the electronics box did not insulate against electric-coupling between
the APHK boards. When running the detectors simultaneously with the boards spreading
far apart on a lab bench, we no longer saw the cross-talk issue. To protect the channels
from cross-talking, we added thin aluminum plates to the space between the boards to form
a Faraday-cage around each board (Figure 3.16c). The cross-talk was significantly suppressed
and three channels can now be operated simultaneously.
3.4.2 Dark Current
Dark current refers to the electric current in the instrument that does not correspond to
signal. To measure the dark current before and during flight, the cold shutter at the back
of the primary mirror is closed to attenuate the optical signal by a factor of ∼100. We use
long exposure time (∼ 60 s) so that the dark current dominates the read noise. 14 such
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.12: Examples of the LVF data and the line fit of a single pixel. (a) The
LVF data at 0.58 µm (top) and 0.68 µm (bottom), illustrating how different pixel columns
are sensitive to different wavelengths. (b) The photocurrent of a single pixel (row 100th,
column 1000th) as a function of wavelengths. A gaussian profile is fit to identify this pixel’s
pivot wavelength λ, FWHM ∆λ, and response.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.13: Best-fit pivot wavelengths of the LVFs. (a) Channel 1 (1.6 – 1.8 µm), (b)
channel 2 (1.1 – 1.3 µm), and (c) channel 3 (0.6 – 0.8 µm). The wavelength that each pixel is
most sensitive to is color-coded in the top figure. The wavelength is similar along a column,
and varies linearly across the row (or x-direction). Bad pixels or those that are covered by
the LVF mount are in white and are excluded from the fitting routine. In the bottom figure,
the black curve represents the average wavelength in each column (or y-direction) and the
shaded gray zone is the 1σ standard deviation of that column. The magenta line is the best
fit using Equation 3.3.10 with 95% confidence interval (light magenta shaded zone). We
noticed that channel 1 has a large number of bad pixels on the left hand side, so there are
fewer usable pixels in each column and therefore larger standard deviations. Channel 3 also
has a number of bad columns near 1000th position. We later traced this to a loose pin in a
hermetic connectors.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.14: Measured spectral resolutions of the LVFs. (a) Channel 1 (1.6 – 1.8 µm),
(b) channel 2 (1.1 – 1.3 µm), and (c) channel 3 (0.6 – 0.8 µm). The spectral resolutions of
all LVF pixels are displayed in the top figures, and the averages along the y-direction are
shown in the bottom figures. We believe the ripple effects – most prominent in channel 3 –
are produced by the scanning step size.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.15: Peak responses at the pivot wavelengths. (a) Channel 1 (1.6 – 1.8 µm),
(b) channel 2 (1.1 – 1.3 µm), and (c) channel 3 (0.6 – 0.8 µm). The best-fit peak responses
correspond to the pivot wavelengths in Figure 3.13 for all pixels (top) and column-average
(bottom). Similar to the windowpane filters, we are seeing the effect of the light source’s
spectrum and the window’s transmissivity on top of the LVF responses. Notice that we use
lower light level on channel 3, resulting in lower signal to noise level and more scattering
when taking the column-average.




Figure 3.16: Cross-talking problem between three channels and the solution. (a)
Image of the halogen calibration lamp when we operate only this detector. (b) Image of
the same light source when three detectors were powered. The stripes appear on the entire
detector, although those on the right side are not visible on this color scale. (c) To remove
this cross-talk noise, thin aluminum plates are added between the channels. To prevent
shorting any board components, their surfaces are covered with two layers of insulation.
The edges of the plates are exposed and touch the aluminum box directly to form three mini
Faraday cages, isolating each channel from the other two.
exposures are taken with the shutter closed and the detectors are reset multiple times before
each recording to clear any trapped charges. To extract the dark current flux, two models
are fit to the readout frames: a constant dark current flux represented by the up-the-ramp
slope (Garnett & Forrest, 1993), and a constant with an exponentially decaying current model
(Biesiadzinski et al., 2011). The amplitude of the decaying component is consistent with zero
and we observe no physical evidences to support an exponential model, therefore we report
only the fit of the constant dark current. The dark exposures are averaged to make a template,
whose mean is listed in Table 2.4. Channel 3 appears to have a low level of light leakage that
is traced back to tiny gaps in the FPA-optics assembly and an imperfect blocking filter. To
reduce this leakage, for the first flight we will cover the gaps around this FPA with aluminum
tape. In future flights, we will replace a better filter.
3.4.3 Correlated Double Sampling (CDS) Read Noise
Using the same dark current data set, we take the differences between consecutive readout
frames and calculate the standard deviation across the frame differences for each pixel to make
a 2048× 2048 map of pixel σ. The median of this σ map is quoted as the read noise in Table 2.4.
To exclude outliers like dead or hot pixels, a jack-knife 5σ clipping is applied before computing
the median. The outliers contribute less than 2% of the total number of pixels, even on the
most severely contaminated detector. The CDS measurements agree with previous H2RG
studies like Blank et al. (2012), except for channel 2 which appears to have higher noises. We
believe this channel is noisier because its clocking and data acquisition boards are sandwiched
between the other channels (Figure 2.24b). To test this hypothesis, we compare the noises in
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the 1-channel and 3-channel operation modes using our lab power supply. While the lab power
supply is noisier than the rocket battery (and therefore gives higher absolute CDS values), we
cannot operate a single detector when using the rocket battery. In 1-channel mode, the CDS
noise of this channel is ∼ 21.0 [e−1] and it increases to ∼ 22.5 [e−1] when all three channels
are activated.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.17: Histograms of dark current and CDS, measured from the mean of 14
60-second exposures. (a) Dark current. Channel 1 and 2 have nominal dark current levels,
while channel 3 appears to have some light leakage. We believe the leakage comes from
small gaps in the optics/detector interface and an imperfect filter. We will cover the gaps
as best as we can before the first flight and address the filter in later flights. (b) CDS noise.
Channel 1 and 3 report nominal read noise levels. Channel 2 may be noisier because its
warm electronics is sandwiched between the other two channels’.
3.4.4 Nonlinearity Modeling
Charge-integrating devices like H2RG have a finite well depth, above which the pixels stop
producing a constant photocurrent in response to flux. However, these devices have been
observed to start deviating from the linear response before the well depth is reached. The
rate at which this nonlinear behavior appears is distinctive to each pixel. To maximize the
number of usable pixels, instead of masking out the nonlinear pixels, we use long integration of
a diffuse light source to model and correct for the nonlinearity as a function of input flux. The
nonlinearity correction is most important to the resolved sources because the expected sky
brightness (including the foregrounds) is less than 1000 e− for a 30-second exposure (Table
2.4), while CIBER-2 detectors have been shown to start deviating at 1% level from linear
responses at ∼ 104 e− (Figure 3.18).
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Reciprocity Nonlinearity Model
To describe the nonlinearity behavior we use the reciprocity (flux-dependent) model presented




= F (t) · ε(S) (3.4.11)
S(t) = integrated signal [e−]
ε(S) = nonlinearity function
F (t)= flux [e− s−1]
The flux includes an external true flux F0, and a dark current term that can vary in time:
F (t) = F0 +D + dee
−t/τ (3.4.12)
F0 = actual flux that we want to recover by correcting for nonlinearity [e− s−1]
D = asymptotic dark current (constant) [e− s−1]
de = exponential dark current (time variant) [e− s−1]
τ = time constant of the time-variant dark current [s]





a(F0) = how fast the detector’s junction capacitance changes, a →∞ for a perfectly linear device
b = pixel saturation level or the well depth [e−]
D, de, and τ can be estimated separately using dark images where F0 is set to 0. As
mentioned in §3.4.2, we find no evidence of an exponentially decaying component, so de is
set to 0 and Equation 3.4.12 is reduced to F (t) = D. The average dark current template
calculated in §3.4.2 then gives us D. The appendix of Biesiadzinski et al. (2011) gives the
solution to Equation 3.4.11, which can be re-arranged as follows (here de = 0 and τ is ignored):
















We use long exposures to obtain S(t) and fit for F0, a, and b. Based on their physical
interpretation, a and b must be > 0 which reduce the parameter spaces of the fit. Moreover,
a and b are detector properties, therefore we do not expect them to vary significantly between
ground testing and flight. Therefore, they can be estimated for every pixel using test data
before flight. Later when flight data is available, we only fit for F0 by fixing a and b to their
pre-flight values.
Pre-flight Data
In Figure 3.18, the first attempt at fitting a, b, and F0 on a 600-second exposure of channel
1 is shown. We collected the data when the experiment was powered by the rocket’s battery
before vibration tests and used the halogen calibration lamp to illuminate the detector.
During the fitting process, we find that a and b are degenerate. To break the degeneracy,
we need multiple exposures at different F0 because b is constant for a pixel while a depends
on F0. We currently only have one long-exposure data set where the nonlinear behavior is
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Figure 3.18: An example of CIBER-2 detector nonlinearity. Here a pixel is illumi-
nated with a source of ∼ 230 e−/s for 600 seconds. Blue curve represents the Biesiadzinski
et al. (2011) model fit, which follows the integrated charge more closely, compared to the
linear fit to the first 50 seconds (orange dashed line). We only plot the data points at every
25 frames for clarity.
observed, so more long exposures at different flux levels need to be collected before the first
launch. Furthermore, we plan to use a calibrated light source so the true F0 is known.
Another complication with the nonlinearity fitting is that the model is distinct to every
pixel. The iterative fitting using pre-built functions in MATLAB® take an extremely long time
to complete given the size of the H2RG detectors (∼ 5 days for a 255×255 pixels stamp). To
improve the speed, a fitting routine is developed based on the nonlinear least square Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm that is ∼50 times faster. In the WSMR data set, we are planning to use
higher light level to induce the nonlinearity faster, therefore reducing the number of points in
each curve to further reduce the computation time.
3.5 Baffle Deployment
Reliable baffle operation is crucial to the success of our experiment. If the baffle does not
extend far enough, it does not provide full photon shielding and the data will be heavily
contaminated by the thermal emission from the rocket skin. Likewise, if the baffle does not
retract completely back to the stowed position, it will interfere with the door closing and we
risk hot gas penetrating into the payload during re-entry. To calibrate the deployment and
retraction of the baffle at cryogenic temperature, we perform extensive lab testing as reported
here.
To test the baffle deployment in vacuum and at cryogenic temperature, we insert the front
section of the payload into a large airtight aluminum box, then evacuate the box (Figure 3.19)
to create a cold vacuum space in front of the payload. To open the door without the rocket
telemetry’s trigger, we use a handheld control box provided by NASA. Similarly, to operate
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the baffle motor without the rocket, we connect a small breakout circuit comprising two push
buttons (deploy/retract) to the baffle electronics box. The baffle and the door motors are
powered by a +/- 25V supply. To monitor the door and the baffle, a webcam and LED lights
are installed inside the aluminum box. In addition to the baffle and the door electronics setup,
we also have the usual detector readouts and LN2 plumbing connected to the payload. The
setup schematics and photo are summarized in Figure 3.19.
In the first test, we find that at cryogenic temperature, the baffle could not deploy as far
as when it was at 300 K. The degrade in performance is traced to the brass sleeve inserts in
the rods (mentioned in Figure 2.16) which are machined with very tight clearance. However,
at low temperature, they shrink more than steel and reduce the clearance between the inserts
and the rods. The inserts are now re-fabricated with teflon, which has lower shrinkage rate
than steel. During the machining of every teflon insert, we put a steel rod through the insert,
submerge them in a bucket of LN2 for approximately 10 minutes, check that the rod can still
slide freely after cooling, and then widen the insert if needed. After replacing the brass with
the teflon inserts, we can now consistently achieve the same performance at 300 K and < 100
K (Figure 3.20).
Figure 3.19: Schematics (top) and photo in the lab (bottom) of the baffle test. The
components highlighted in orange operate the door and the baffle, as well as monitoring the
aluminum box. The parts in gray are similar to the optics/detector testing. Red lines denote
electrical connections while the thick black lines represent the vacuum and LN2 hoses. We
use one power supply (labeled *) for both the baffle and the door motors.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.20: The baffle’s deployment at < 100 K and 300 K. (a) Webcam view of the
baffle at < 100 K. To measure how far the baffle deploys in the box, we put kapton tape on
the side of the baffle facing the webcam and mark every 1” (visible on the bottom side of
the baffle). (b) The cold deployment is comparable to the 300 K performance seen here.
3.6 Payload Integration & Future Launch Deployment
3.6.1 2019 Integration Campaign
Integration activities
In mid 2019, the complete payload was delivered to WFF for integration and qualification
(Figure 3.21). We conducted a number of tests to qualify the payload:
• Post-shipping check: To confirm that the shipping process did not affect the payload, we
performed the focus and the spectral response tests as described previously.
• Electronics handshaking: To confirm that the payload can be powered and communicate
with the rocket, we connected our electronics to the rocket telemetry and ACS sections, then
collected data like in lab tests. While all detectors could be powered successfully, we found
some issues with the telemetry downlink on CIBER-2 side, and CSTARS-2 tracking could
not be resolved by ACS (see the list of problems after the first campaign).
• Sequence test: Sequence test is a dress rehearsal where we go through all events in flight.
There are multiple versions of the sequence tests to check various systems. Two versions
are of interest to us: the “cold” sequence test which is closest to flight condition and the
“warm” sequence test to check the door and the baffle deployment/retraction. During cold
sequence test, the payload is electrically mated to the despin section, so we cannot use the
vacuum chamber mentioned in §3.5. To test the door and baffle deployment, we have to
operate them when the payload is warm and at atmospheric pressure. To protect the H2RG
detectors during the warm sequence test, we unplug some detectors’ connectors from the
electronics box so the H2RG is not powered. After a successful warm sequence test, the
payload is cooled down for the cold test. To prevent the door and the baffle motors from
operating and damaging themselves during the cold sequence test, we unplug them from
the baffle control box and replace them with a pair of color LED. The LED lights up when
the door opening and the baffle deploy/retract triggers are passed to the experiment.
• Vibration test: A three-step sine vibration test from 0 to 1800 Hz is used to verify that
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the entire rocket can withstand the stress induced by the vibration during flight. At each
step, the frequency is swept back and forth between the upper and lower limits (Table
3.4), doubling 4 times per minute when increasing and halving 4 times per minute when
decreasing. In each test, the vibration is applied in x-, y-, and z-direction separately. In
2019, our experiment successfully passed the z-vibration test, however we ran into problems
after the x and y tests.
Table 3.4: Frequencies and vibration levels of CIBER-2 test.
Frequency Range [Hz] Vibration Level [g Hz−1]
0 < f < 24 0.00
24 ≤ f < 110 1.53
110 ≤ f < 800 3.50
800 ≤ f < 1800 10.0
• Other environment tests: To determine the center of mass, the mass balance, as well as
any in-flight deployment besides the CIBER-2 baffle. These tests are supervised by NASA
engineers and do not involve the experiment team.
Figure 3.21: CIBER-2 integration at WFF. Clockwise from left: three views of the
experiment section assembly in the clean high bay facility at WFF; CIBER-2 on the vibration
and spin balance test stands; and post-vibration sequence test. The central photo shows
pre-vibration optical testing in the WFF dark room.
Problems after 2019 campaign
1. Telemetry: We could not received signals from two out of three detector channels. The
problem is traced to two damaged chips on the APHK boards.
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2. Baffle deployment: After vibration test, one of the guiding rods to deploy the baffle was
damaged, which required design modifications to avoid similar failure in flight. At this time
we were still using the brass inserts, so the inserts also needed replacing.
3. Excess detector noises: We discovered the cross-talk problem discussed in §3.4.2.
4. Optics-detector interface: When examining images taken before and after the vibration
test, we found that the FPA shifted ∼ tens of µm relatively to the lens optics.
5. CSTARS-2 tracking: At the time of deployment, the tracking algorithm of CSTARS-2
was not ready. In particular, the parameters for star detection needed to be tuned to match
CSTARS-2 images.
6. Detector abnormality during vibration test: After vibration test, two detectors stopped
working and the cold electronics appeared to be shorted. We could not identify the root
cause of the short at that time, and in the next cooldown the detectors worked normally
again.
3.6.2 2020 Integration Campaign
Following the transfer of the CIBER-2 project from Caltech to RIT in August 2019, the
payload was shipped to RIT for improvements before the second integration campaign. We
returned to WFF in January 2020 to perform electronics handshaking with TM/ACS and
attempt vibration test again. By the end of the 2020 campaign, we have found and fixed all
problems identified in the previous summer.
1. Telemetry: The damaged chips on the APHK boards were replaced and their functionality
was verified at RIT using a signal-generator to simulate the rocket timer.
2. Baffle deployment: The rod design was revised and teflon inserts were fabricated.
3. Noise reduction: As mentioned in §3.4.2, we fixed the cross-talk problem by adding the
thin AL shields between the channels.
4. Optics-detector interface: To prevent the focal plane assemblies from shifting, we added
dowel pins to the optics-detector interface.
5. CSTARS-2: The algorithm was finalized (Gates, 2020) and demonstrated successfully on
simulated CSTARS-2 images. The responsivity and the noise were also measured (Appendix
C). Unfortunately, the CIS2521F detector malfunctioned shortly before the campaign and
we were not able to test the tracking algorithm on CSTARS-2. Despite this mishap, we are
still planning to operate this sCMOS detector on the first flight to benchmark the electronics’
performance in space.
The main objective of the 2020 campaign is passing vibration test. Due to the transient
nature of the detector malfunction in 2019 (item #6), we could not trace where the issue was
in the payload. In our first vibration test in 2020, the payload passed the z-vibration, but
again failed after y-vibration. We discovered that two detectors were shorted to chassis when
probing their connectors. The short disappeared after we moved the payload to the clean
room, possibly due to the vibration induced when relocating the payload. After two more
attempts at vibration test and meticulously checking the electronics, we eventually pinpoint
the short to damages on the cold harnesses’ insulation. The cold harnesses use extremely
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fragile manganese wiring coated with thin insulation that can degrade due to interaction with
the users or after a large number of thermal cycles. These wirings were not properly anchored
down inside the payload, so they could move around when the payload was shaken. When the
exposed manganese touched the metal parts (e.g. the optical bench), the detectors were short
to the skin and stopped working.
To fix the wiring problem, we covered as much of the cold harnesses as possible with
electrically insulated tape, then affixed them to the optical bench at multiple points so they
do not move when the payload is vibrated. To prevent any electrical contact with the metal
surfaces on the bench, we also applied multiple layers of electrically insulated tape where we
affixed the harnesses. After this fix, CIBER-2 passed vibration test and is now qualified for
launch.
In addition to vibration test, two GUI to livestream some portions of CIBER-2 and
CSTARS-2 telemetered data (Figure 3.22) were completed during this campaign. The GUI
proved vital during vibration test because we could monitor when the detectors stopped work-
ing and immediately aborted the test.
3.6.3 Future Launch Deployment
In March 2020, the payload was delivered to the launch site. To prepare for launch, the
experiment team will complete the following items at WSMR:
1. Post-vibration check: The focus test and spectral scan will be performed again to verify
that the optics has not changed after vibration. Dark data will be recorded again for dark
current and read noise check. We will also collect a series of long exposures at different flux
levels to model the nonlinearity, as well as to study the image persistence and calibrate the
data number [ADU fr−1] to [nW m−2 sr−1] unit.
2. Flat field data: Flat-fielding corrects for the non-uniform responsitivities of the detector
array. In order to apply this correction, flat-field images will be taken during the launch
campaign. Light is shone from a calibration lamp into a large integrating sphere whose
opening completely covers the CIBER-2 aperture. When the light rays are scattered multiple
times inside the sphere, they lose their original spatial information and generate a uniform
outgoing beam. This light beam then illuminates the experiment to produce the flat-field
images.
3. Star tracker alignment: The sounding rocket engineering team will align the warm star
tracker with the payload’s aft view. While we are not responsible for these tasks, the launch
field team will be available to assist with any tasks that involve the payload.
After we complete these activities, NASA engineers and launch technicians will integrate
the Black Brant and Terrier rocket motors into the payload stack. Once the rocket motors
are installed, pre-launch checks will be carried out by NASA team and the experiment team’s
main responsibility will be to maintain the payload’s vacuum and temperature.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.22: Software interface to livestream CIBER-2 and CSTARS-2 teleme-
tered data. (a) CSTARS-2. We send back the housekeeping flags to inform us of the
flight’s status (launch, door, baffle, etc.), the tracking solutions, and three 12 × 12-pixel
stamps of the stars that the tracking algorithm locks on. (b) CIBER-2. For each detector,
we send to the telemetry downlink a 64 × 2048-pixel stamp, housekeeping flags, as well as
the temperature readouts at 15 locations (5 per channel) and at the FPA (“Temp LO/HI”).
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Chapter 4
CIBER Data Reduction
In this chapter, we cover the steps to reduce the raw data and extract the fluctuation power
spectrum. The image analysis is reviewed in §4.1, where we construct the sky exposures from
readout frames and apply multiple corrections. Next, we summarize the Fourier analysis in
§4.2. While the data reduction of CIBER-1 WFI and CIBER-2 share many steps, the pipeline
needs to be tailored to every instrument and every flight. In each section, we highlight the
changes that have been made to the CIBER-1 analysis in the fourth flight and identify the
steps that can be improved in CIBER-2 analysis.
4.1 Image Analysis
4.1.1 Time Stream
Time stream analysis is the first part of the reduction pipeline. We start with the binary
detector readouts and convert them into raw flight map, which can then be reduced further
in the image space analysis (Figure 4.1).
Figure 4.1: Flow chart of CIBER time stream analysis. The product of the steps
discussed in this section is the raw flight map.
Data retrieval
After the experiment section lands, a recovery team will collect the HDD boards which store
the science data. After recovery from the HDD, the binary data are converted into readout
frames and housekeeping flags are attached to each readout frame. Unlike in the lab test where
we recover one integration at a time, the flight data recovery retrieve all readout frames at
once. To match the readout frames to the observing fields, we use the flight timeline and the
event flags “on-target” and “off-target” (see Figure 4.2 for example of CIBER-2 flags). Dark
exposures as well as the calibration lamp images will also be identified based on their flags.
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Figure 4.2: Housekeeping flags of CIBER-2 from a cold sequence test before
vibration test. In each panel, the “timer” line is the timeline programmed into the rocket
telemetry and ACS, while “HDD records” are the values in the housekeeping files that we
retrieved from the HDD boards. The housekeeping flags are recorded for each readout
interval (1.35s), so there are small mismatches between the timer and the recorded flags
due to the time intervals between integration. The flags’ names are on the left y-axis and
their meanings are displayed on the right side. The detectors are reset every time a flag
changes. We found that the shutter flag was programmed incorrectly so there was no status
changed, however by looking at the live downlink data and listening to the sound of the
shutter moving, we were able to confirm that the shutter opened and closed as expected.
This error will be fixed in future flights. To identify the “shutter close” integration that
captures inflight dark exposure, we instead combine the lamp and T1 flags.
Calibration from ADU
To retrieve the photocurrent from the readout frames, we perform line fitting similar to in
Figure 2.13b. The photocurrent is the slope in analog-to-digital unit per frame [ADU fr−1]
and related to electron per second [e− s−1] by:
g1 = ga × gb × gd × δt (4.1.1)
g1 = calibration factor from [ADU fr−1] to [e− s−1]
ga = the digitizer conversion from physical voltage to ADC bits in [V bit−1]
gb = the gain of the DAS board
gd = the intrinsic gain of the H2RG detector array in [e− V]
δt = the frame rate [fr s−1]
While g1 can be estimated from the electronics design and the manufacturer specification,
in practice we can find a more accurate value of g1 using actual data (see Appendix B for




After sky images are built, corrections are applied to account for the imperfections in our
instrument as well as converting to [nW m−2 sr−1] unit (Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.3: Flow chart of CIBER image space analysis. The output of this analysis is
the reduced flight map on which we can perform intensity mapping.
Airglow contamination
While the airglow contamination is significantly reduced in space, we may still see emissions
from CO, NO, or CO2 from the launch vehicle, or water vapor outgassed from the payload (e.g.
Matsuura et al. (1994); Tsumura et al. (2010)). To reduce the effect of this contamination, we
recognize that the airglow emission is time-dependent: decreasing during ascent as the rocket
travels to higher altitude with less air and increasing during descent when the rocket enters
the thicker atmosphere. By assessing that the airglow effect from the atmosphere dominates
the images taken during ascent and descent stages, we can choose to exclude these fields from
the science analysis. The airglow originating from the rocket’s outgassing contributes to the
mean of each exposure and is removed with the image mean when we compute the fluctuation
map.
In Figure 4.4, we demonstrate the assessment of the airglow effect on CIBER-1’s last flight.
The last field was observed while the rocket was still at high altitude and we did not target
any science field during the descent stage, therefore the airglow only affected the beginning
of the flight. To quantify the contamination, we assume that the airglow emission saturates
the detectors in a 60-second exposure and plot the residuals to the line fits of all fields as a
function of time. A highly saturated observation exhibit significant residuals, as seen in the
first three fields. For the remaining fields, we see a low level of airglow (as seen in Figure 4.7c)
which we filter out with the mean sky brightness.
Dark current subtraction
Due to the short duration of a rocket flight, there is not enough exposure time to compute a
robust dark current (DC) template. Instead, we use the dark exposures taken shortly before
launch. The DC template is built from the average of the dark frames weighted by their
exposure time, and then subtracted from the sky images. As an example, the DC templates
of CIBER-1 imagers in the fourth flight are shown in Figure 4.5.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Assessing CIBER-1 airglow contamination. (a) Imager 1 (1.1 µm). (b)
Imager 2 (1.8 µm). We observed eight fields here and the large gaps between the data
points denote the rocket steering between fields. We expect that high airglow contamination
saturate the detectors quickly in a 60-second integration. Here we plot the differences
between a readout frame and its expected value calculated from the fitted flux of that field
to evaluate the level of saturation, i.e. residuals closer to 0 means no/low evidence for
saturation. Based on this assessment, the first three fields were subsequently excluded from
our analysis due to contamination.
Flat field
To correct for the non-uniform pixel responses, we use images of a uniform and diffuse source
at infinity to estimate the flat field frame. These images can be taken in the lab using a large
integrating sphere or computed from the sky observations. To apply this correction, the flat
field (FF) frame is divided from the dark current-subtracted sky images. To illustrate the FF
correction, the FF frames and images of Bootes B (fourth flight) are shown in Figures 4.6 and
4.7.
Astrometric registration
After applying dark current and flat field corrections, the field positions are identified for right
ascension - declination coordinate, field rotation, and distortion. A specialized astrometry
software package, for example astrometry.net (Barron et al., 2008), is used to perform this
task. Given the large FOV of CIBER-1 and 2, there are ample bright stars in both optical
and NIR wavelengths in the images to provide robust astrometric solutions.
PSF construction and flux calibration
This is an important step to convert the data from [e− s−1] to [nW m−2 sr−1]. The photocur-
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.5: CIBER-1 dark current templates. The template is built by averaging a
number of long dark exposure in the same power configuration to flight, then subtracted
from flight data. (a) Imager 1 (1.1 µm). (b) Imager 2 (1.8 µm). In each template, we mask
the bad pixels including hot and cold pixels, as well as those in the four quadrants’ corners
affected by the HAWAII-1 mux glow. (c) Histograms of the masked DC templates.
Iγ = photocurrent— in instrument unit [e− s−1]
λ = pivot wavelength of the broadband filter, [µm]
∆λ = the bandwidth of the filter, [µm]
λIλ = sky brightness, [nW m−2 sr−1]
η = overall efficiency of the optics and detector
A = telescope aperture, [m2]
Ωpix = solid angle corresponds to one pixel
hν = the flux of one photon, given by the Planck constant h and the pivot frequency ν [nJ]
The term in the parentheses is the conversion factor to get the flux. However, from the
data we can only calibrate with the brightness of point sources (i.e stars). The star brightness,







where ΩPSF is the solid angle sustained by the PSF of the data. We can retrieve the λFλ
of a star from a catalog, for example the 2MASS survey (Skrutskie et al., 2006). Next, we
determine the PSF and its corresponding ΩPSF by performing a stacking analysis (Symons
et al., 2021). We can then measure the Iγ and the parenthesized term in Equation 4.1.3. The
inverse of that term multiplied by the inverse of ΩPSF/Ωpix is the conversion factor in Equation
4.1.2.
4.1.3 Changes to CIBER-1 in the Fourth Flight
A version of the CIBER-1 full data pipeline exists for the first three flights. However, we
have added some steps to the fourth flight’s analysis reflecting the changes made to the test
equipment and flight duration.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.6: CIBER-1 Imager 1 FF example, Bootes B. (a) FF frame, where the color
bar represents the correction coefficients (1 = perfect response). The FF frame used in the
fourth flight analysis is constructed from the flight data, which captures the non-uniformity
of the detector better than the lab FF. (b) Sky image without FF correction. (c) Sky image
after FF.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.7: CIBER-1 Imager 2 FF example, Bootes B. (a) FF frame, where the color
bar represents the correction coefficients (1 = perfect response). Similar to Imager 1, we
also use flight data to build this FF frame. (b) Sky image without FF correction. (c) Sky
image after FF correction. Similar to in Imager 1, airglow emission is visible.
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Time stream filtering
In CIBER-1, noise caused by the ground equipment is identified at 9.503 Hz for 1.1 µm imager
and 9.538 Hz for the 1.8 µm imager. The noise appears only in the dark images taken on the
ground and not in the flight data.
CIBER-1 detector is read in 4-channel mode, ie. four quadrants are recorded simultane-
ously. The frame interval is 1.79 seconds (Table 2.2) which corresponds to a readout rate of 6.8
microseconds per pixel or a frequency of 1.46× 105 Hz. In each quadrant, we first line up the
pixel values in a 1D array in the time-order they are read. We compute the power spectrum
of the time-ordered array in the dark images (Figures 4.8a, 4.9a) as well as the flight images
(Figures 4.8b, 4.9b). Two frequencies are identified where the dark images have excess noise
that is not present in the flight data (orange arrows at ∼ 9.5 Hz in Figures 4.8a and 4.9a). To
reduce the noise, we use a narrow bandstop (notch) filter centering on the noisy frequencies
with bandwidth of 0.1 Hz to attenuate their amplitudes (Figures 4.8c, 4.9c). We apply the
same filter on the flight data.
The effect of the time stream filtering is not visible in the image space, but can be seen
in the 2D power spectrum of the read noise (Figures 4.10 and 4.11). The peak ` modes
corresponding to the noisy frequencies fnoisy can be estimated as:






where θ is CIBER-1 pixel pitch in unit of radian and 512 is the number of pixels in a row.
Given the noisy frequencies at 9.503 and 9.538 Hz, we expect that the filter reduce the power
at ` ∼ 6200 for both imagers (Figures 4.10, 4.11, 4.12).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.8: Example of the time stream filtering, CIBER-1 Imager 1. (a) The power
spectrum of the time-ordered pixel readout of a single quadrant in a dark image. The image
is masked by the full instrument + source mask so we can have a fair comparison with the
flight image. The orange arrow identifies the noisy frequency at ∼9.503 Hz. (b) The power
spectrum of the time-ordered pixel readout of the same quadrant in a flight image, showing
no excess noise at the same frequency. (c) Zoom-in view of the spectrum with the noisy
peak at 9.503 Hz clearly identifiable (black). To filter out the noise at this frequency, we
apply a notch filter, then inverse FFT the filtered spectrum (blue) back to the image space.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.9: Example of time stream filtering on CIBER-1 Imager 2. The plots here
are similar to Figure 4.8 of Imager 1. (a) The power spectrum of the time-ordered pixel
readout of a single quadrant in a masked dark image. On this Imager, the noisy frequency
is at ∼9.538 Hz. (b) The power spectrum of the time-ordered pixel readout of the same
quadrant in a masked flight image, again showing no excess noise at this frequency. (c)
Zoom-in view of the spectrum with the clear peak at 9.538 Hz. We apply a notch filter then
inverse FFT the filtered spectrum (blue) back to the image space.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.10: Effects of the time stream filtering on the read noise of Imager 1.
Here we take the stacked 2D power spectrum of the read noise (see §4.2.4 for details on the
read noise reduction). We find no significant differences at |`| > 1.5× 104, so the plots here
are zoomed in to |`| ≤ 1.5×104 where we see some changes. The read noise here correspond
to the sky image of Bootes B. (a) The read noise spectrum reduced from the unfiltered dark
images. (b) The read noise spectrum reduced from the filtered data. (c) The ratio of the
filtered to the unfiltered data. The filtering process re-distributes the powers from the two
peaks |`x| ∼ 6200 to the other modes surrounding the peaks, so there is a noticeable drop
in the power after filtering.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.11: Effects of the time stream filtering on the read noise of Imager 2.
The read noise here also correspond to the sky image of Bootes B. Again, we find that the
filter only affects the modes |`| ≤ 1.5× 104. (a) The read noise spectrum reduced from the
unfiltered dark images. (b) The read noise spectrum reduced from the filtered data. (c)
The ratio of the filtered to the unfiltered data, again we see that the filter re-distributes the
powers from |`x| ∼ 6200 to the other modes.
Figure 4.12: Ratio of the filtered to the unfiltered read noise’s raw power spectra.
We take the binned 1D spectra of the power spectra in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, then take
their ratio. No masking correction is applied here, however we do not expect the correction
to affect the ratio because the filtered and unfiltered images are masked identically. In both
channels, a significant drop in power is evident at the ` = 6000 bin.
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Flat field
We find that the lab FF measurements never matched exactly to the flight FF (Figures 4.13,
4.14). Nevertheless, the lab FF is used for analysis in the previous two flights because there
are not enough independent fields in each flight to estimate the FF. The lab-flight FF bias
is reduced using field differences and is treated as a systematic uncertainty (Zemcov et al.,
2014).
More fields are observed in the fourth flight, so we can now construct a more faithful FF
from the flight data. For each observing field, we stack the off-field maps weighted by their
mean brightness and use that as the FF frame. To estimate the pixel that does not have a FF
value because it is masked in all off fields, we assume that the sky is smooth (which is true
when ZL dominates), and apply a gaussian blur on the off-field images to fill in the masked
pixels with an estimate of the sky flux, which these pixels would have seen had there not been
a source.
The in-flight flat field ultimately has higher noise than the lab flat field due to the short
exposure time. More importantly, using the flight FF means the fluctuations from the off
fields are mixed into the field we are analyzing. The mixing includes time-variant terms like
airglow which add a bias to the large-scale fluctuations, as evident in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. We
are still working on an estimator for the FF bias in the Fourier analysis.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.13: Flight and lab FF frames of Imager 1. Shown here are the FF frames of
Bootes B. (a) The FF frame reduced from averaging the flight images of the off fields. Each
field’s FF frame is built from a unique combination of the off fields. (b) The lab FF frame
recorded using a large integrating sphere, clearly different from the flight FF. (c) The ratio
of the flight FF to lab FF.
4.1.4 Image Analysis in CIBER-2 Pipeline
The current CIBER-2 data reduction pipeline is still in development and we expect that
modifications may be needed once we have the actual flight data. Thanks to the large number
of the sequence tests performed during the 2019 – 2020 campaigns, we have recovered a data set
with similar format and file names to the actual flight data. Using this data set as placeholders,
the time stream portion of the pipeline is now in a very mature stage. For the image space
analysis portion, the dark current template and the instrument masks have been written. We
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.14: Flight and lab FF frames of Imager 2. Shown here are also the FF frames
of Bootes B. (a) The FF frame reduced from averaging the flight images of the off fields.
(b) The lab FF frame recorded using a large integrating sphere. Again we find that the lab
FF frame does not capture fully the uniformity of the detector, resulting in flight FF being
different from the lab FF. (c) The ratio of the flight FF to lab FF.
expect to have the FF data in the launch campaign, so that portion of the pipeline can also
be completed shortly before flight.
Because of CIBER-1 legacy, the pipeline is currently being developed in MATLAB®. In the
future, we plan to convert the pipeline to python to more easily interface with other popular
astronomy software packages. The pipeline is distributed in a github repository available to
all collaborators. The existing modules are:
• Dark statistics: This module performs the line fitting on the dark readout frames, mea-
sures the average dark current, and calculates the CDS noise. The outputs of this module
are the average dark current and the CDS of each pixel, as well as their uncertainties.
• Instrument mask construction: This module makes a mask of the bad pixels (hot, dead,
cold, etc.) using σ clipping on the dark exposures. Next, to pick out the portion covered
by a specific filter, we manually find the pixels in each filter by inspecting the images from
past optics tests. The output of this module is a bad pixel mask, two windowpane masks,
and an LVF mask. To make the effective instrument mask, the user can select a specific
filter mask and combine it with the bad pixel mask. Since the bad pixel mask uses the
dark images, this module is currently being grouped in one github directory with the dark
statistics above.
• Flight stream reduction: This module extracts the housekeeping flags from the recovered
data and arranges the readout frames in the correct time order. Next, it uses the flags and
the frames’ timestamps to match them with their observing fields, performs the line fitting
to make the sky images, and calculates the CDS read noise. Last but not least, to correct
for the pixels that are near saturation, it performs the nonlinearity fitting (§3.4.4) to recover
the actual flux, using the line fitting’s result as the initial guess.
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4.2 Fourier Analysis
4.2.1 Constructing the Fluctuation Spectrum
The fluctuation signatures are encapsulated in the sky’s power spectra, so this is the main
data product of the analysis pipeline. We follow the same conventions in Zemcov et al. (2014)
to extract the fluctuation power spectra and their noise biases (Figure 4.15). A number of
changes have been made, which we discuss in the next sections.
Figure 4.15: Flow chart of the Fourier analysis. The flight map here corresponds to
the product of the image space analysis (Figure 4.3).
Masking & Background Filtering
To assess the background radiation, foregrounds like stars and galaxies have to be masked out.
To account for the effect of local galaxies, we first determine a cutoff threshold. The threshold
depends on the how much residual clustering and Poisson fluctuations below this cutoff that
we want to keep, but no fainter than the sensitivity of the instrument. Once we have a cutoff
threshold, we can simulate the source mask with all known stars and galaxies above the cutoff
using a source catalog.
In addition to the source mask, we also need an instrument mask to exclude the bad pixels.
There are two kinds of instrument masks: 1) static mask, which are pixels that are always
bad or covered by the hardware and are similar between all fields, and 2) dynamic mask,
where the pixels are affected by transient events like cosmic rays. The static mask is built
by analyzing the dark exposures while the dynamic mask is unique to each observation and
requires σ clipping each sky image and its corresponding readout frames.
Fourier Mode Correction M``
The mask contain certain Fourier modes, some of which already exist in the images but with
different amplitudes. When the mask is applied, we artificially mix the Fourier modes in the
mask and the images together. To quantify the effect of mixing, we generate a pure tone image
which has a known single Fourier mode, then apply the mask on it. Since we know what the
input mode is, we can build a matrix, M``, to transform the pure tone image into the masked
image. We can use the inverse of this matrix to convert the power of the masked data into
the true sky power.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.16: CIBER-1 Imager 1 masking example, Bootes B. The sky image here has
been corrected for dark current and flat field. (a) No mask. (b) Instrument mask is applied,
which is the same as in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. This mask also captures transient events in
flight. (c) The source mask is applied on top of the instrument mask. This effective mask
leaves around ∼40 - 50 % of unmasked pixels for the fluctuation analysis.
Beam Correction
The beam here refers to the directional efficiency of the optics. Our optics are equivalent to a
kernel that maps the true sky into images of the sky. The signal we see is attenuated by the
beam, which removes some power at small angular scales or high ` modes. To correct for the
beam, we take the 1D spectrum of the PSF B` and scale its maximum to 1 (Figure 4.18), then
divide the fluctuation spectrum by B`. The shape of the beam correction in the fourth flight
is different from Zemcov et al. (2014) because we have a new model of the PSF. We refer the
interested reader to Cheng et al. (2021) for details of the PSF construction.
Noise Bias
To account for the array’s correlated noise (1/f noise) and its impact on the fluctuation
spectrum, we compute the noise bias estimator N`. Two dominant sources contribute to N`:
the detector array’s read noise and the photon’s shot noise. Due to the short duration of a
sounding rocket flight, we do not have sufficient integration time in-flight to make a statistically
robust estimation of either components. Instead, we model the read noise estimator using
ground data and the shot noise estimator using the masked sky images, then combine them.
Fourier Weight
To identify and downweigh the noisy modes in the fluctuation’s 2D spectrum, we apply a
Fourier weight (FW) on the 2D spectrum when taking its annular average. The weight is
scaled between 0 and 1, where more noisy modes are weighted closer to 0. To make the weight
for our data, we calculate the standard deviation of the simulated noise’s 2D power spectra,
then use its inverse as the weight w(`x, `y) (Figure 4.19).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.17: CIBER-1 Imager 2 masking example, Bootes B. The sky image here has
been corrected for dark current and flat field. (a) No mask. (b) Instrument mask, similar to
in Figures 4.5 and 4.7 and includes transient events in flight. (c) The source mask is added
to the instrument mask.
Figure 4.18: CIBER-1 beam correction factor, Bootes B. The shape of B` tells us
how the beam attenuates the power of the sky spectrum. In our case, at ` & 104 the beam
reduces ∼ 10% of the sky power and the attenuation increases drastically to almost ∼ 95%
at the highest ` mode. Without correcting for the beam, the fluctuations on small scales
would be significantly underestimated.
Fluctuation Power Spectrum
After applying the source and instrument masking, we filter out the sky’s mean brightness by
subtracting the average of the unmasked pixels. Given this masked, background-filtered image
S(x, y), where S is the brightness in unit of [nW m−2 sr−1], the true power spectrum of the
fluctuation, C`, can be computed using fast Fourier transform (FFT). In real data we always
have a noise term to capture the intrinsic instrumental noise and the statistical uncertainty
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.19: The Fourier weights of Bootes B. (a) Imager 1, 1.1 µm. (b) Imager 2,
1.8 µm. We scale the weights so that their maxima are 1. The weights help filter out the
noisy modes when we perform the annular averaging to go from 2D to 1D. As we will see in
§4.2.4, the most heavily downweighed modes along the y-direction (bright yellow) trace the
spectrum of the read noise. For example, in the case of the 1.8 µm imager, the weight traces
multiple modes along the top left-bottom right diagonal (yellow streaks) corresponding to
diagonal noise correlations on small scale (pixel-to-pixel) that are intrinsic to this detector.
when counting photons. Let us decompose the harmonics of the observed background (“sky”)
brightness after masking a`m into:
a`m = s`m + n`m (4.2.5)
Then, the observed spectrum is:
C̃`,0 = 〈C`〉 −N` (4.2.6)
Here N` captures the noise bias, which is calculated in §4.2.4. In addition to the noise, we
also have Fourier mode coupling and the beam effect. To account for these effects, we modify








C̃` is the main product of the pipeline and the quantity that we report in §5.1. The sum and
dummy index `′ here denote matrix multiplication. The terms used in this analysis are:
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C` = True sky spectrum
〈C`〉= Observed spectrum including the noise bias
C̃`,0 = Noise-debiased estimator of the sky spectrum
C̃` = Best estimator of the sky spectrum, corrected for noise, mode coupling, & beam effect
N` = Combined read and photon noise bias
M``′ = Matrix correction for the Fourier mode coupling, computed from pure-tone maps
B` = The power spectrum of the PSF to correct for the beam sampling
Connection to the Convolution Theorem
The convolution theorem states that the Fourier transform of the convolution of two functions
g and h is the product of the Fourier transform of individual functions and vice versa:
F [g ∗ h] = F [g] · F [h] (4.2.8)
F [gh] = F [g] ∗ F [h] (4.2.9)
where F [] denotes the Fourier transform.
In the context of CIBER data, we can think of the beam effect as a convolution in image
space while the masking and flat field effects are multiplication in image space. When sampling
the sky, we essentially convolve true sky signals with the instrument PSF. To correct for the
beam effect in Fourier space, the power spectrum is divided by the Fourier transform of the
PSF, B`. Likewise, when masking we multiply the sky image with a two-dimensional array of
0 (masked) and 1 (unmasked) entries. This is equivalent to convolving the Fourier transform
of the mask with the power spectrum and requires the inverse matrix multiplication M−1`` to
deconvolve the masking effect.
Unlike the masking and the beam effects, the flat field bias is not explicitly shown in
Equations 4.2.6 and 4.2.7. If we call the Fourier transform of the inverse of the FF frame F̃`,
the signal term in Equation 4.2.6 is in fact the convolution of the observed spectrum and F̃`.
To correct for this FF bias, a matrix operation similar to the mode correction M−1`` is needed:
〈C`,FF-debias〉 = 〈C`〉 × F−1`,` (4.2.10)
The corrected 〈C`,FF-debias〉 then replaces the 〈C`′〉 term in Equation 4.2.6. However, Zemcov
et al. (2014) treat the FF bias as a perturbative error term and estimate it using forward-
modeling (§4.2.2). In the case of the last flight, we are still investigating how to handle this
bias, include the possibility of using inverse matrix multiplication similar to M−1`` .
Spectrum Uncertainty
To estimate the error bar of the fluctuation spectrum, we first look at the simple case of
Equation 4.2.6 without the Fourier mode and the beam corrections. The variance (σ2` ) of the
measured spectrum is:
σ2` = 〈C̃`
2〉 − 〈C̃`〉2 (4.2.11)






Our data has a finite sky coverage, therefore we add an observed sky fraction fsky to account
for the cosmic variance. We also bin the data in `, so the variance should be divided by the
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4.2.2 New Flat Field Bias Estimation
The FF bias estimation in this flight is completely different from Zemcov et al. (2014). As
shown in §4.1.3, the flight FF frames are different from the lab FF for both imagers. Zemcov
et al. (2014) use the lab FF and constrain the FF bias on the fluctuation spectra by differencing
the fields. They reason that the sky images are dominated by smooth ZL, so the bias from
using the lab FF is modulated by ZL brightness. When taking the field difference, the common
ZL components cancel, therefore reducing the FF bias.
In the fourth flight, we do not plan to take the field difference to preserve the number
of usable pixels and mask to deeper flux limit (§4.2.3). However, not taking field difference
means we have to accept the full error from the FF, making the lab FF the less desirable
choice. While there are more usable fields to compute the flight FF, doing so comes with two
complications. First, as evident in Figures 4.13a and 4.14a, the flight FF frames are noisier
than the lab measurements due to limited in-flight exposure time. Secondly, fluctuations from
the off-fields may be mixed into the FF.
To quantify the bias, we are studying the following simulation. For a given field, we generate
a map of ZL at that location (Kelsall et al., 1998), add the simulated noise corresponding to
this observation (see 4.2.4), then multiply by the lab FF frame to obtain a simulated sky
image. We do this for all five fields, then use the off-field stacking to compute new FF frames
from the simulated images. The simulated images are then corrected by the reconstructed FF
frames. To find the bias of the reconstructed FF, we calculate the power spectra of the pre-FF
ZL+noise image and the corrected image in each field, then take the spectra’s difference as the
bias. The simulation is repeated 100 times and the average bias is computed. While the lab
FF is wrong, it has no off-field fluctuations and very low level of noise. The reconstructed FF,
however, is expected to contain noise, therefore comparing the two should reveal the impact
of the noise. The impact of the off-field fluctuations are more difficult to capture, and will be
studied in the future.
4.2.3 Changes to the Masking and M`` Correction
Here we review how we construct the mask and the M`` mode correction matrix differently
from those in Zemcov et al. (2014).
New Masking Threshold and Radius Function
Two changes have been made to the masking from Zemcov et al. (2014): deeper masking
flux threshold and a different masking radius function. Zemcov et al. (2014) difference their
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observing fields, which requires merging the source masks from two distinctive fields. The
mask unification removes a significant number of pixels, therefore they use a fairly conservative
masking algorithm and remove only sources at mJ,V ega < 17.5 (Imager 1) and 17 (Imager 2).
We do not plan to difference the fields in the last flight, which results in higher FF uncertainty
but allows us to mask to deeper flux level mJ,Vega = 19. At m . 17, there are not sufficient
coverage from any NIR catalogs. To address this issue, we use Pan-STARRS optical (Chambers
et al., 2016) and unWISE (Lang, 2014) IR catalogs to predict if a source falls above or below
a given magnitude threshold.
To determine the masking radius r based on the apparent magnitude m, Zemcov et al.
(2014) uses:
r(m) = αm+ β (4.2.15)
where α and β are determined such that they minimize the number of masked pixels while
still recover the input spectrum of the mock source images. Here we revise the form of r(m)
to be a piecewise function. For m < 16:
r(m) = a · e−(m−b)2/c2 (4.2.16)
This expression is motivated by the gaussian PSF. For sources at 16 ≤ m ≤ 19, r(m) is linearly
proportional to m such that r(m = 19) = 10.5′′. To optimize the parameters a, b, and c, we
generate mock sky images where we know the true power spectrum of sources fainter than
mcutoff . Next, we generate their mask using a given set of a, b, c, apply the mask on the mock
images, and compute the scattering in the recovered spectra. We select the a, b, c set with the
least scattering. The parameter optimization for the m < 19 masks is still in progress, so in
this dissertation we are reporting the fluctuation spectra using the m < 17.5 masks. These
masks also allow us to give a fair comparison between our spectra and those in Zemcov et al.
(2014).
M`` Computation
In principle, to compute the M`` matrix, at each ` mode we generate a pure-tone real space
image whose spectrum is:
C` =
{
1 (` = `′)
0 (` 6= `′)
(4.2.17)
To randomize the phase of this pure-tone, we multiply it with a gaussian noise map. We then
apply the mask on this image, take its masked 1D spectrum C`′ , and make that a row of the
M`` matrix. This process is repeat for all ` that we are interested in.
In reality, our mask and the generated image have phase information that are complicated
to disentangle. To reduce this effect, in the first three CIBER-1 flights, we calculate the phase-
average of C`′ using multiple image realizations with random phases, requiring Nsim×Nmodes
where Nmodes is the number of multipole bins and Nsim = 100 is the number of realizations.
Even with ` binning, this still translates to nearly 3000 spectra for a single mask.
For the fourth flight, we revise the algorithm taking advantage of the fact that our ` binning
makes disjoint rings in 2D Fourier space. In other words, Equation 4.2.17 is a ring if plotted
in `x, `y space and we treat it as a ring Fourier mask. We generate Nsim pure tone map with
random phases, apply the ring Fourier mask, inverse transform them to get their image space
realizations, then apply the image masking steps above to get C`′ . The same Nsim maps can
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be use for all ` modes, cutting down the number of simulations by Nmodes. Moreover, the
computation of different ` modes can easily be parallelized, further reducing the algorithm’s
running time.
4.2.4 Updating the CIBER-1 Noise Model
We have two types of uncorrelated and stationary noise in CIBER-1 data: intrinsic read noise
arising from the electronics and statistical noise coming from photon counting. We find that
the noise model is unique to each CIBER-1 imager (see below). Furthermore, the noise model
is sensitive to the hardware’s performance so it is unique to each flight. Here we present the
mathematical justification to our noise decomposition and how we construct the noise model
in the fourth flight.
In the following noise derivation, two noise quantities are used. The first is σ, which
captures the standard deviation of a noise distribution as a function of time. The second is
n, which is a noise drawn from the distribution of σ, in unit of [e− s−1]. This term is what
the noise model simulates and can be linearly added in image space. 〈〉 denotes time average.
In the derivation, we denote the values associated with a single pixel at i, j (in Cartesian
x, y pixel coordinate) with the subscript ij. Values without the subscript refer to the entire
1024 × 1024-pixel map, for example nγ,ij,sim means the photon noise simulated for pixel i, j
while nγ,sim refers to the entire detector’s photon noise map. Some discussions here are also
presented in Zemcov et al. (2014) Supplemental materials.
Noise Decomposition in Dark Exposures
Imager 1 (1.1 µm) For Imager 1, the dark exposures capture only the dark current, the
dark current noise, and the read noise. For an i, jth pixel, the measured photocurrent is a
function of time and comprises:
Sdark,ij(t) = IDC,ij(t) + nDC,ij(t) + nr,ij(t) (4.2.18)
Sdark,ij = photocurrent in pixel i, j in a dark image [e− s−1]
IDC,ij = true dark current in this pixel [e− s−1]
nDC,ij = noise due to dark current in this pixel [e− s−1]
nr,ij = read noise’s count in this pixel [e− s−1]




+ σ2DC,ij + σ
2
r,ij (4.2.19)
We distinguish that σIDC,ij is the time variation in the DC itself, not the noise in measuring the
DC which is σDC,ij . We find no evidence of a time-dependent dark current in the HAWAII-1






We assume that for HAWAIIx detector the dark current is very low < 0.1 [e− s−1], so σ2DC,ij <




Therefore, we conclude that the noise in the dark images are 100% read noise.
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Imager 2 Unlike Imager 1, Imager 2 dark data have contributions from the ambient thermal
emission Iγ0,ij which came from the rocket’s shutter door. Eq. 4.2.18 becomes:
Sdark,ij = IDC,ij + nDC,ij + nr,ij + Iγ0,ij + nγ0,ij (4.2.22)
where we also add the noise nγ0,ij associated with the ambient emission.
During flight, the door was open and pointed away from the instruments, so its thermal
emission was no longer directed toward the two imagers and Iγ0,ij does not contribute to the
flight data’s noise. To access the read noise component, the ambient thermal emission Iγ0,ij
and its noise need to be accounted for in the dark exposure. We should note that it is not
easy to separate this ambient emission from the dark current. In fact, when measuring the
dark current template, what we have is actually:
Sdark,ij = (IDC,ij + Iγ0,ij) + nDC,ij + nγ0,ij + nr,ij (4.2.23)
We define the effective DC, IDCe,ij such that:
IDCe,ij = IDC,ij + Iγ0,ij (4.2.24)
nDCe,ij = nDC,ij + nγ0,ij (4.2.25)






We find that ignoring σDCe,ij overproduces the read noise in Imager 2, so correction is needed.
One advantage we have is both the dark current and the ambient emission follow Poisson
statistics, so in theory the nDCe,ij can be simulated like a photon noise given a measured
IDCe,ij . We cannot simply subtract a simulated noise map from the dark data, but we can use
the simulation to estimate the ambient noise’s average 2D power spectrum, and then subtract
that from the dark exposure’s 2D spectrum.
Noise Decomposition in the Flight Data
The flight exposures have the same components as Imager 1 and Imager 2. From the noise
stand point, airglow and all astrophysical sources are combined into a single true “sky” source
Iγs that induces a response Iγ in the detector. This response is related to the true sky flux by:
Iγ,ij = FFij · Iγs,ij (4.2.27)
To avoid making any assumption about the true sky flux Iγs, for the rest of this derivation we
will use Iγ . The photocurrent in each pixel i, jth comprises:
Sij = Iγ,ij + nγ,ij + IDC,ij + nDC,ij + nr,ij (4.2.28)
Sij = photocurrent in pixel i, j in a sky image [e− s−1]
Iγ,ij = photocurrent from the sky, attenuated by the flat field [e− s−1]
nγ,ij = noise due to Iγ,ij [e− s−1]
We make the substitution Ĩγ,ij = IDC,ij + Iγ,ij similar to the effective dark current in Imager
2 to get:
Sij = Ĩγ,ij + ñγ,ij + nr,ij (4.2.29)
If we had multiple sky images of the same field taken by the same instrument, we would have
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multiple measurements of S map with similar noise terms that go to zero when averaging,
giving 〈Sij〉 = 〈Ĩγ,ij〉 = 〈Iγ,ij + IDC,ij〉. However, we only have one integration of each
observing field in a flight, therefore the noise terms persist in our sky image and in the
fluctuation spectrum. Following the same error propagation as the dark images and assuming







Constructing the Noise Model
Adhoc Read Noise The read noise is 1/f noise, so we take its 2D power spectrum N`,r,
randomize the phase and the amplitude, then inverse transform to take an image space realiza-
tion. To estimate the read noise’s 2D spectrum, we remove the signals by taking the difference
of two dark images, each with the same integrating time as a sky image:
∆Sdark,ij = Sdark,ij,2 − Sdark,ij,1 (4.2.31)
Assuming the read noise is the same between exposure 1 and 2, the map difference ∆Sdark,ij
is simply the read noise but follows a distribution that is
√
2 times larger than in a single
exposure. We then divide it by
√
2, take it 2D spectrum and (on Imager 2 only) subtract the
2D spectrum of the ambient emission to obtain N`,r.
Next, we randomize the amplitude at each mode ` by multiplying with a coefficient (θ`/2.83)2,
where θ` is pulled from a χ2 distribution with 2 degrees of freedom and the factor 2.83 is de-
termined empirically. To randomize the phase information, we take the 2D FFT of a gaussian
map and multiply with the product of the last step. In mathematical form, the simulated
N`,r,sim at (`x, `y) is:






As seen in Table 2.3, our fields have different exposure times, so for each field we compute
specific dark exposures using the same number of readout frames to that field.
Photon Noise We start with the Garnett & Forrest (1993) formalism to calculate the










Sij = measured photocurrent in pixel i, j [e− s−1]
Tint = integration time [s]
N = number of readout frames
In this formalism, the simulated photon noise nγ,ij,sim at pixel i, j is a value randomly pulled
from the normal distribution with standard deviation σγ,ij,S . Similar to the read noise, the
photon noise needs to be generated to match the exposure time of each observation.
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Combined Noise Bias and Fourier Weight Based on Equation 4.2.30, we get the total
noise model by adding the read and the photon noise together:
nSij ,sim = nγ,ij,sim + nr,ij,sim (4.2.34)
Next, we apply the mask (instrument + source) on the noise map, which is the same mask
that we apply on the sky image. The raw noise estimator in Fourier space can be built in two
mathematically equivalent ways: either by taking the FFT directly on the combined noise map
nsim,f light or by taking the FFT of the read noise map and the photon noise map separately,
then adding them together:
N`,S,sim(`x, `y) = N`,γ,sim(`x, `y) +N`,r,sim(`x, `y) (4.2.35)
To give less weight to the ` modes with higher variances, we generate 100 noise realizations,





Validating the Noise Model
Even if we only made one observation per field, thanks to the non-destructive readout nature
of the HAWAII-1 detectors, we can build two half-images (hereafter S1 and S2) from a long
integration of N frames, each using N/2 frames. These two images should be identical in
term of their read noise, dark current, and (in the absence of transient events) photon noise.
Applying the same principle as the read noise, we can take the difference of the two half-
images, ∆S to remove the signals and obtain a flight noise-only image, then compare that
with a noise model built for an N/2-frame exposure.
Read Noise Validation The steps to validate the read noise model are summarized in
Figure 4.20. First, we pick an ensemble of dark integration, each of N readout frames. We
make two dark half-images: The first image is built by line fitting frame 1 to N/2−1, and the
second uses frame N/2 to N . This splitting formalism enforces the assumption that the signal
and the noise are stationary. Additionally, any time variations in an exposure can be identified
when comparing the two halves. While the half-exposures may also be fit from using odd-even
frames, the odd-even splitting formalism preferentially tests the stability of the exposure and
does not strongly enforce the stationary assumption.
Next, we make the map difference ∆Sdark by subtracting the half-images pairwise. We
divide ∆Sdark by
√
2, apply the instrument mask on ∆Sdark, take its 2D spectrum, then use
this spectrum to simulate 200 realizations Sr,sim.
To validate the read noise model by itself, we take the map difference between a pair of
simulated read noise map (Sr,sim,1 - Sr,sim,2) to end up with 100 ∆Sr,sim maps. Next, we apply
the full mask (instrument + sources) on ∆Sdark, ∆Sr,sim, and Sr,sim, then take their 2D power
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2 maps, while wr(`x, `y) is used on the single map. We also apply theM`` mode
correction. To demonstrate the simulation, the 2D power spectra of the input and simulated
read noise of Bootes B are shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22. The 1D spectra are in Figure 4.23.
Validation Against Flight Data The validation against flight data is summarized in Fig-
ure 4.24. To simulate the photon noise, we again use two flight half-images S1 and S2 of a
given field as input. A set of 100 photon noise realizations are generated for each half-image,
Sγ,sim,1 and Sγ,sim,2. Each photon noise realization is paired with a read noise simulation in
the previous step to get 100 combined noise maps corresponding to the noise in S1 and another
100 maps for S2.
Similar to the read noise validation, we take the difference between the combined realiza-




(Sr,sim,2 + Sγ,sim,2)− (Sr,sim,1 + Sγ,sim,1)√
2
(4.2.39)
We then take the 2D spectra to get N`,∆S12 and make the Fourier weight w∆S12(`x, `y).
We initially found that the model overestimated the photon noise and produced combined
noise spectra that were ∼ 2× the amplitude of the flight spectra at ` & 104 (Figures 4.25a and
4.26a). This problem appeared in both Imagers. To fix the model, we examine multiple factors
including the dark current estimate, the beam effect, and the quality of the dark exposures.
After filtering out glitchy dark exposures and refining the dark current estimate, we find that
the in-flight g1 gain factors to convert from [ADU fr−1] to [e− s−1] are different than the
manufacturer’s values, which we previously assumed (Appendix B). This error propagates
into Equation 4.2.33.
Using the new g1 factors, we are able to reproduce the flight noise over a wide range of `
modes (Figures 4.25b and 4.25b). Some deviations from the flight noise can be seen at ` > 104
and at ` . 6× 102. For ` . 6× 102, the spectrum is affected by the small number of available
` going into each data bin. We also believe that the disagreement of the noise model is small
compared to the bias introduced by the FF. At ` & 104, the flight spectra include the sky shot
noise which we do not account for in the noise bias. As we will see in §5.1, the sky shot noise
in the fluctuation spectra can be modeled by assuming they dominate at these high ` modes
and use only these data points to fit for their amplitude. Having validating our noise model,
the full N -frame flight and dark exposures are used to simulate the noise bias N` and the FW.
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Figure 4.20: Flow chart of CIBER-1 read noise validation. Here we use the instrument
mask. The first row is how we obtain a read noise-only map from the dark images (left to
right). The second row is the simulation steps to obtain N`,r,sim(`x, `y) (right to left). In
the third row, we inverse FFT the simulated spectrum to obtain the noise images, which we
use to visually confirm that the read noise is reproduced correctly. We further validate the





2, and the simulated noise realization Sr,sim.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.21: The measured and simulated read noise 2D spectra, Imager 1, Bootes
B. (a) The input power spectrum N`,∆dark corresponding to ∆Sdark/
√
2. (b) The power




Figure 4.22: The measured and simulated read noise 2D spectra, Imager 2, Bootes
B. (a) The input power spectrum N`,∆dark corresponding to ∆Sdark/
√
2. (b) The power
spectrum N`,∆r,sim corresponding to the simulated noise ∆Sr,sim/
√
2
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.23: CIBER-1 measured and simulated read noise spectra, Bootes B. (a)
Imager 1, 1.1 µm. (b) Imager 2, 1.8 µm. The data points are averaged over all available dark
exposures for ∆Sdark and all read noise realizations for ∆Sr,sim. Their error bars reflect the
1σ standard deviation. The fill area reflect the ±1σ of the individual read noise realization
Sr,sim. ∆lab-sim/σsim is the residuals ∆Sdark − ∆Sr,sim/
√
2 and ∆Sdark − Sr,sim normalized
by the standard deviation of the simulations.
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Figure 4.24: Flow chart of CIBER-1 flight noise validation. We start with the read
noise simulation in the last section. In the second and third rows, the flight half-images are
used to simulate the photon noise maps. Next, we combine the photon noise maps with the
read noise maps pairwise and take their difference to get ∆S12. Finally, we apply the source
+ instrument masks on ∆S12/
√
2 and the flight noise ∆S/
√
2, then compare their spectra
(Figures 4.25, 4.26).
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.25: Comparing the impacts of g1 factor, Imager 1, Bootes B. (a) The noise
spectrum of the flight’s half-image and its corresponding simulated noise spectrum using
the new g1. (b) We find that the manufacturer’s g1 gain factors (“g1 old”) overproduce the
photon noise’s amplitude at ` & 104 in both imagers. After re-calibrating the gain factors
(“g1 new”) , our model can capture the flight noise better. The blue points are the same as
in (a).
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.26: Comparing the impacts of g1 factor, Imager 2, Bootes B. (a) Similar
to TM1, the noise spectrum of the flight’s half-image and its corresponding simulated noise
spectrum using the new gain factor. (b) We find a similar difference in the gain factor as
in Imager 1, and the re-calibrated gain factor also reproduces the noise better than the
manufacturer’s value. The blue points are the same as in (a).
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Chapter 5
Science Interpretation
While CIBER-1 spectral coverage is not sufficient to detect EOR fluctuations, we are still
interested in confirming the excess that Zemcov et al. (2014) reports. To do so, in §5.1
we outline the future analysis to separate the astrophysical foregrounds from the fluctuation
spectra. We are also interested in checking that the color of the fluctuations is consistent with
previous results by cross-correlating our two spectra with Spitzer/IRAC data.
As we are closing in on the analysis of CIBER-1, we now look forward to CIBER-2 first
launch. We expect that CIBER-2 fluctuation analysis will be significantly more complex than
CIBER-1, owing to the dual-band nature of the sky images and the large number of avail-
able spectra. To conclude the dissertation, in §5.2 we introduce the EBL multicomponent
separation framework proposed by Feng et al. (2019). Using a full covariance matrix to simul-
taneously apply multiple spectral and spatial constraints on the component fitting, Feng et al.
(2019) algorithm is a promising method to handle the CIBER-2 spectra.
5.1 CIBER-1 Fluctuation Spectra
Following the analysis in Chapter 4, we report the field-average fluctuation power spectra at
1.1 and 1.8 µm in Figure 5.1. We exclude Elat30 in the 1.1 µm spectra because its read
noise dominates the power spectrum resulting in SNR < 1 at ` & 1000. Because we have not
finalized our error analysis, we plot here the idealized error bar (Equation 4.2.14) multiplied
by a conservative factor of 3.
The fluctuations on large scale ` < 2×103 are in excellent agreement with the Zemcov et al.
(2014). We start seeing < 2σ deviations from the previous study at 2×103 < ` < 2×104, and
significant overestimation > 3σ in the last four multipole bins. There is also a 6σ difference at
` = 6000 at 1.8 µm, which may be linked to the time stream noise (§4.1.3). While we do not
yet have a definitive answer as to what the small-scale excess in Figure 5.1 is, we suspect the
flat field bias could be a factor here. Masking can also be a problem because the pixel radius
function is different. Further investigation to understand the discrepancy is in progress.
From Equation 1.3.6, we can write the auto-spectrum of the masked and noise-debiased
fluctuation map at wavelength λi as:
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Average fluctuation power spectra. (a) Imager 1, 1.1 µm. (b) Imager 2, 1.8
µm. Also plotted are the average spectra reported in Zemcov et al. (2014) for comparison.
The bottom panels show the difference between our spectra and the Zemcov et al. (2014)
spectra, normalized by the 2014 uncertainties. The fluctuations on large scales agree with
previous result, but the discrepancies in the last four multipole bins are still being examined.
The power spectra of individual fields are included in Appendix A.
Here A refers to the amplitude of the spectrum Cλi` . The EBL term includes the EOR and
other unaccounted sources like IHL. To infer its fluctuations in CIBER-1 data, we first need
to account for the astrophysical foregrounds: ZL, DGL, as well as the residual star/galaxy
emission (RS) known as the integrated star light (ISL) and integrated galactic light (IGL).
We also need to model the galaxy shot noise, (A ∗A)shoti C
shot,i
` , which arises from the discrete




ZL comes from sunlight reprocessed by the interplanetary dust (IPD) in the Solar system
and dominates up to 50 – 70% of the sky brightness in the optical to mid-IR, up to λ ∼100
µm (Krick et al., 2012; Hauser et al., 1998). At wavelength ≤ 5 µm, ZL composes of mostly
reflected sunlight while the longer wavelengths are dominated by thermal emission. In situ
measurements from Pioneer 10 (Hanner et al., 1974) and from the New Horizons/Student Dust
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Counter (SDC) (Poppe et al., 2019) suggest that the dust density decreases with distance from
the Sun and produces negligible ZL at > 5 au away. The majority of the dust originates from
Jupiter-family comets, with small contributions from asteroids, Oort Cloud comets, and the
interstellar dust (e.g.: Rowan-Robinson & May (2013)). While the IPD has been shown to have
complex large-scale structures with decreasing density at higher ecliptic latitudes (Dermott
et al., 1994; Hahn et al., 2002; Poppe et al., 2019), the scale of ZL variation exceeds the FOV
of CIBER-1 and 2. Therefore, ZL can be approximated as a smooth gradient in our data.
Some of the most important observations of ZL so far come from DIRBE/COBE from
which the Kelsall et al. (1998) model is built (hereafter “Kelsall model”). This model is still
primarily used to estimate the ZL contribution given a sky location and date, however in recent
years there have been attempts at updating the Kelsall model to reflect new observations
(Wright, 1997, 1998; Gorjian et al., 2000). The choice of ZL model is important to absolute
photometry, however intensity mapping can take advantage of the fact that ZL is a very
smooth diffuse background and contributes to less than 0.03% of the sky fluctuations (Pyo
et al., 2012). Arendt et al. (2016) presents the most rigorous analysis of ZL in the region where
this foreground is extremely bright (the COSMOS field) and finds negligible ZL contribution
to the fluctuation spectra. We therefore adopt the conclusion of Arendt et al. (2016) that the
fluctuation at >100” scales are not affected by ZL.
Diffuse Galactic Light
Diffuse Galactic light (DGL) is the starlight scattered by the Galactic cirrus and the second
major foreground. Much like the IPD, the Galactic cirrus is also confined to the Milky Way’s
disk, so EBL observations are preferentially made at the Galactic poles where the dust is
optically thin and Rayleigh scattering applies. Observations with Pioneer 10 find that DGL
intensity ranges between ∼ 10−150 [nW m−2 sr−1] going from the Galactic pole to the Galactic
plane and its fluctuation spectrum follows C` ∝ `−3 (Toller, 1981).
DGL SED is found to be fairly smooth (e.g.: Arai et al. (2015)) with a gradual drop-out at
λ ∼ 2 µm (Figure 1.2). Given that the same dust emits thermally at mid-infrared, in principle
we can trace the dust using 100 µm maps retrieved from IRAS (Miville-Deschênes & Lagache,
2005). For each observing field, we first find the auto power spectrum of the 100 µm fluctuation
map whose amplitude gives the square of the dust brightness, ADGL100 . Next, to find the shape of
the dust spectrum, we take the cross-spectra of the 100 µm and CIBER-1 fluctuation maps. To
find the amplitude of DGL at CIBER-1 wavelengths, ADGL1.1 and ADGL1.8 , we recognize that the
amplitude of the 1.1 × 100 µm and 1.8 × 100 µm cross-spectra are the products of ADGL1.1 ∗ADGL100
and ADGL1.8 ∗ADGL100 , respectively. Having found ADGL100 , we can obtain DGL amplitude at CIBER-
1’s wavelengths. In reality, determining the DGL contribution has multiple complications
including the intrinsic variance of DGL color, the scattering phase function, and potentially
low SNR when cross-correlating our data. Additionally, the cross-correlation may not cancel
all non-DGL components. These complications increase the uncertainty of DGL estimation.
Integrated Star Light
To estimate AISLCISL` , we simulate mock images of the stars below the masking flux cutoff
at the wavelength of interest, then take their power spectra. We will use the Pan-STARRS
catalog (Chambers et al., 2016) which has more complete sky coverage of our observing fields
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compared to the UKIDSS catalog previously used in Zemcov et al. (2014).
Integrated Galactic Light
Faint, unresolved galaxies below the flux cutoff at z ≤ 5 also contribute to the foregrounds.
Similar to ISL, to account for AIGLCIGL` , we simulate mock data of galaxies below the flux
cutoff. To account for IGL clustering and redshift evolutions, we consider using the same
Helgason model used in Zemcov et al. (2014) and extrapolate their Schechter function to fit
to low luminosity L.
Shot Noise
On small angular scales (high `), the shape of the IGL power spectrum resembles shot noise








The shape of the shot noise spectrum is flat, in other words Cshot` is constant. Given that shot
noise dominates at high `, we can use the data points at ` & 5× 104 modes to fit for Ashoti .
5.1.2 Cross-spectrum Analysis
While we do not expect to probe the EOR in CIBER-1 data, we are interested in verifying
our results against Zemcov et al. (2014) cross-spectra and using them to constrain the color
of the excess fluctuations. To construct the cross-spectra between 1.1 and 1.8 µm, we will
need to unify the masks of the two instruments, as well as computing a new noise model and
FW for the cross-spectrum. Regarding the foregrounds, we can expect to implement the same
ancillary data and models generated for the auto-spectra.
EBL excess fluctuations have also been detected in Spitzer/IRAC data (Kashlinsky et al.,
2005, 2012) so we are also interested in cross-correlate our data with the 3.6 µm observations.
The cross-spectra give color constraints on the sources of the excess and can be used as
the motivations to accept or rule out excess candidates. We will use IRAC observations
of the Bootes fields, which is obtained from the Spitzer Deep Wide Field Survey (SDWFS)
(Eisenhardt et al., 2004; Ashby et al., 2009) and publicly available from the Spitzer Heritage
Archive. To better control the systematic uncertainties, we will compute our own mosaics
from the basic calibrated data.
5.2 CIBER-2 Multicomponent Separation Analysis
Data analysis will commence immediately after the first flight. After the payload is recovered
from WSMR, we will follow the steps outlined in §4.1.1 to retrieve the raw data and construct
sky images. Assuming the sky images are not affected by any technical problems (e.g. no
heavy contamination from the rocket skin), we will process with the image space reduction in
§4.1.2. After the data are reduced following §4.1.1 and §4.1.2, we will follow the steps in §4.2
to obtain six auto power spectra. In addition, we will also cross-correlate the wavebands to
obtain another 15 cross spectra.
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To handle the large number of CIBER-2 spectra, we will adopt the multicomponent sep-
aration framework in Feng et al. (2019), also summarized in Figure 5.2. We apply the same
assumption in CIBER-1 analysis that the ZL contribution to the sky fluctuation is minimal
and that ISL can be well modeled using Pan-STARRS data. The remaining foregrounds to be
treated following Feng et al. (2019) include only the DGL, the low-z unresolved galaxies, and
the shot noise. Additionally, Feng et al. (2019) assume that after the foregrounds are removed,
the EBL model consists of IHL and EOR.
Figure 5.2: Flow chart of the multicomponent separation. The auto- and cross-spectra
are the products of the Fourier analysis (§4.2). The Feng et al. (2019) framework presented
here use the halo formalism to parameterize the shapes of different EBL components and
decompose their contributions simultaneously at all wavelengths (21 spectra in CIBER-2
case). For consistency check, the best-fit EOR model will be compared with other indepen-
dent EOR tracers like Ly-α emitters (e.g.: Garel et al. (2021)) and 21-cm intensity mapping
(e.g.:(Hutter, 2020)).
The multicomponent separation method involves the following steps. First, we find the
expected shapes of the power spectra of the foregrounds and EBL components. Next, a
template to describe how the components contribute to the power spectrum is built. The
spectrum can be auto λi = λ′i or cross λi 6= λ′i. The former case reduces to an expression
similar to Equation 5.1.1, however the EBL term can now be further decomposed into IHL and
EOR. However, unlike in CIBER-1, the amplitudes are not being estimated independently with
ancillary data. Instead, in the third step, all amplitudes are fit simultaneously by exploring
their parameter spaces following a maximum likelihood function, which is constructed from the
covariance matrices of the spectra. We explore the details of this multicomponent separation
method below.
5.2.1 Component Power Spectra
Thanks to its smooth spectrum at optical/NIR wavelengths, DGL can be treated similar to in
CIBER-1 §5.1.1 analysis. We will use the dust map to trace the shape of the power spectra and
find the dust brightness in all wavebands. One difference is that for the DGL estimation, we
are considering using AKARI data instead of IRAS because AKARI maps have better spatial
resolutions (60 - 90”, although still lower than CIBER-2, Ootsubo et al. (2016)). Similarly,
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the shot noise contribution to the fluctuations can be fit using high ` data. Here we cover the
other astrophysical sources that requires more rigorous analysis than in CIBER-1.
Using the halo formalism discussed in Chapter 1 and Cooray & Sheth (2002) to describe the
shape of the IHL, EOR, and low-z spectra, Equation 1 and 2 in Feng et al. (2019) parameterize




























dMb(M, z)n(M, z)Ỹ`(k,M, z)
]
(5.2.4)
a = scale factor
χ = comoving distance
b = halo bias
n = mass function for halo mass M at z, describing the source distribution within the halo
Plin = linear matter power spectrum at scale k = `/χ
X(k,M, z), Y (k,M, z), X̃(k,M, z), Ỹ (k,M, z) are the shape factors and need to be derived for
EOR, IHL, and low-z spectra. As we see in §1.1, the shape of the power spectrum C` of a
source can be found given an emissivity function jλ and a mass distribution.
Low-z Galaxies
To model the mass distribution from low-z galaxies, Feng et al. (2019) quantify the numbers
of central and satellite galaxies found in a dark matter halo as Nc and Ns respectively. They
relate the central and satellite numbers as Ng = Ns +Nc and Ng(Ng − 1) = 2NcNs +N2s .
To estimate the galaxy emission, at each wavelength λ we will use Helgason et al. (2012)
template luminosity function to derive the number of galaxies as a function of magnitude m
and redshift z, from which the integrated flux production of galaxies fainter than mcutoff can












The shape factors of the 1-halo and 2-halo can then be written as:
X(k,M, z) = Y (k,M, z) = λjlow−zλ (z)
√








where n̄g is the average number density of galaxies, and u(k,M, z) is the Fourier transform of
a galaxy profile – for example Feng et al. (2019) use the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile
(Navarro et al., 1996).
1Feng et al. (2019) express the specific intensity and surface brightness in term of frequency. Here we use
wavelength notation instead to match Cooray et al. (2004) notation as well as the standard practice at
optical/NIR wavelengths.
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Intrahalo Light
To model IHL contribution, Cooray et al. (2012b) give the following empirical luminosity
function:
LIHLλ (M, z) = fIHLL2.2(M)(1 + z)
pIHLF IHLλ (5.2.8)
where fIHL is the IHL luminosity fraction (Cheng et al., 2021), F IHLλ is the SED of IHL
assuming old stars and normalized at λ = 2.2 µm and z = 0, and the fiducial factor pIHL is
set to -1.05 in Feng et al. (2019). The shape factors of IHL is then:





The shape factors of EOR galaxies have a similar mathematical form to those of low-z galaxies,
however their emissivity function is calculated differently:
X(k,M, z) = Y (k,M, z) = λjEORλ (z)
√








To estimate EOR emissivity, Feng et al. (2019) assume that stellar emission comprises Pop
II and Pop III whose contributions follow the simulation results in Cooray et al. (2012a). In
addition to stars, their model also includes emission from HII nebula and IGM produced by
Ly-α, free-free, free-bound, and two-photon interaction. The IGM ionizing fraction xHII and
UV escape fraction are selected such that they reproduce the integrated optical depth τ ∼ 0.06
estimated by Planck (Planck Collaboration et al., 2016). To mimic the Ly-α absorption which
give rise to the Lyman break features, Feng et al. (2019) apply a step function to the EOR
SED near the Lyman limit, although they caution that the actual absorption is likely more
gradual.
5.2.2 Fitting the Power Spectrum Template
To construct the power spectrum template, Equation 5.1.1 is now modified to reflect only
the astrophysical components we are considering here. Using the the notations in Feng et al.





































+ (i↔ j) + (A ∗A)DGLij C
DGLi−DGLj





where (i↔ j) denotes flipping the indices i, j of the previous terms. Each EOR/IHL/low-z C`
term is the sum of the 1-halo and 2-halo spectra (Equations 5.2.3 and 5.2.4). We also assume
that the DGL and shot noise’ spatial power spectra do not correlate strongly with the EOR,
IHL, and the low-z galaxies so there is no cross-term for DGL/shot noise. Their amplitudes
can be fit separately as mentioned before. Therefore, here we only fit for the amplitudes and
the slopes of the EOR, the IHL, and the low-z galaxies. Furthermore, to take advantage of the
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Lyman break feature, the EOR amplitudes can be set to zero at wavelengths < 1 µm. Feng
et al. (2019) formulate that for N bands, there are 3N -1 parameters to be fit. In CIBER-2
case, that translates to 17 parameters.
To fit the templates, the parameter spaces are sampled by a Monte-Carlo Markov Chain
(MCMC) following a maximum likelihood function L, which is constructed from the covariance






` , the covariance matrix is (Equation 18 in






































Ĉb is the theoretical power spectrum and Np is the dimension of the parameter space. Feng
et al. (2019) ignore the last term after prior analysis shows that it stays constant in parameter
space.
Using mock SPHEREx data, Feng et al. (2019) conduct a number of tests on the robustness
of their models and find that their algorithm consistently recovers the input spectrum. A few
interesting conclusions are relevant to us. First, they find that having more wavebands < 1
µm does not increase the fitting performance, in other words we only need a small number
of wavebands in the optical window to utilize the Lyman dropout constraint. This result is
important because we want to prioritize observations at the longer wavelengths where we can
actually detect EOR signals. In the case of CIBER-2, we optimize our spectral coverage so
that only 2 wavebands are below the Lyman limit. Next, they find that the algorithm is fairly
tolerant toward model uncertainties, meaning we can still test an IHL or EOR model even if
its parameters are not well-constrained.
There remain a few scenarios in which the algorithm requires more work. When tested on
a simulated model where the IHL and the EOR fluctuations correlate, the algorithm overes-
timates the IHL and fails to recover the EOR signals. Distortion is another issue. While a
shift in color (i.e wavelength/frequency distortion) does not pose a challenge, distortion in the
angular scales affects the shape of the power spectrum template and introduces bias into the
fit. Despite these setbacks, we are positive about adopting their framework into our future
analysis.
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Epilogue
After the first CIBER-2 flight, we will begin refurbishment to prepare the mission for the next
launch. In the second flight, to improve our control on the systematics, we are planning a
number of upgrades including fine pointing with CSTARS-2 and active thermal control of the
FPA. This flight will also commence our first survey of the COSMOS field.
Looking beyond CIBER-2, various experiments and missions are coming online in the next
decade to provide multiple complimentary probes into the EOR star formation and the reion-
ization process. For example, we will have more independent constraints on the star formation
rate and the gas distribution from multiple line intensity mapping surveys, for example: at
21-cm with the Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array (HERA) (DeBoer et al., 2017) and the
Square Kilometer Array (Khosravi et al., 2019), and at optical/NIR with SPHEREx. There
are also potential tomographic surveys to map HII regions – the product of reionization – at
z > 6 using Euclid, the Webb Space Telescope, the Roman Space Telescope, and the European
Extremely Large Telescope (Gilmozzi & Spyromilio, 2007). The findings of these studies allow
us to independently validate our results.
SPHEREx is worth mentioning for having the most synergy with CIBER-2. Scheduled
to launch no earlier than 2024, this two-year mission will produce four complete sky surveys
covering 0.75 – 5.00 µm in 102 spectral bins. No previous spectral surveys have covered the
entire sky between 0.75 – 5.0 µm. For the first time, SPHEREx will produce a NIR full-sky
data archive with high sensitivity, large redshift coverage, and the redshift information of
over 500 million galaxies. More importantly, SPHEREx will provide deep observations of the
ecliptic poles to enable line intensity mapping with unprecedented sensitivity. The mission
has sufficient spectral resolution to trace star formation at 5.2 < z < 8 directly using the Ly-α
line emission (Doré et al., 2014). Line intensity mapping with SPHEREx will follow the same
multicomponent separation framework that we will develop for CIBER-2 but with even tighter
constraints given the vastly larger number of available cross-spectra. The coming years will
truly be exciting for EBL research.
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Power Spectra of Individual Fields
We report the noise validation and fluctuation power spectra of all five CIBER-1 fields. Here
we use the masking flux cutoff mJ,V ega = 17.5. In each set of plots, (a) and (b) are the
noise validation as described in §4.2.4. In plots (c) and (d), we show the noise model N`; the
uncorrected spectrum C`,uncorr; the reduced spectrum C̃` where we apply the noise debias,
M``, and beam correction B`; overplotted Zemcov et al. (2014) results for comparison.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.1: Elat10 spectra. (a) 1.1 µm and (b) 1.8 µm noise validation. (c) 1.1 µm and




Figure A.2: Elat30 spectra. (a) 1.1 µm and (b) 1.8 µm noise validation. (c) 1.1 µm and
(d) 1.8 µm fluctuation spectra.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.3: BootesB spectra. (a) 1.1 µm and (b) 1.8 µm noise validation. (c) 1.1 µm and




Figure A.4: BootesA spectra. (a) 1.1 µm and (b) 1.8 µm noise validation. (c) 1.1 µm
and (d) 1.8 µm fluctuation spectra.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.5: SWIRE/ELAIS-N1 spectra. (a) 1.1 µm and (b) 1.8 µm noise validation.
(c) 1.1 µm and (d) 1.8 µm fluctuation spectra.
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Appendix B
CIBER-1 In-flight Gain Factors
B.1 Goal
We investigate if the g1 gain factor to convert from [ADU fr−1] to [e− s−1] is related to the
photon noise overestimation.
B.2 Formula
We recall the gain factor converts the units of the noise variance σ and photocurrent S at
pixel i, j:
σλ,ij,S [e
−s−1] = g1 · σ0,ij [ADUfr−1] (2.2.1)
Sij [e
−s−1] = g1 · S0,ij [ADUfr−1] (2.2.2)
where we use the subscript 0 to denote quantities in ADU units. We replace the quantities in




















The term in brackets are known, so we can fit for 1/g1 using exposures with varying S0,ij .
B.3 Data
In theory, σ0,ij is the variance of the photon noise in a pixel over time, measured from multiple
exposures of the same source. However, we only have a single exposure for each field, and
the fields have different and uncorrelated S0,ij . To get around this problem, we perform the
following steps:
1. σ0 contains read and photon noise (Equation 4.2.30), both of which depends on Tint and
N . However, the read noise should be stable between different sky exposures because it is
a detector property. By using the same number of frames N (and therefore the same Tint)
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to construct the sky images, the read noise is expected to add a constant scattering to the
data points. At the same time, by fixing the values of N and Tint, the term in the brackets





(S0 · b) (2.3.5)
To construct the sky images, we pick 22 readout frames in each observing fields. Because
we are only looking at the photocurrent of the diffuse brightness, the pointing instability in
Elat30 does not pose a problem and the full exposure can be used.
2. We pick an ensemble of pixels in the array with similar FF and CDS noise and assume that
their noise properties are similar. We take the half-image difference map ∆S = S1 − S2
(§4.2.4) and use the ensemble variance of this noise map to be the best estimate σ0. The
FF coefficient range is 0.95 ≤ FF ≤ 1.05 and CDS range is ±3σ median CDS.
3. After source masking, the sky image is dominated by ZL which is very smooth so all pixels
see a uniform input flux. We also pick pixels with similar FF response, so their average
photocurrent give an unbiased estimate for S0.
B.4 Result and Discussion
The fit to the flight data is shown in Figure B.1. To calculate g1, we perform a jackknife
resampling and take the inverse of the average slope. To estimate its uncertainty, we take the
standard deviation of the resampled fits and propagate the error σg1 = σslope/g21. The best fit
g1 is −2.67± 0.02 at 1.1 µm and −3.04± 0.02 at 1.8 µm. In comparison, the manufacturer’s
values are −1.5 and −1.3 respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure B.1: Flight calibrated gain factors. (a) Imager 1, 1.1 µm. (b) Imager 2, 1.8 µm.
We find that the best fit g1 are different from the manufacturer’s values. We do not have
an explanation for that, but suspect the change is due to the hardware. A similar calibration
performed on pre-flight optics test data yield very similar results g1 ∼ −2.5 and −2.8 for
Imager 1 and 2, respectively. We opt to use the g1 derived from the flight data because it
captures the detector’s condition most faithfully. Re-running the fluctuation analysis with the
lab-derived g1 yields fluctuation spectra that deviate . 5% from those reported in Chapter 5
at ` < 1000, which is less than the σC` at these scales.
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Appendix C
CSTARS Tests
C.1 CSTARS-1 Tracking Validation
To test the tracking in lab, we simulate images of stars with a collimator and an artificial
star field constructed from fiber optics. To move the stars, the collimator is vibrated and
rotated while CSTARS-1 is operating. During the test, CSTARS-1 captures and saves a series
of images, identifies a group of stars, and instantaneously calculates the translation and the
rotation of the star field. In Figure C.1, we validate the tracking by overlaying the stars’
locations, the field of view (FOV) center, and FOV rotation as calculated by CSTARS-1 on
two images. We find that the markers for the stars and the FOV follow the motion of the star
field and conclude the algorithm works successfully (Figure C.1).
(a) (b)
Figure C.1: Validation of CSTARS-1 tracking algorithm. The blue circles, cross,
and square are drawn by a MATLAB® script based on the tracking results. The circles
represent the tracked stars (circle sizes are for identification purpose). The cross denotes
the center of the square which represent the initial FOV. The location of the cross is drawn
by the center shift (X,Y), while the orientation of the blue square is based on the roll angle.
(a) Initial frame, where the tracking algorithm identifies stars to follow. (b) A later frame
where the star field has moved. We can clearly see that the algorithm follows the stars’
projected motion and correctly calculates the shift of the initial frame’s center and rotation.
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C.2 CSTARS-2 Responsivity
To verify the responsivity of CSTARS-2 detector, we use an optical LED mounted on the back
of the secondary mirror. This LED is primarily used to calibrate the short wavelength H2RG
detector (channel 3, 0.8 – 0.6µm), whose bandpass is similar to that of CSTARS-2. We have
yet to perform absolute calibration on either CSTARS-2 or CIBER-2 detectors; however, given
the specification of the optics, the H2RG detector, and the CIS2521 chip, we can calculate
CSTARS-2’s expected photocurrent from channel 3’s photocurrent in response to the same
flux and use that value to verify if the detector is working as expected. This test is not meant
to give an absolute calibration factor for CSTARS-2. To obtain the calibration factor more
precisely, we will use the same setup as the absolute calibration of channel 3. Additionally,
this test was performed at 300K, so in the future we also need data at cryogenic temperature.
C.2.1 Data Collection
We collect two data sets from CSTARS-2: when the calibration lamp is on and when it is off.
The “lamp off” data are used to correct for the ambience in the “lamp on” case. In each set,
100 0.1-second exposures are recorded. To establish the H2RG’s response to the calibration
lamp, a data set is taken at cold temperature using channel 3 with the lamp on. Previous tests
by our collaborators confirm that there is no significant variation in the lamp’s performance
at 300K and at 80K.
To convert the raw data in unit of ADU to unit of [e−], we use the high gain conversion factor
(Table 2.5). As mentioned in §2.3.2, only a small portion of the CIS2521F chip are illuminated
by CSTARS-2 lenses. Therefore, only the illuminated 700 × 700px zone is considered when
estimating the expected signal and noise. A nearby non-illuminating 700 × 700px zone is used
to monitor the dark current (Figure C.2a).
C.2.2 Expected Response
Given the same flux, the ratio between the photocurrents of a CSTARS-2 pixel and an H2RG
pixel is equal to the ratio of the solid angles spanned by these pixels (see Tables 2.4 and 2.5






= β = 0.105 (3.2.1)
SCSTARS-2 = CSTARS-2 photocurrent [e− s−1]
Sch3 = photocurrent in channel 3 [e− s−1]
ΩCSTASR-2 = solid angle spanned by a CSTARS-2 pixel [degree2]
ΩCSTASR-2 = solid angle spanned by an H2RG pixel [degree2]
The average photocurrent of the LED recorded in channel 3 is 30 [e− s−1], which gives a
photocurrent of ∼ 3.15 [e− s−1] for CSTARS-2. CSTARS-2 operates at 10Hz (as required by
the rocket’s attitude control system), so the expected average pixel value is 0.315 [e−].
C.2.3 Expected Noises
We have two sources of noises: read noise and photon noise. The first noise term can be
approximated as a gaussian distribution while the second term follows Poisson statistics. The
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photon noise comes from dark current, as well as the LED’s flux in the “lamp on” case.
Additionally, to get rid of the ambience in the image either due to environment or self-emission
in the telescope/optics, we subtract a non-illuminated dark zone from the bright zone, therefore










nCSTARS-2 = effective noise in a pixel per integration [e−]
nread = read noise; the second term is due to subtracting the ambience image, ∼ 2 [e−]
nDC = noise due to dark current.
nLED = noise due to the LED’s flux, 0 when the lamp is off.
The expected dark current is 35 [e− s−1], so for a 0.1s exposure we have 3.5 [e−] and
nDC =
√
3.5 [e−]. When the LED lamp is on, nLED =
√
0.315 [e−] which is negligible
compared to the dark current. After ambience subtraction, the effective noise per pixel per
0.1s exposure is (ignoring nLED):
nCSTARS-2 =
√
2× 22 + 3.5 ∼ 3.4 (3.2.3)
The noise term clearly dominates the single pixel’s signal of 0.315[e−]. To increase the signal
and reduce the noise, we stack the 700 × 700 pixels in the illuminated zone. The average
expected signal remain the same, however the noise is reduced by a factor of 700, to be









We observe a time-variant readout pattern in CSTARS-2, however it can be filtered out by
subtracting the median values in each row or column individually. The column pattern is
more dominant so all columns are subtracted by their individual medians first (Figure C.2b),
followed by the row subtraction (Figure C.2c). In the bright zone, we exclude the illuminated
pixels from the median computation.
C.2.5 Results
In Figure C.3, the reduced measurements from “lamp off” and “lamp on” data sets are pre-
sented. In each case, we calculate the average counts in the illuminated zone and the dark
zone (Figure C.3a and C.3b). The noise is the 1σ standard deviation divided by 700. To
correct for ambience in each zone, the average values across 100 runs in the “lamp off” case
are subtracted from the “lamp on” data points. We find that the dark current is similar be-
tween two runs and matches expectation well. The lamp signal can be clearly identified in
the ambience-subtracted illuminated zone and also follows expected value (Figure C.3c). The
average SNR appears slightly lower than the expected values. One possible explanation is we
do not account for the uncertainty in the column and row median filtering when calculating
the SNR. Nevertheless, we can confirm that CSTARS-2 responsivity is nominal.
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Figure C.2: Uncorrected and filtered exposures to measure CSTARS-2 respon-
sivity. (a) A lamp-off exposure before any correction is applied. The squares identify the
illuminated zone where we expect to see the lamp signal and the dark current monitoring
zone. (b) The same exposure after a column-median filtering is applied to remove the read-
out pattern in (a). Once the column pattern is removed, a secondary, less prominent row
pattern is now visible. (c) A row-median filter is applied to correct for this pattern.




Figure C.3: Measurements of CSTARS-2 responsivity. (a) The average counts per
pixel after co-adding 700 × 700 pixels in the “lamp off” data set. We expect to see only dark
current in the dark zone and ambient emission in the illuminated zone. The dark current
level matches specification (dashed dark blue line). (b) The same quantities in the “lamp
on” data set. There is a noticeable jump in the illuminated zone’s brightness, while the dark
zone remains the same. (c) The data in (b) after subtracting the mean of (a) from each
zone. The average counts in the illuminated zone match the expected lamp signal inferred
from channel 3’s flux well. The dark current level also remains stable between two runs,
although blue points staying slightly above zero imply that the “lamp on” case may have a
very low level of light leakage into the dark zone. (d) The SNR in the illuminated zone in
the “lamp on” data set. The measured SNR is below the expected value, which can be due
additional uncertainties from the median filtering.
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Appendix D
CIBER-2 LN2 Plumbing Design
The schematics of the ground and in-flight LN2 plumbing discussed in §2.3.2 Cryogenics and
§3.1. The filling system is designed to work with LN2 storage dewar pressurized at 22 psi, and
the flight system is also designed to limit the pressure in the LN2 tank to 22 psi.
These figures are also included in the safety procedure on file with NASA Sounding Rocket
Operations Contract (Doc. No: CIBER2-CRYO-001, Rev B). A full bill of materials and
recommended vendors can be found in the safety procedure. The document also includes a
step-by-step instruction to assemble the system, fill the cryostat, maintain the LN2 level, and
swap the ground to flight configuration before launch.
We have observed that ice buildup can happen on right at the inlet/outlet ports. Such
ice buildup can lead to water dripping down into the CIBER-2 electronics box and damage
the experiment. To reduce the ice buildup, we wrap self-regulating pipe heaters around the
hose-port interfaces and cover the electronic box with antistatic tarp.
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Figure D.1: Schematics of CIBER-2 plumbing for ground testing. This setup has
been approved by NASA Sounding Rocket Operation for use at the Wallops Flight Facility
and White Sands Missile Range.
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Figure D.2: Equipment setup for filling in the lab. To minimize loss of LN2 due
to evaporation as the nitrogen travels through the hoses, we wrap the hoses in 1” thick
insulation. To maximize the flow, we use a supporting aluminum strut to keep the hoses
level with the payload’s inlet fill port.
Figure D.3: Closeup view of the plumbing parts. The labels here match Figure D.1.
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Figure D.4: Schematics of CIBER-2 plumbing in flight. This setup has been approved
by NASA Sounding Rocket Operation for use on the Black Brant IX vehicle.
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Appendix E
CIBER-2 LN2 Software Control
To cool CIBER-2, we use a suite of software to monitor and adjust the flow of LN2 into the
cryostat. Additionally, this software can work by itself to record temperature readouts from a
Lakeshore® 218 unit without CIBER-2 plumbing (manual mode). The infrastructure of the
software suit is in Figure E.1. Here we include screenshots of the software in various situations:
• Pulse control: normal operation; adjustment when the LN2 tank needs higher flow rate; and
safety suspension when G13 cooling rate is too high.
• Keep mode: refilling using a countdown timer.
• Manual: no automatic filling, full control by the user. In this mode, the software can operate
without CIBER-2 plumbing hardware and can be used to record the temperature of any
experiments using Lakeshore® 218.
• Temperature plot.
Figure E.1: LN2 control software infrastructure.
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Figure E.2: LN2 filling - normal operation.
Figure E.3: LN2 filling - flow adjustment.
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Figure E.4: LN2 filling - safety suspension.
Figure E.5: LN2 filling - keep mode.
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Figure E.6: LN2 filling - manual.
Figure E.7: LN2 filling - temperature plot.
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